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The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) was estab-
lished to serve the advanced educational needs of the 
Navy. The broad responsibility of NPS is reflected in 
its stated mission:
To increase the combat effectiveness of commissioned officers 
of the naval service to enhance the security of the United States. 
In support of the foregoing, and to sustain academic excellence, 
fosters and encourages a program of relevant and meritorious 
research which both supports the needs of the Navy and Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD) while building the intellectual capital 
of the Naval Postgraduate School faculty.
To fulfill its mission, the Naval Postgraduate 
School strives to advance innovation in the Navy and 
prepare officers for introducing and employing future 
technologies. The research program at NPS supports 
the mission of graduate education. Research at NPS
• advances knowledge in a wide range of  
  disciplines relevant to DON/DOD; 
• maintains upper-division course content and 
  programs at the cutting edge; 
• provides the opportunity for students to 
  demonstrate independent graduate-level 
  scholarship in their areas of study;
INTRODUCTION
The Naval Postgraduate School is pleased to present the thesis, capstone-project report, 
and dissertation abstracts (hereafter thesis or terminal project) for unclassified research 
completed in December 2014 by the graduating class.
• Civil–Military Relations 
• Combating Terrorism Strategy and Policy
• Defense Decision Making and Planning 
• Homeland Security and Defense 
• Security Studies
• Stabilization and Reconstruction
• National Security and Intelligence, Regional 
  Studies:
- Middle East, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa
- Far East, Southeast Asia, the Pacific
- Europe and Eurasia
- Western Hemisphere
School of International Graduate Studies (SIGS)
The unique programs and faculty expertise within SIGS seek to identify and address current and emerging security challenges and 
strengthen multilateral and bilateral defense cooperation between the United States and other nations. Areas of expertise range from 
nuclear nonproliferation to counterterrorism; from the history of war to emerging biological and cyber threats; and from the security 
aspects of political economy to international law. 
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
MISSION
• challenges students with creative problem 
  solving experiences on DOD-relevant issues; 
• solves warfare problems; and
• attracts and retains quality faculty with 
  state-of-the-art expertise.
To meet its educational requirements, the Navy 
has developed a unique academic institution at NPS 
and via distance learning (DL) through specially tai-
lored academic programs and a distinctive educa-
tional experience tying academic disciplines to naval 
and joint warfighting applications. NPS has aligned 
its education and research programs to achieve three 
major goals: 
1. nationally recognized academic programs that 
support the operations of the Navy and Ma-
rine Corps, our sister services, and our allies; 
2. research programs that focus on the integra-
tion of education and research in support of 
current and emerging national security tech-
nologies and operations; and
3. executive and continuing education programs 
that support sustained intellectual innovation 
and growth throughout an officer’s career.
xiv
Graduate School of Operational and Information Sciences (GSOIS)
• Applied Cyber Operations 
• Computer Science (residential and DL)
• Computing Technology (DL)
• Cyber Systems and Operations
• Cost Estimating and Analysis (DL)
• Electronic Warfare Systems (International)
• Human Systems Integration
• Identity Management and Cyber Security 
  (residential and DL)
• Information Sciences
• Information Systems and Operations
• Information Systems and Technology
• Information Warfare
• Joint C4I Systems
• Joint Information Operations
• Joint Operational Logistics
• Modeling, Virtual Environments, and Simu
  lation 
• Operations Analysis
• Remote Sensing
• Software Engineering (residential and DL)
• Special Operations
• Systems Analysis (DL)
GSOIS delivers graduate-level education and conducts cutting-edge research in four non-traditional knowledge domains responsive 
to U.S. military needs: information science and technolog y, military computer science, military operations analysis and research, 
and special operations and related defense analysis.
• Acquisition and Contract Management
• Advanced Acquisition Program
• Contract Management (DL)
• Defense Business Management
• Defense Systems Analysis
• Defense Systems Management
• Executive MBA (DL)
• Financial Management
• Information Systems Management
• Material Logistics Support
• Manpower Systems Analysis
• Program Management (DL)
• Supply-Chain Management
• Systems Acquisition Management
• Transportation Management
Graduate School of Business and Public Policy (GSBPP)
GSBPP reflects the management side of national defense in support of operational requirements, with programs open to the U.S. 
uniformed services, DOD employees and contractors, federal employees, and international military and government employees. An 
integrated civilian and military faculty focuses on defense organizations, system applications, and instruction supported by extensive 
defense-oriented research. 
Graduate School of Engineering and Applied Sciences (GSEAS)
GSEAS provides advanced education in engineering and applied sciences while developing technological advances with strict ap-
plication to DOD needs, thus setting it apart from civilian graduate schools of engineering. It is focused on preparing the next 
generation of U.S. and international leaders, military and civilian alike, for the uncertainties and challenges of a rapidly changing 
technological world.
• Applied Mathematics
• Combat Systems Sciences and Technology
• Electronic Systems Engineering (residential 
  and DL)
• Mechanical Engineering for Nuclear-trained 
  Officers (DL)






  Engineering (DL)
• Space Systems Engineering
• Space Systems Operations  
  (residential and DL)
• Systems Engineering (residential and DL)
• Systems Engineering Management (DL)
• Undersea Warfare 
• Underwater Acoustic Systems (DL)
Office of the Provost
• Systems Engineering Analysis
The Office of the Provost provides oversight to a specialized degree program that leads to a master of science in systems engineering 
analysis. Students benefit from cross-disciplinary course offerings and research opportunities found in GSEAS systems engineering 
and GSOIS systems and operational analysis curricula.
xv
The student body consists of U.S. officers from all 
branches of the uniformed services, civilian employ-
ees of the federal government, and international mili-
tary officers and government civilians. The student 
population distribution for December 2014 is shown 
in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Total enrollment by student type for the fall 2015 
quarter (2,901 total). Source: NPS Academic Affairs 
Quarterly Enrollment Report, Fall 2015.
Independent scholarly work in the form of a dissertation (PhD), thesis (Master’s/Engineer), or capstone proj-
ect is required for most academic programs. Student research projects address issues ranging from the current 
needs of the fleet and joint forces to the science and technology required to sustain long-term superiority of 
the Navy and DOD. Guided by faculty advisors, NPS students represent a vital resource within the DOD for 
addressing war-fighting problems and maintaining cutting-edge expertise, particularly in a time when tech-
nology and information operations are changing rapidly. Naval Postgraduate School alumni think innovatively 
and possess the knowledge and skills to apply nascent technologies in the commercial and military sectors. 
Their firsthand grasp of operations, when combined with challenging projects that require them to apply their 
focused graduate coursework, is one of the most effective elements in solving fleet, joint-force, and regional 
problems. NPS graduate education encourages a lifelong capacity for applying basic principles and creative 
solutions to complex problems. NPS is also unique in its ability to conduct classified research. Classified theses 
are available on the NPS SIPRNet.
STUDENT POPULATION

















Curricula meet defense requirements within the traditional degree framework through residential or distance-
learning status. All curricula lead to a master of science or art or a master of business administration; ad-
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DECEMBER 2014 DEGREES CONFERRED
The December 2014 graduating class produced 187 unrestricted theses, dissertations, capstones, and final 
project reports as part of the graduation requirement. Figure 2 indicates the distribution of degrees awarded 
by academic program..
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ACADEMIC AWARDS ANNOUNCED DECEMBER 2014
The following listing provides recognition to those students selected by NPS faculty or military associations 
for superior academic achievement. Quite a few departments honor graduating students for the quality and 
contributions made by their theses, dissertations, or capstone reports.
Campus-wide Awards
• Monterey Council Navy League Award for Highest Academic Achievement: LCDR Jeremiah J. Teti,  
  USN
• Marine Corps Association Superior Service Award for Outstanding U.S. Marine Student: Capt 
  Kimberly A. Julka, USMC
• Association of the United States Army, General Joseph W. Stilwell Chapter, Award for Outstanding 
  Army Student: Major Michael Hutchinson, USA
• Air Force Association Award for Outstanding U.S. Air Force Student: Maj Keith Young, USAF
• Naval Postgraduate School Outstanding Academic Achievement Award for International Students: 
  Major Wing Chien Christopher Chang, Singapore Navy
• Naval Postgraduate School Superior Service Award: Capt Kimberly A. Julka, USMC
• The Pat Tillman Leadership Award: MAJ Steve Smith, USA
Graduate School of Business and Public Policy (GSBPP)
• The Louis D. Liskin Award for Excellence in Business and Public Policy: LCDR Jeffrey Bogdanovich, 
  USCG and Capt John Sharkey, USAF
• The Graduate School of Business and Public Policy Faculty Outstanding International Student 
  Award: LT Andreas Klados, Hellenic Navy; MAJ Tong Choon Tim Koh, Singapore Air Force, and 
  CDR Katrina Ryan, Australian Navy
• RADM Donald R. Eaton Logistics Award for Outstanding Achievement: LCDR William Fitzkee, 
  USN
• Rear Admiral Thomas R. McClellan Award for Academic Excellence in the Graduate School of 
  Business and Public Policy: LCDR Joshua Ellison, USN
• Department of the Navy Award for Academic Excellence in Financial Management: LCDR Joshua 
  Ellison, USN
• Conrad Scholar Award for Distinguished Academic Achievement in Financial Management: LCDR 
  Joshua Ellison, USN; LT Megan Makarenko, USN, and LCDR Scott Stratman, USN
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Randy Boucher–Lieutenant Colonel, United States Army
Doctor of Philosophy in Applied Mathematics
Advisor: Wei Kang, Department of Applied Mathematics
A Galerkin-based family of numerical formulations is presented for solving nonlinear optimal control prob-
lems. This dissertation introduces a family of direct methods that calculate optimal trajectories by discretizing 
the system dynamics using Galerkin numerical techniques and approximate the cost function with Gaussian 
quadrature. In this numerical approach, the analysis is based on L2-norms. An important result in the theo-
retical foundation is that the feasibility and consistency theorems are proved for problems with continuous 
and/or piecewise continuous controls. Galerkin methods may be formulated in a number of ways that allow 
for efficiency and/or improved accuracy while solving a wide range of optimal control problems with a variety 
of state and control constraints. Numerical formulations using Lagrangian and Legendre test functions are 
derived. One formulation allows for a weak enforcement of boundary conditions, which imposes end condi-
tions only up to the accuracy of the numerical approximation itself. Additionally, the multi-scale formulation 
can reduce the dimension of multi-scale optimal control problems, those in which the states and controls 
evolve on different timescales. Finally, numerical examples are shown to demonstrate the versatile nature of 
Galerkin optimal control.
Keywords: Galerkin, pseudospectral, optimal control, constrainted optimization
TERAHERTZ FREE ELECTRON LASER: DESIGN, SIMULATION, AND ANALYSIS
Conor Pogue–Civilian, Niowave, Inc.
Doctor of Philosophy in Applied Physics
Advisor: William Colson, Department of Physics
Terahertz (THz) radiation is a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum with many potential uses but without a 
wide availability of powerful sources. The free electron laser (FEL) has been demonstrated to produce intense, 
coherent THz radiation. This dissertation explores a novel THz FEL oscillator design that is tunable within 
a wavelength range of ~60 micrometers to ~130 micrometers and could produce up to ~2 kW average output 
power. It utilizes superconducting spoke cavities for the accelerating structures to generate an 8 MeV electron 
beam with ~8.75mA average current. The variable gap undulator has only ten periods; this design choice en-
hances the extraction and therefore output power but also reduces single pass gain. To overcome the reduced 
gain, the optical cavity is designed to minimize round trip losses. This design is relatively compact and could 
be installed on a ship to test technologies that are relevant for future scaling to weapons class output powers.
Keywords: terahertz, THz, free electron laser, FEL, oscillator, high power, kW
2DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
INTEGRATED RANGE-DOPPLER MAP AND EXTENDED TARGET 
CLASSIFICATION WITH ADAPTIVE WAVEFORM FOR COGNITIVE RADAR
Jo-Yen Nieh–Major, Taiwan Army
Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Ric Romero, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
We set out to design an extended target classification scheme while determining the target’s range-and-Dop-
pler location with the use of adaptive waveform for a closed-loop cognitive radar platform. To that end, this 
work is divided into three objectives: 1) in support of determining range-Doppler locations, we investigate the 
ambiguity function of the matched waveform called eigenwaveform, 2) in support of target classification, we 
look at an adaptive waveform technique called probability-weighted eigenwaveform (PWE) and introduce two 
new waveforms, and 3) we design an integrated range-Doppler map and extended target classification scheme. 
In this work, we show that the fundamental properties of ambiguity function for extended targets are different 
when compared to classical waveforms for point targets. We improve on the adaptive waveform called maxi-
mum a posteriori PWE and introduce two new waveforms called match-filtered PWE and two-stage PWE. 
We propose an integrated range-Doppler map and identification scheme for multiple moving extended tar-
gets. Performance comparisons in terms of joint probability of identification and determining targets’ range-
Doppler locations with traditional wideband waveform and the three PWE-based waveforms are shown. It is 
shown that the three PWE-based waveforms perform better than the classical wideband waveform.
Keywords: waveform design, eigen waveform, ambiguity function, target identification, target detection, range 
Doppler map, range Doppler location
MAINTENANCE ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING: 
INFORMATION VALUE AMONG SUPPLY CHAIN ELEMENTS
Rogers Ascef–Colonel, Brazilian Air Force
Doctor of Philosophy in Information Sciences
Advisor: Alex Bordetsky, Department of Information Sciences
The maintenance supply chain involves maintenance, repair, and overhaul organizations and the relationships 
within and across suppliers and customers. These organizations work with the probability of equipment fail-
ure, maintenance, and the use requirements of spare parts. All of these elements increase uncertainty in this 
environment. Furthermore, it is difficult to integrate and process information to maintain effective inventory 
control. This high level of uncertainty and lack of integration of information cause inventory excesses and 
shortages of spare parts needed in maintenance, which results in unnecessary costs. This research proposes 
a new model based on information processing theories to connect the lateral elements of the supply chain, 
increase vertical information integration, and transform the maintenance supply chain into an efficient sys-
tem to decrease shortages and excesses of inventory thereby reducing costs. This research will incorporate a 
simulation to compare the proposed new model with the traditional inventory models. This study claims that 
when using the new model in different situations, inventory performance is better than in the traditional mod-
els of inventory control. The importance of the results for the maintenance organizations relates to potential 
improvements in cost and in inventory control while fulfilling mission requirements.
Keywords: information processing, enterprise resource planning (ERP), economic order quality (EOQ), in-
formation integration, maintenance supply chain
3DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
SUPERQUANTILE REGRESSION: THEORY, ALGORITHMS, AND APPLICATIONS
Sofia Miranda–Lieutenant, Portuguese Navy
Doctor of Philosophy in Operations Research
Advisor: Johannes Royset, Department of Operations Research
We present a novel regression framework centered on a coherent and averse measure of risk, the superquantile 
risk (also called conditional value-at-risk), which yields more conservatively fitted curves than classical least 
squares and quantile regressions. In contrast to other generalized regression techniques that approximate con-
ditional superquantiles by various combinations of conditional quantiles, we directly and in perfect analog to 
classical regression obtain superquantile regression functions as optimal solutions of certain error minimiza-
tion problems. We show the existence and possible uniqueness of regression functions, discuss the stability of 
regression functions under perturbations and approximation of the underlying data, and propose an extension 
of the coefficient of determination R-squared and Cook’s distance for assessing the goodness of fit for both 
quantile and superquantile regression models. We present two classes of computational methods for solving 
the superquantile regression problem, compare both methods’ complexity, and illustrate the methodology in 
eight numerical examples in the areas of military applications, concerning mission employment of U.S. Navy 
helicopter pilots and Portuguese Navy submarines, reliability engineering, uncertainty quantification, and 
financial risk management.
Keywords: superquantile, superquantile, regression, buffered reliability, uncertainty quantifcation, surrogate 
estimation, superquantile tracking, dualization of risk
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5ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
CO-CHANNEL INTERFERENCE MITIGATION USING SATELLITE BASED RECEIVERS 
John Patterson–Commander, United States Navy
Electrical Engineer and Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Frank Kragh, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Second Reader: Herschel Loomis, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Second Reader: Ric Romero, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
This thesis investigates a means to mitigate co-channel interference from fourth generation cellular signals in 
order to support passive synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging using those same signals. Synthetic aperture 
radar is a staple of the military and intelligence communities, but the active transmission required for such 
images informs the target of the imaging process. Use of passive signals, such as the orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM) signals of fourth generation cellular systems, is an attractive option, but co-
channel interference mitigation is required. A method to separate the transmitted signals that leverages the 
estimated signal delays between multiple transmitters and receivers is examined for narrowband and wideband 
signals. Multiple methods of assessing recovery performance are proposed. The impact of noise is considered, 
as is the impact of collection geometry on recovery performance, and recovery of OFDM signals is evaluated. 
Signal interpolation is a critical element of the proposed recovery process, and two methods are compared for 
accuracy and speed of computation.
Keywords: co-channel interference, orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), passive synthetic 
aperture radar, interpolation
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7MULTISCALE MODELING OF BONE
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department. 
Brandon Clumpner–First Lieutenant, United States Army
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering and Mechanical Engineer
Advisor: Young Kwon, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Second Reader: Jarema Didoszak, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
A multiscale model was developed to link the hierarchies of human bone in different length scales. Bone has 
a unique structure displaying large stiffness with minimal weight. This is achieved through a hierarchy of 
complex geometries composed of only three materials: hydroxyapatite, collagen, and water. The identifiable 
structures of bone are hydroxyapatite, tropocollagen, fibrils, fibers, lamellar layers, trabecular bone, cancel-
lous bone, and cortical bone. A spring model was used to evaluate the stiffness of collagen. A unit-cell based 
micromechanics model analyzed both the normal and shear properties of fibrils, fibers, and lamellar layers. A 
layered composite model assessed cortical and trabecular bone while a simple finite element model was used 
to evaluate cancellous bone. Modeling bone from nanoscale components to macroscale structures allows the 
influence of each structure to be assessed. It was found that the distribution of hydroxyapatite within the 
tropocollagen matrix at the fibril level influences the macroscale properties the most. Additionally, the model 
allows perturbations to the geometry of any hierarchy to be analyzed. With so little known about the detailed 
structure of nanoscale and microscale bone, a model comprising the complete hierarchy of bone can be used 
to help validate assumptions or hypotheses about structure.
Keywords: multiscale modeling, biocomposite, biomaterials, tropocollagen, collagen, bone, hydroxyapatite, 
FEM, tetrakaidecahedron, fibril, trabecular, cancellous, cortical
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DECEPTION DETECTION PROCESS AND ACCURACY: AN EXAMINATION OF 
HOW U.S. MILITARY OFFICERS DETECT DECEPTION IN THE WORKPLACE
Kristofer Skidmore–Captain, United States Marine Corps
Paul Ortiz–Lieutenant, United States Navy 
Master of Science in Management and Master of Arts in Management
Advisor: Lisa Lindsey, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Juanita Rendon, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Research shows that humans are on average only slightly better than chance at deception detection. Meta-
analysis conducted by Charles Bond and Bella DePaulo in their work “Accuracy of Deception Judgments” 
published by Personality and Social Psycholog y Review in 2006 yields an across-study average accuracy rate of 
54 percent. Although prior research has failed to identify variables that have a large impact on accuracy, a 
recent set of studies focused on diagnostic utility (strategic questioning) leads us to expect substantial ques-
tion effects producing levels of accuracy that differ substantially from chance. Recent research advocated for 
abandoning cue-based deception detection in favor of the idea of diagnostic utility. Specifically, this new line 
of research provides a basis for specifying the conditions under which questioning of honest and deceptive 
individuals yields levels of deception detection accuracy that depart substantially in both directions from the 
usual slightly-better-than-chance results that characterize past attempts. This thesis is a replication of these 
most recent diagnostic utility studies to determine whether the methods are (1) generalizable to a new popula-
tion and (2) useful in identifying specific questioning strategies relevant to Department of Defense and fraud 
investigation activities.
Keywords: deception detection, fraud investigation, diagnostic utility, questioning methods, strategic ques-
tioning





MASTER OF ARTS  
IN  
SECURITY STUDIES
COMMUNITY-ORIENTED COUNTERTERRORISM: INCORPORATING 
NATIONAL HOMELAND SECURITY MANDATES INTO THE 
LOCAL COMMUNITY POLICING PHILOSOPHY
Kenith Adcox–Chief of Police, La Porte Police Department, La Porte, Texas
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: David Brannan, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Second Reader: David Levin, LMI Government Consulting
Since 9/11, many local police agencies have been chipping away at important community policing programs 
in order to meet new homeland security responsibilities. With this in mind, the current study set out to an-
swer the question: do newly acquired homeland security responsibilities require police agencies to reduce or 
eliminate community policing programs, or can homeland security mandates be effectively integrated into 
an agency’s already established community policing philosophy? In order to answer this question, the study 
looked at 720 municipal law enforcement agencies from all 50 states that responded to a variety of community 
policing and homeland security questions in both 2000 and 2007 Bureau of Justice Statistics Law Enforcement 
Management and Administrative Statistics surveys. These agencies incorporate most major U.S. police depart-
ments as well as a representative sample of smaller agencies. The study provides strong evidence that since 
9/11, police agencies have significantly reduced the attention given to community policing while at the same 
time substantially increased their focus on homeland security. The study also strongly suggests that police 
agencies that instead integrate community policing and homeland security not only excel in counterterrorism 
preparedness, but they also enjoy lower crime rates. This supports the idea that community-oriented counter-
terrorism is a viable policing strategy and should be implemented as a preferred organizational practice.
Keywords: community policing, community oriented policing, homeland security, community oriented home-
land security, integration; integrating, counterterrorism, community oriented counterterrorism
THE CATALYTIC FACTOR OF THE SINO–JAPANESE SECURITY DILEMMA: THE 
NEW 1997 DEFENSE GUIDELINES FOR U.S.–JAPAN DEFENSE COOPERATION
Semin Ahn–Captain, Republic of Korea Army
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific)
Advisor: Wade Huntley, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Daniel Moran, Department of National Security Affairs
This research starts with two questions of whether and why China regarded the new 1997 defense guidelines 
(NDG) as a national threat. To answer the first question, this research analyzes and categorizes Beijing’s re-
sponses to the NDG. The result of the analysis suggests that the U.S.–Japanese security cooperation, which 
tried to strengthen their national security, conversely caused Beijing’s suspicion and led China to react dip-
lomatically and militarily. Given Tokyo’s action and Beijing’s reaction, these two states were sinking into the 
spiral model of a security dilemma. To find the answer to the second question, this thesis uniquely combines 
two theoretical perspectives‚ Stephen M. Walt’s balance of threat approach and Alexander Wendt’s construc-
tivist theory. Given that Japan has not revealed its aggressive intentions‚ considering Tokyo’s upholding of a 
one percent norm of the defense budget since the end of World War II, Walt’s realist logic cannot persuasively 
explain why China perceived that the NDG was the outcome of Japanese aggressive intention. To supplement 
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Walt’s logic, this research uses Wendt’s perspective. As a result, the Chinese fear about a militarizing Japan has 
persisted and affected Beijing’s negative interpretation, which because of Tokyo’s aggressive intentions for the 
resurgence of its militarism, produced the NDG.
Keywords: the 1997 new defense guidelines, security dilemma, Sino-Japanese relations
THE SHI’A CRESCENT: A MISCONCEPTION OF SHI’A ALLIANCE
Rowaida Alamiri–Civilian, Department of Defense
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Middle East, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa)
Advisor: Anne Baylouny, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Mohammed Hafez, Department of National Security Affairs
The Shi’a Crescent is a term used to refer to a region spanning three major countries: Iraq, Lebanon, and Iran. 
These countries each have a large and active population of Shi’a. Shi’a is one of the two main Islamic sects. 
The thesis finds the formation of a politically unified Shi’a crescent unlikely. It highlights the importance to 
regard Shi’a identity as a dynamic mechanism that can change the political stage in the Middle East. The study 
focused on the three intended countries of the proposed crescent. Each was examined thoroughly and inde-
pendently in order to compare and contrast common concerns, interests, and circumstances that can lead to a 
possible unity of Shi’a in the region. Therefore, the research focused on three factors: sociopolitical representa-
tion, socioeconomic oppression, and the Shi’a identity. A greater emphasis was given to the reasons that lead 
Shi’a to maintain a distinct identity rather than assimilate nationally because maintaining this identity allows 
for bids for support and power beyond the state level. It is necessary for the United States to recognize that the 
regional uses of Shi’a identity have implications for the stability of the states.
Keywords: Shi’a, Shi’a Crescent, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Hezbollah, Shi’a identity, socioeconomic, sociopoliti-
cal, Da’wa, Sadr movement, Amal, Supreme Council for the Islamic Revolution, Iranian Revolution, Iranian 
constitution
U.S.–PORTUGUESE RELATIONS AND LAJES FIELD AIR BASE
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Rui Amaral–Captain, United States Air Force
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Europe and Eurasia)
Advisor: David Yost, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Thomas Bruneau, Department of National Security Affairs
The thesis examines the relationship between the United States and Portugal with special attention to the past, 
present, and potential future utilization of Lajes Field Air Base, the sole military asset in Portugal that has 
historically been highly valued by the United States. In the last decade, global events have set U.S. geopoliti-
cal interests pivoting toward the Asia-Pacific. The post–Cold War re-alignment of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization and recent U.S. budgetary limitations have placed constraints on the U.S. Air Force’s mission 
capability. Lajes Field Air Base, located in the Azores archipelago, was not spared from these budgetary cuts. 
The U.S. Air Force made cuts in manning and logistical assets at Lajes Field in order to save millions annually. 
This thesis evaluates the impact of these reductions on Lajes Field Air Base’s mission. The thesis also assesses 
the implications of these reductions for the social, political, and economic bonds between the United States 
and Portugal, particularly the autonomous government of the Azores.




DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE IN HAITI: WHERE HAS THE MONEY GONE?
Scott Anderson–Major, United States Army
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Western Hemisphere)
Advisor: Thomas Bruneau, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Robert Looney, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis analyzes the level of effectiveness of the development assistance that Haiti has received since 
being struck by an earthquake on January 12, 2010. Despite receiving billions of dollars in development as-
sistance, Haiti has little tangible results to show for all of the money spent. According to a 2014 report from 
the United Nations Special Envoy to Haiti, $6.43 billion of this aid has already been disbursed. This thesis 
analyzes the political and socioeconomic history of Haiti, focusing on the progress and changes over the past 
five years since receiving the additional economic assistance and documenting the challenges facing Haiti 
moving forward. This thesis finds that in Haiti, the political and socioeconomic climate is extremely intricate 
and complex and progress is difficult to measure. It concludes that over half of the allocated funds have been 
allocated to consumable resources that do not provide any enduring benefit to the nation but that many of the 
resources were spent on opportunistic NGOs without the knowledge or consent of the Haitian government. 
Despite historical precedence, the Haitian government needs more autonomy in determining its future if it is 
going to achieve enduring prosperity.
Keywords: Haiti, economics, earthquake
FEAR FACTORS IN: POLITICAL RHETORIC, THREAT 
INFLATION, AND THE NARRATIVE OF SEPTEMBER 11
Lorna Atmore–Deputy Inspector, Nassau County Police Department, Mineola, New York
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Fathali Moghaddam, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Second Reader: David Brannan, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
The terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon transformed the way the nation views 
homeland security and terrorism. It changed the priorities of the nation. The current frame of reference on 
terrorism, national security, and fear of future attacks were informed by political remarks and speeches made 
in the immediate aftermath of the terrorist attacks. Political rhetoric that defined the terrorist attacks as acts 
of war laid the foundation for a period of public insecurity and vulnerability to the threat of terrorism in the 
homeland and provided justifications for counterterrorism legislation that impinged individual freedoms and 
civil rights. The purpose of this research is to analyze political rhetoric in the aftermath of the September 
2001 terrorist attacks to determine whether political rhetoric contributed to threat inflation, public fear, and 
misperception of the security threats faced by the American public. An examination of the divergent schol-
arly perspectives on the role of political rhetoric on public perception, emotion, and reaction is performed to 
uncover mechanisms that impacted critical assessment, minimized debate of policy alternatives, and fostered 
public fear. The study exposes the characteristics of political rhetoric and the discursive devices employed in 
response to the terrorist attacks, which influenced public threat perception and fear. It argues that the rhetori-
cal choices, which emphasized fear, were part of the mechanics for threat inflation seen in the aftermath of 
the September 2001 terrorist attacks.
Keywords: political rhetoric, threat inflation, fear, culture of fear, politics of fear, positioning theory, securiti-
zation theory, social identity theory, constructivism, discourse analysis
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REEXAMINING ISLAM AND DEMOCRACY THROUGH THE WASATIYYA PERSPECTIVE
Jeremiah Bautista–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Middle East, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa)
Advisor: Mohammed Hafez, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Ryan Gingeras, Department of National Security Affairs
The primary aim of this thesis is to reexamine the Islam-democracy debate through the lens of Wasatiyya, 
a contemporary tendency in Islam that espouses centrist positions on religious, political, cultural and other 
aspects of society. Wasatiyya asserts that Islam and democracy are inherently compatible because they share 
many defining features, from popular sovereignty and representative government to separation of powers, 
freedom, and human rights. Through documentary analysis of existing literature on Islam and democracy, this 
thesis examines Wasatiyya arguments supporting the compatibility of Islam and democracy and analyzes how 
these arguments stand up against contemporary measures of democratic standards. These methods are geared 
toward the goal of determining the democraticness of Wasatiyya in conceptual terms while examining its real 
world application through the Wasatiyya-backed Constitution of the Tunisian Republic. Wasatiyya encour-
ages Muslims to strive to use reason within Islamic guidelines. It views the issue of Islam and democracy as a 
product of historical struggle within Islam to fit with modernity. Wasatiyya acknowledges that democracy has 
its pros and cons, but it is also convinced that today, democracy is the best form of government available that 
could promote the best interest of Islam and the Ummah (Muslim nation).
Keywords: Wasatiyya, Islam and democracy, Islamic democracy, democracy in the Muslim world, democrati-
zation, resurgence of Islam, modernist Islam, moderate Islamists, political Islam, Islamism, the state in Islam, 
popular sovereignty and government in Islam, freedom and rights in Islam
THE ROLE OF THE STATE AND OPPOSITION TO NEOLIBERAL REFORM: 
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF CHILE AND ARGENTINA
Darrick Berens–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Western Hemisphere)
Advisor: Robert Looney, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Maiah Jaskoski, Department of National Security Affairs
The purpose of this thesis is to expand on the existing literature covering Latin American economic reform 
through a new take on the state/opposition relationship that accounts for the differences in neoliberal con-
solidation in Chile and Argentina. More specifically, it identifies the management tactics employed by the state 
to diminish anti-neoliberal mobilizations and how these tactics adjust over time with changes in government. 
This thesis isolates and analyzes the consistency of state opposition management tactics across various ad-
ministrations and its effect on the consolidation of a stable neoliberal model. In Chile, consistency in man-
agement tactics across successive governments has fostered the consolidation and stability of its neoliberal 
model. Conversely, in Argentina, the strength of the neoliberal model has suffered greater alterations due to 
the inconsistency in opposition management tactics used by the Kirchner administrations when compared to 
previous governments.
Keywords: neoliberalism, Chile, Argentina, economic reform, opposition
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DENYING THE DANGEROUS: PREVENTING FIREARMS FROM 
ENTERING THE HANDS OF THE DANGEROUSLY MENTALLY ILL
David Bonk–Lieutenant, Philadelphia Police Department, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Lauren Wollman, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Second Reader: Thomas Nestel, Chief of Transit Police, Southeastern Pennsylvania  
Transportation Authority, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Mass shootings in the United States tend to be succeeded by a period of great public attention to gun control 
laws. Often of particular concern is the National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS), which 
is promulgated by law to prevent statutorily defined individuals, including the dangerously mentally ill, from 
obtaining firearms. This thesis analyzed the NICS, particularly its ability or inability to prevent firearm access 
to the mentally ill. The examination looked at three criteria: (1) the weaknesses in the NICS that inhibit its 
ability in preventing the dangerously mentally ill from obtaining firearms, (2) how consistently applicable re-
cords are submitted to the NICS from the individual states, and (3) the proposed recommendations to change 
and create a more efficient NICS. Specific high-profile mass shootings in the United States were reviewed to 
illustrate legislative response to those shootings and the changes to the NICS, if any, that followed them. The 
goal was to identify any immediate deficiencies in the NICS and determine any corrective actions necessary 
to enhance it to produce a more reliable system. This research should serve as a roadmap for committees or 
individuals tasked with gun control legislation in the United States.
Keywords: law enforcement, dangerously mentally ill, background checks, mass shooter
SILENT WARNING: UNDERSTANDING THE NATIONAL 
TERRORISM ADVISORY SYSTEM
Roy Brush–National Terrorism Advisory System Coordinator, Department of Homeland Security
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
This research investigated two questions: how effective is the United States Department of Homeland Secu-
rity (DHS) National Terrorism Advisory System (NTAS) when compared to its predecessor, the Homeland 
Security Advisory System? And does NTAS provide sufficient decision advantage for the nation it serves? The 
research methodology/design used a comparative analysis of results observed for each system as it addressed 
the problem set presented in a case study. The research found that NTAS is effective but continued improve-
ment is needed. These improvements include the formal establishment of a DHS Office of Counterterrorism 
Coordination; the renewal of the DHS Counterterrorism Advisory Board Charter or other appropriate gover-
nance documents to ensure sustainment of necessary decision making and execution authority for NTAS; re-
finement of the NTAS Concept of Operations to better demonstrate the system’s scalable outcomes other than 
an NTAS-generated alert, such as Joint Intelligence Bulletins, Joint Threat Assessments, etc.; NTAS-related 
outreach and education efforts with the homeland security enterprise and the public; and the improvement of 
communication aspects of NTAS integrating with other warning systems, such as the Integrated Public Alert 
and Warning System. These improvements are critical in sustaining the current effectiveness of the system 
and ensuring its future success.
Keywords: national, terrorism, advisory, system, NTAS and National Terrorism Advisory System, warning, 
alert, decision, advantage, decision advantage, HSAS and Homeland Security Advisory System, Boston Mara-
thon bombing, Christmas Day bomber, underwear bomber, hurricane, counterterrorism, CTAB, Counter-




FLORIDA LAW ENFORCEMENT’S ROLE IN AGROTERRORISM
Benjamin Burns–Captain, Office of Agricultural Law Enforcement
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Lauren Wollman, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Second Reader: John Rollins, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
The 2005 Department of Justice’s National Institute of Justice report Defining Law Enforcement’s Role in Protecting 
American Agriculture from Agroterrorism was used as a framework for analyzing the State of Florida’s capabili-
ties for preparing and responding to an agroterrorism attack. A series of desired capabilities were developed 
from the report’s conclusions and recommendations, and research was conducted to establish Florida law 
enforcement’s current capabilities. From these two points of reference, gap analysis identified the deficiencies 
in Florida’s capabilities. Research and analysis found Florida’s preparation capability gaps revolve around a 
general lack of intelligence and information-sharing focused on the agriculture sector. The key recommenda-
tion is creation of a state agriculture intelligence and analysis unit that interacts with the fusion centers, critical 
infrastructure protection program, and the food and agriculture sector. Florida’s response capabilities were 
found to be quite robust. Gaps found in the area of response could be closed with relatively minor policy and 
strategy enhancements.
Keywords: agroterrorism, agriculture, bioterrorism, biosecurity, Florida, foot-and-mouth, FMD
POLITICAL AND MILITARY CHALLENGES OF THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA 
IN THE CONTEXT OF SECURITY IN THE BLACK SEA BASIN
Radu Cisleanu–Major, Republic of Moldova Army
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Combating Terrorism: Policy & Strategy)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Second Reader: Cristiana Matei, Center for Civil-Military Relations
This thesis assesses the political and military challenges facing the Republic of Moldova as an armed neutral in 
the regional security architecture of the Black Sea Basin. The eastward expansion of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO) and the European Union (EU) has turned the Black Sea region into an area of over-
lapping partnerships, programs, and projects geared toward stabilization, development, and preparation for 
integration into Euro-Atlantic institutions. Past experience shows that national security is closely connected 
to regional security, which requires close attention to political, economic, social, cultural, diplomatic, ethnic, 
and energy factors. The new geopolitical configuration in the Black Sea region presents both challenges and 
opportunities for Moldova to promote regional and national security through bilateral cooperation with neigh-
boring countries and broader international engagement and relations with the European Union and NATO. 
In view of this complex situation, the pursuit of a policy of armed neutrality may be the best approach for 
promoting the national interest and security of Moldova. Such political positioning would provide the country 
with opportunities for working efficiently with both neighboring nations and the West as well as maintaining 
good relations with the dominant political, military, and economic force in the region‚ the Russian Federation.
Keywords: Republic of Moldova, Black Sea Basin, security, national security, military security, regional secu-
rity, energy security, security policy, international organizations, national interest, national autonomy, neutral-
ity, cooperation, frozen conflicts, Europe
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VIETNAM’S DRIVE TO MODERNIZE MILITARILY—CAUSES AND IMPLICATIONS
Ryan Clark–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific)
Advisor: Michael Malley, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Casey Lucius, Naval War College
Since the initiation of economic reforms in the late 1980s, the Communist Party of Vietnam (CPV) has in-
creasingly focused on updating its sea and air capabilities while also enhancing its foreign defense relations. 
Since then, military capabilities outside of Vietnam’s ground forces have increased with the addition of more 
modern equipment. After the Soviet Union’s collapse, Vietnam expanded its military procurement network 
and general defense policy beyond Russia. What are the specific details of these modernization efforts? As 
Vietnam’s economy has developed, its relationship with the People’s Republic of China (PRC) has varied due 
to conflicting territorial claims in the South China Sea (SCS). The PRC took the Paracel Islands from Viet-
nam in 1974 and portions of the Spratly Islands in 1988 and the mid-1990s; its assertive SCS behavior toward 
Vietnam has continued. Since 1986, Vietnam’s dramatic economic growth and development focus has led to 
military updates but also to a growing defense industry as it pursues industrialized status by 2020. Through 
historical analysis, this thesis seeks to answer the following question: what are the causes and implications of 
military modernization initiated by the CPV after the Doi Moi reforms of 1986?
Keywords: Vietnam, China, Communist Part of Vietnam (CPV), Peoples Republic of China (PRC), territorial 
disputes, South China Sea (SCS), Paracel Islands, Spratly Islands, Vietnam People’s Navy (VPN), Vietnam 
People’s Air Force (VPAF), Vietnam Coast Guard (VCG)|
WILL CHINA BE CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE-INCOME TRAP? THE ECONOMIC 
PATH OF SOUTH KOREA AND MALAYSIA MAY HELP PROVIDE THE ANSWER
Damon Cook–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific)
Advisor: Naazneen Barma, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Robert Looney, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis investigates the feasibility of China’s transforming into a consumption-led economy. Specifically, 
it seeks to determine whether China is destined to be caught in the middle-income trap, whereby it fails to 
graduate to high-income status and thus is trapped in an economic state of equilibrium that is very difficult to 
change with short-term forces. To investigate this question, this thesis compares China’s economic develop-
ment with the economic trajectories of South Korea and Malaysia, which have experienced similar economic 
growth pressures, to assess the likelihood that China’s growth will stagnate over the near to middle term. To 
do so, this thesis will examine the effect of rule-of-law, education, and demographics on economic growth. 
Given China’s rapid economic ascent based on its export-led and investment-dependent economy, the evi-
dence suggests China’s economic growth is decreasing despite popular belief that China is on a trajectory to 
overtake the United States as the world’s top economy. Although the Chinese Communist Party has slowly 
implemented phased economic reform since the Deng Xiaoping era, it still lacks many institutions necessary 
to transform into a consumption-led economy. This thesis concludes with a scorecard analysis that will pro-
vide insight into China’s economic future.
Keywords: middle-income trap, China, South Korea, Malaysia, rule of law, corruption, property rights, educa-
tion, demography, total factor productivity
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THE MAJOR CRIMES TASK FORCE-AFGHANISTAN: A CASE STUDY AND 
EXAMINATION OF IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE FBI CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAMS
Stephen Cyrus–Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Washington, DC
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Nadav Morag, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Co-Advisor: Paul Smith, Department of National Security Affairs
In 2009, to attack the financial and political support structure of the growing insurgency in Afghanistan, the 
FBI created the Major Crimes Task Force-Afghanistan (MCTF-A). However, within approximately two years, 
the FBI had withdrawn its personnel from the task force, and the MCTF-A’s efforts to counter corruption 
within the highest levels of the Karzai government were at the center of a highly public diplomatic row that 
changed the strategic direction of U.S. national security objectives for Afghanistan and the region. Was the 
outcome predictable and can lessons be captured by examining the FBI’s experience with the MCTF-A, and 
should the FBI ever consider attempting to build capacity in post-conflict or developing nations? The FBI is 
now being asked by U.S. government partners to build similar rule of law (ROL) capacity-building programs 
around Africa and the Middle East. Through the MCTF-A case study, a set of cultural, legal and political cri-
teria was developed for evaluating potential capacity-building partners and programs. This thesis proposes a 
repeatable and structured process to help the FBI evaluate potential capacity-building partners, design an end-
based, sustainable law-enforcement capacity-building program, and build capable counterterrorism partners 
while improving the nation’s entire ROL framework.
Keywords: capacity building, rule of law, major crimes task force
ISRAEL AND AN EMERGING WORLD ORDER
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Michael DeLoach–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Middle East, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa)
Advisor: Daniel Moran, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: David Anderson, Department of National Security Affairs
A changing regional and international context is providing the impetus for Tel Aviv to develop partnerships 
beyond the U.S.–Israeli special relationship. This thesis analyzes how three other potential partners of Israel‚ 
Turkey, India, and China‚ evaluate the strategic dimensions of their relations with the Jewish state. All three 
of these emerging powers established relations with Israel at the end of the Cold War, have growing interests 
in the region, and must attempt to balance competing factors that complicate relations with the Jewish state. 
An analysis of the way these nations’ policies toward Israel have evolved since the end of the Cold War sheds 
a useful light on their interests in the region and the future roles they envision themselves playing. Closer 
cooperation with Israel offers significant tangible benefits for each of these states, but regional and domestic 
dynamics temper their relationships in ways that are unique to each power. This thesis concludes that trade 
and security cooperation will continue to compel closer relations with Israel, but barring any changes in the 
Israeli–Palestinian peace process, these ties will not necessarily translate into political support.
Keywords: Israel, Turkey, China, India, Middle East, Middle Eastern foreign policy, Turkish-Israeli, Sino–Is-




PEOPLE-FIRST HOMELAND SECURITY: RECALIBRATING FOR COMMUNITY  
COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT WITHIN A 
HOMELAND SECURITY ECOSYSTEM
Angela English–Executive Director, Texas Governor’s Committee on  
People with Disabilities, Austin, Texas
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Co-Advisor: Rodrigo Nieto-Gomez, Department of National Security Affairs
The nation’s socially constructed, deficit-oriented discourse and linear organizational structure is incongruent 
with the decentralized, interconnected, and complex adaptive problems faced by homeland security. The thesis 
question is as follows: can the homeland security enterprise benefit from a people-centric, strengths-based sys-
tems approach to increase the nation’s ability to adapt to, withstand, and recover from disasters? In the current 
linear-dominated all-hazards world, the ranks are experiencing less trust, less security, less cooperation, less 
effectiveness, and less happiness. In contrast, a people-centric, strengths-based world, in which community is 
central, features more involvement, more trust, more resiliency, more participation, more inclusiveness, and 
more empowerment. This thesis aims to show that the collective of homeland security needs an all-opportu-
nities plan, a new way of thinking based on the strengths of communities and the willingness of the American 
people to contribute. The concepts of appreciative inquiry, positive deviance, social network analysis, social 
construction examined in research, and case studies were used to provide recommendations for the future. 
The thesis posits that the homeland security enterprise has evolved into a homeland security ecosystem due to 
globalization, social complexity, ubiquitous smart technologies, and the ability of communities of interest to 
form outside of traditional organizational structures.
Keywords: community engagement, homeland security ecosystem, positive deviancy, abundance, community 
asset mapping, people-first, peer-to-peer, sharing economy, social construction, wicked problems, social net-
work analysis, self-organizing systems, disruptive innovation, plain language, networked governance, appre-
ciative inquiry, resiliency, opportunity bubbles, social complexity, cognitive surplus
NONSTATE ACTORS AND THE OPEN BORDER POLICY:  
THE BORDER SECURITY CASE STUDY OF NEPAL AND INDIA
Andrea Forester–Civilian, Department of the Navy
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Rodrigo Nieto-Gomez, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Anshu Chatterjee, Department of National Security Affairs
Both scholars and politicians continually debate how to best address border security issues. As events such 
as 9/11 have proven, even when states implement a restricted border policy, that action may not be enough. 
It is the nonstate actors‚ individuals or organizations with significant political influence but not allied to any 
particular country or state‚ that significantly impact border relations. To better secure a border, whether 
restricted or open, these nonstate actors must be maintained. This research examines three central border 
security issues: how and which nonstate actors influence the security of state borders and whether countries 
can make borders more secure. The analysis focuses specifically on the bordering states of India and Nepal, 
two countries engaged in open border policy for military and economic reasons, that at the same time, face 
issues of transnational crime organizations, economic disparities, and political tension. Two case studies, one 
of an open border and one of a restricted border, provide a framework for analysis and recommendation for 
the challenges that Nepal and India face. At the conclusion of this research, findings proved that it is indeed 
nonstate actors that have the most impact on border security. Despite open or restricted border policies being 
implemented, nonstate actors, such as criminal organizations, existed in the framing case studies as well as the 
border of Nepal and India. How each state chose to address these security issues varied. The U.S.–Mexico case 
study showed a restricted border where the U.S. enforced more security while Mexico implemented programs 
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to improve border activity. The open border between Poland and Germany also saw an increase in criminal 
activity but minimized use of border security. For India and Nepal, the tools of a decent and valuable border 
security team are available to both countries but need to be implemented to better protect an open border.
Keywords: border security, border policy, nonstate actors, India, Nepal, open border, restricted border, border 
patrol, crime, economy, U.S.–Mexican border relations, border security force, Nepalese–Indian border rela-
tions, Polish–German border relations
LAUNCHING LATIN AMERICA: INTERNATIONAL AND 
DOMESTIC FACTORS IN NATIONAL SPACE PROGRAMS
Matthew Garvin–Major, United States Air Force
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Western Hemisphere)
Advisor: James Moltz, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Arturo Sotomayor, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis seeks to understand the internal motivations driving some Latin American countries to pursue 
space programs, how these programs interact at the regional level, and how countries with more developed 
space capabilities influence these efforts. This thesis also provides insight into the following questions: what 
obstacles have impeded the development of Latin American space capabilities thus far, and what are the pros-
pects for future regional and international cooperation? This thesis finds that domestic politics matter most 
when determining the regional and international orientation of these space programs. Domestically, the desire 
to develop economically is the fundamental driver. While the era of military rule encouraged geopolitical 
competition among some of these programs, this faded after the return to democracy. Space now competes 
poorly with other social and developmental priorities due to a lack of electoral incentives for politicians. In-
ternational collaboration is restricted by nuclear and missile nonproliferation regimes. U.S. export-control 
regulations limit the scope of potential projects that might have otherwise been accommodated by domestic 
politics, driving Latin American space programs to seek other international partners. The thesis concludes 
with recommendations for increasing U.S. engagement with these programs.
Keywords: space policy, Latin America, space program, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, 
Mexico, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela, China, Russia, Europe, satellite, launch vehicle, export control, Missile 
Technology Control Regime (MTCR)
LEADING PREPAREDNESS FOR LOCAL FIRE AGENCIES
Steven Goble–Fire Chief, City of Henderson Fire Department, Henderson, Nevada
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Lauren Fernandez, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Co-Advisor: Glen Woodbury, Department of National Security Affairs
In the post-9/11 world, the role of the fire service in the homeland security space is not clearly defined. The 
fire service has provided America’s emergency response since the days of Benjamin Franklin and the Union 
Fire Company. Neighborhood fire stations have expanded since those early days as the threats and hazards 
have evolved. Fire departments remain firmly entrenched in communities delivering traditional services, such 
as fire suppression, fire prevention, emergency medical services, rescue, and hazardous materials services, 
that translate directly to some core capabilities in homeland security and preparedness. Homeland security 
preparedness reaches beyond emergency response and fire prevention for fire departments. Preparedness can 
be enhanced by fire department participation as whole community partners. This preparedness requires full 
engagement of leadership and implementation of effective management systems across all levels of the fire 
service. This research is conducted through a content analysis of homeland security literature and comparative 
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analysis of existing preparedness strategies. The information is synthesized to produce recommendations for 
advancing the role of the fire service and local fire departments in homeland security and preparedness.
Keywords: preparedness, fire service, fire department, PPD-8, leadership, management system standards, na-
tional preparedness, capability-based, prevention, protection, mitigation, response, recovery, fire service role 
in preparedness
THE BALANCING ROLE OF TURKEY FOR THE 
INFLUENCE OF CHINA IN CENTRAL ASIA
Mehmet Gur–Captain, Turkish Republic Army
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific)
Advisor: Victoria Clement, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Wade Huntley, Department of National Security Affairs
Today, there is a dynamic new‚ “great game” in Central Asia engaging multiple players and institutions who 
compete for influence in Central Asia, such as the Russian-dominated Collective Security Treaty Organiza-
tion, the U.S.-dominated NATO Partnership for Peace Program, and the Sino–Russian dominated Shanghai 
Cooperation Organization. Of all the players, China is clearly one of the most dominant. China’s authoritar-
ian regime, domestic problems, and huge energy demands hold potential threats for the long-term stability of 
Central Asia. To sustain the survival of the regime, Central Asia is open to the risk of aggression from China, 
especially if it diverts public attention from internal matters such as corruption, separatist movements, pollu-
tion, and particularly, the Uyghur question. Since the Central Asian Countries (CACs) are not strong enough 
to withstand possible Chinese aggression alone, they are more likely to accept Chinese-run policies. This will 
probably change into a win–lose game in which China becomes the sole hegemon in control of all Central 
Asia. Turkey, as a bridge country between East and West, is in a position to balance China’s potential long-
term aggression in Central Asia. To mitigate China’s influence, as a model country, Turkey should encourage 
the CACs to build a regional economic and security organization. A CAC-led institution with the mediation 
of Turkey would help resolve regional issues like water shortages and poverty and foster long-term stability. 
More interaction with Turkey will enable CACs to perceive the benefits of democracy and get the support of 
the West, and this could prod them in the direction of democracy under a self-development objective without 
reliance on a sponsor, China.
Keywords: Turkey, China, Central Asia, great game, balance, aggression, influence, energy, energy security
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF 2010 IRAN-TURKEY-BRAZIL 
NUCLEAR DEAL FOR TURKEY AND BRAZIL
Fatih Hacipasalioglu–First Lieutenant, Turkish Army
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Western Hemisphere)
Advisor: Thomas Bruneau, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Ryan Gingeras, Department of National Security Affairs
Iran’s nuclear program has been one of the main controversial topics within the field of international relations 
since the early 1980s. From that time to 2010, Western states, particularly the United States, sought to prevent 
Iran from developing its program through different methods‚ from sanctions to diplomatic attempts. Despite 
all these efforts, Western states failed to persuade Iran to negotiate its program in a transparent manner. When 
there was no belief in diplomacy, two emerging powers, Turkey and Brazil, convinced Iran to come to the 
table. Due to the skepticism of the great international powers, this attempt also failed, but it continued to mean 
more than a deal for Turkey and Brazil. This thesis assesses the significance of the 2010 Iran-Turkey-Brazil 
nuclear deal for Turkey and Brazil and finds that Turkey and Brazil engaged in the deal because both of them 
had political and economic motivations. To understand the conditions that led Turkey and Brazil to engage in 
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the deal, this study examines the evolution of Turkish and Brazilian foreign policies. Then, it focuses on the 
2010 nuclear deal’s political and economic significance for Turkey and for Brazil.
Keywords: 2010 Iran-Turkey-Brazil nuclear deal, Turkish foreign policy, Brazilian foreign policy, global pow-
ers, international relations, nuclear program, economic relations
NEW YORK CITY’S FIRST RESPONDERS: ENHANCING 
COLLABORATION BETWEEN NYPD AND FDNY
Michael Harrington–Deputy Chief, New York City Police Department
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Nadav Morag, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Co-Advisor: Paul Smith, Department of National Security Affairs
In a post-9/11 world, cooperation among first-responders in New York City is absolutely essential for maintain-
ing public safety. Although more than a decade has passed since 9/11, inter-agency communication between 
the New York City Police Department (NYPD) and the Fire Department of New York (FDNY) is still far 
from perfect. This paper examines the inter-agency cooperation changes made since 9/11, not only between 
the NYPD and the FDNY but also among all agencies in the state of New York charged with public safety. 
I also consider which approaches have worked to foster inter-agency cooperation, including the use of fusion 
centers, central agencies charged with coordinating emergency responses, such as the New York City Office 
of Emergency Management, and structured protocols like the Citywide Incident Management System, that 
clearly delineate the roll of each agency at the scene of an emergency. Finally, I examine potential approaches 
that have not been implemented but could prove fruitful, and I make recommendations for what approaches 
should be taken in order to foster greater inter-agency cooperation.
Keywords: New York Police Department, Fire Department New York, interagency cooperation, fusion cen-
ters, Citywide Incident Management System, the New York City Office of Emergency Management, collabo-
ration, cooperation
BARRIERS TO CYBER INFORMATION SHARING
Deanne Harwood–Information Technology Specialist, U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: John Rollins, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Co-Advisor: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
As our reliance on the Internet grows, our interconnected networks become more vulnerable to cyberattacks. 
Cyberattacks and other cyber threats can cause disastrous results, especially if a coordinated targeted attack 
hits multiple networks at the same time. For this reason, cyber information-sharing among public and private 
organizations becomes necessary and important to defend our networks. Many cyber threats are difficult to 
detect and identify by a single organization. Information sharing can help detect these potential risks, prevent 
cyberattacks, and facilitate incident response to better defend networks. Although the public and private sec-
tors have begun to share cybersecurity information, there are still many barriers that stop agencies from shar-
ing more. This research identifies and reviews what the barriers are to sharing cyber information and possible 
ways that the barriers can be overcome.
Keywords: cyber security, cyber information sharing
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ANALYSIS OF C3 COUNTERINSURGENCY-INSPIRED 
POLICING AND THE FLIP SIDE OF THE COIN
Bruce Hiorns–Captain, Massachusetts State Police
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Second Reader: Donald Abenheim, Department of National Security Affairs
The Massachusetts State Police Special Projects Team instituted a new strategy named Counter Criminal Con-
tinuum (C3) policing late in 2009 in an attempt to address the escalation of gang-related violence in the north 
end of Springfield. The perceived success of this initiative has prompted calls for its expansion into other high-
crime areas of the city. However, there is an undercurrent of concern among critics of the military nexus in 
social science research and application; they warn that applying a counterinsurgency approach in domestic law 
enforcement, regardless of how it is labeled, risks casting local communities as hostile populations. Therefore, 
a current and objective analysis of the true effect of the C3 counterinsurgency-inspired policing strategy is 
needed before its planned expansion. Research for this thesis utilized a single case study limited to quality-
of-life indicators before and after the implementation of C3 for the gang-related problem. The advantage of 
this control is that the data spanned from 2007 to 2014 as C3 commenced in the fall of 2009. The review of 
quantitative data collected from various police and city sources revealed a neighborhood trending in a positive 
direction since the implementation of C3 but that not all indicators across the board were able to support this 
conclusion.
Keywords: counterinsurgency, COIN, gangs, Springfield, Massachusetts, Massachusetts State Police, terrorist, 
C3, Counter Criminal Continuum, truancy, delinquency, crime, graffiti, litter, community policing
CHANGING THE PARADIGM: IMPLEMENTATION OF COMBINED  
LAW ENFORCEMENT, FIRE, AND EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE 
 CROSS-DISCIPLINARY RESPONSE TO HOSTILE EVENTS
Keith Johnson–Deputy Chief, Fairfax County Fire and Rescue Department, Fairfax, Virginia
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Susan Hocevar, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Gail Thomas, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Our nation relies on law enforcement, fire, and emergency medical (EMS) services to protect citizens when 
confronted with emergent and hostile events. Mass shootings such as those that occurred at Columbine High 
School; Virginia Tech University; Mumbai, India; and the Aurora movie theater in Colorado require first re-
sponders to incorporate methods and tactics that integrate operations and challenge them to collaborate and 
operate in a unified manner. This research examines how public safety agencies can effectively implement a 
first-responder cross-disciplinary plan to better coordinate police, fire, and EMS responses. This study begins 
with a historical review of past incidents that demonstrate the need for cross-disciplinary teams. Next, new 
policies that support the use of cross-disciplinary teams are examined. Central to this research was an empiri-
cal study of the enablers and barriers to cross-disciplinary teams during a full-scale active shooter exercise. 
Illustrative findings among the participants in the exercise include a moderately high level of confidence in 
the concept and use of cross-disciplinary teams, the ability of various disciplines to trust each other’s ability 
to work together, and the ability to communicate and share information. To establish and enhance the cross-
disciplinary response, joint operational policies and procedures must be established.
Keywords: active shooter, hostile event, Columbine High School, Virginia Tech University, Mumbai, India, 
Aurora movie theater, Fairfax County, Virginia, cross-disciplinary team, cross-disciplinary response, culture 
change, marauding terrorist firearms attack, Integrated response framework, team effectiveness, paramilitary 




LOSING INFLUENCE: REGIONAL EFFECTS OF U.S. 
FOREIGN POLICY WITH VENEZUELA
Reese Johnson–Captain, United States Marine Corps
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Western Hemisphere)
Advisor: Maiah Jaskoski, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Arturo Sotomayor, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis explores the degree to which U.S. policy toward Venezuela helps to explain the decrease of U.S. 
influence in Latin America, focusing on the period since 1998, when left-leaning Hugo Chávez took office as 
President of Venezuela. The thesis argues that U.S. foreign policy toward Venezuela has negatively affected 
its regional influence in Latin America, in two ways. First, by adopting policy stances toward Venezuela that 
have been both swift and hardline relative to the dominant Organization of American States (OAS) stances, 
the United States has to a certain degree isolated itself from the OAS, an organization that operates on con-
sensus. Second, it seems that U.S. antagonism toward Venezuela has helped encourage the rise of regional 
organizations that compete with the OAS and in which the United States is not a part. Therefore, to the extent 
to which the United States has retained influence in the OAS, that influence matters less at a regional level 
than it otherwise would, due to the competing organizations. The thesis argues that to regain some of its lost 
influence within Latin America, the United States must first pursue matters of mutual agreement within the 
OAS to regain trust from the member states. From there, the United States can once again engage in effective 
foreign policy with Venezuela, but through the OAS as an intermediary.
Keywords: United States, Venezuela, OAS, Hugo Chávez, foreign policy
COUNTERING TERRORIST FINANCING: A CASE STUDY 
OF THE KURDISTAN WORKERS’ PARTY (PKK)
Mehmet Kanmaz–1st Lieutenant, Turkish Army
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Combating Terrorism: Policy & Strategy)
Advisor: Victoria Clement, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Robert Looney, Department of National Security Affairs
Terrorist organizations require financial resources to fund their activities. Therefore, the struggle to stem the 
flow of terrorist financing is one of the most crucial aspects of an effective strategy to combat terrorism. This 
thesis aims to form an effective strategy to counter terrorist financing. To reach more accurate outcomes, this 
thesis focuses on a specific terrorist organization, the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), which has been a 
problem in Turkey for over 30 years. The study investigates the financial activities of the PKK and evaluates 
Turkey’s possible countermeasures against the PKK’s financing. Since a theoretical framework is important in 
creating an effective strategy, this study utilizes Michael Freeman’s theory of terrorist financing that examines 
terrorists’ interests in their selection of financial resources using six criteria. In accordance with Freeman’s 
theory, this study suggests that Turkey’s efforts to concentrate its financial countermeasures on the PKK’s 
most lucrative financial resource, drug trafficking, may bring more effective results. Nevertheless, Turkey 
should not ignore the PKK’s other types of financial resources because they also bring a substantial amount 
to the terrorist group. Turkey’s 30-year struggle against the PKK and experiences of other countries that have 
achieved success in disrupting terrorist financing would help Turkey counter the PKK’s financing.




A RISING CHINA: SHIFTING THE ECONOMIC BALANCE 
OF POWER THROUGH CYBERSPACE
Stacy Kihara–Major, United States Air Force
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Co-Advisor: Wade Huntley, Department of National Security Affairs
The growing evidence of Chinese government complicity in commercial cyber espionage and theft of intellec-
tual property, costing the United States billions of dollars, has blurred the distinction between the geopolitical 
and economic realms, complicating an already complex relationship. Yet China’s cyber activity takes place 
in the context of an extensive economic interdependence between the two countries that may be seen as a 
source of stability in the relationship. Taking into consideration the economic interdependence between the 
United States and China, the rise of China as a potential global power, and the threat of state-sponsored mali-
cious cyber activity, the major question driving this thesis is: what does China’s cyber behavior tell us about 
the role of economic interdependence in U.S.–China relations? This thesis applies the complex interdepen-
dence framework to demonstrate that China has systematically conducted cyber-enabled economic espionage 
against the United States in an effort to shift the economic balance of power. Furthermore, this thesis shows 
China’s ability to use asymmetric interdependence as a source of power and instrument of political coercion 
and proves its willingness to use these instruments against the United States. Finally, this thesis reasons that 
if China continues its persistent cyber espionage campaign, it indicates that the potential costs of its cyber 
programs outweigh the benefits of its relationship with the United States.
Keywords: China, economic interdependence, complex interdependence, cyberspace, international relations, 
economic espionage, intellectual property, economic growth, U.S.–China Relations, balance of power, inter-
net, indigenous innovation, economic rebalancing.
THE NATIONAL NETWORK OF FUSION CENTERS: PERCEPTION AND REALITY
Nicholas Klem–Civilian, Department of Homeland Security
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Lauren Wollman, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Co-Advisor: Patrick Miller, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
The National Network of Fusion Centers (the Network) is one of many organizational efforts the nation has 
undergone to help bolster its counterterrorism prevention and response efforts. Since its creation in the years 
following the 9/11 attacks, the Network has garnered both accolades and criticism, resulting in an uneven 
opinion about fusion center functions and performance. The diverse opinions that are held of the Network 
appear at times to be based on perceptions incongruent with some of the realities of current Network opera-
tions and that lead to an undervaluation of its contributions. This research examined the points of opposition 
between supporters and critics of the Network and identified strategies employed by the Network to mitigate 
areas of concern, in order to define the relationship or gap between actual performance and the perception 
of performance of the Network held by external (to the Network) parties. This research employed a modified 
version of the multi-goal policy analysis method as a guide for the conduct of analysis. This study recommends 
a recalibration of these perceptions.
Keywords: fusion center, national network of fusion centers, national strategy, analysis, privacy, civil rights, 




A BALANCED APPROACH TO FUNDING HOMELAND SECURITY
Steven Kral–Homeland Security Government Affairs Advisor, 
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Ellen Gordon, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Ted Lewis, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
State and local funds are currently inadequate for completely securing local infrastructures. This thesis poses 
a solution to the funding issues by looking at the problem from two perspectives: risk assessment methodol-
ogy and civic involvement. Risk assessment reduces the need for funding by funding the highest risk return 
on investment assets only. It is the foundation for determining the funding and resources required for hazard 
mitigation; however, the current risk methodology used by the Department of Homeland Security, the Threat 
and Hazard Identification Risk Assessment, is flawed because it lacks adequate rigor and does not incorporate 
a major goal in measuring effectiveness—a return on investment. Citizen involvement may provide an alter-
native source of funding through crowdsourcing rather than taxation. Involving citizens in making decisions 
about resources and raising capital for security measures provides a viable alternative to federal funding and 
supports public desire to play a role against terrorism. But in order to make such a shift in expectations attain-
able, citizens must have the trust and transparency that is fostered through accurate assessments, communi-
cation, engagement, and reporting. This thesis evaluates the current risk methodology and its shortcomings; 
proposes a more rigorous approach based on in-depth, holistic risk analysis to reduce vulnerabilities within 
a vast network of critical infrastructure assets; and proposes crowdsourcing, crowdfunding, and bonding as 
alternatives to traditional federal government grant funding.
Keywords: return on investment, threat and hazard identification risk assessment, grant funding, Boston 
Marathon, risk methodology, crowd funding, and crowd sourcing
THE EVOLVING RELATIONS OF JAPAN AND INDIA
R. Nathan Leake–Major, United States Air Force
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific)
Advisor: Wade Huntley, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Robert Weiner, Department of National Security Affairs
At the beginning of the 21st century, Japan and India started to build their bilateral relationship. This growth 
happened despite Japan having cut off almost all relations with India two years previously—after India’s 
nuclear weapons test and the previous minimal nature of the relationship. The relationship has grown from 
almost nothing to include annual meetings of the prime ministers, a free trade agreement, maritime security 
cooperation, and annual military exercises. This thesis looks at an array of factors within great power dynam-
ics, multilateral and bilateral institutions, and domestic politics to determine the underlying cause behind 
Japan’s and India’s actions to determine the transience or permanence of the relations. It is concluded that 
balance-of-power considerations are the primary reason for increased Japan–India interaction. These consid-
erations are influenced by the increasing activism of India and Japan in world affairs and the lack of historical 
controversies between the two states.
Keywords: India, New Delhi, Japan, Tokyo, security, East Asia, China, NPT
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PRISON RADICALIZATION IN COUNTY JAILS: DISRUPTING 
TERRORIST ACTS THROUGH INFORMATION SHARING
Douglas Lee–Chief Deputy, Sacramento County Sheriff’s Department, Sacramento, California
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Second Reader: Patrick Miller, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Prisons have long been recognized as an environment ripe for radicalization. In some cases, individuals radi-
calized while in prison have later committed acts of terrorism. While many countries employ deradicalization 
programs in their prisons, the United States relies on the timely reporting of terrorism-related intelligence 
from prison officials in hopes of disrupting the terroristic acts. In 2011, California Governor Jerry Brown en-
acted a law that prospectively directed thousands of convicted persons to county jails instead of state prison. 
Inmates can now spend decades in the county jails, where the possibility of traditional prison radicalization 
may now occur. Evidence indicates that many jails are not prepared to identify and report this activity. Jails 
typically have no programs or measures in place to counter radicalization. This thesis examines the programs 
in the federal Bureau of Prisons, the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation, and the Los 
Angeles County jail system. Data from these entities was collected and examined for smart practices that could 
be employed in county jails. Recommendations are made that will assist county jail personnel with developing 
a program to ensure the timely, accurate, and lawful reporting of radicalization efforts that may take place in 
their facilities.
Keywords: prison, jail, radicalization, terrorism, intelligence, terrorism liaison officer, suspicious activity re-
port, extremism, California
RELIGIOUS EXTREMISM IN PAKISTAN
Hamid Lillah–Commander, Pakistan Navy
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Strategic Studies)
Advisor: Anshu Chatterjee, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Mohammed Hafez, Department of National Security Affairs
Religious organizations (ROs) in Pakistan have a socio-economic link with society because these institutions 
provide public goods and welfare to society. Members of society who benefit from the welfare activities of the 
ROs become supporters of these institutions. Moreover, some selected ROs in Pakistan have adopted extreme 
views due to the political and social context in the country. They then use this socio-economic link to indoc-
trinate citizens with extremist ideologies, thus creating a foundational acceptance of terrorism as a justified 
activity. Further, this link enables ROs to mobilize society for their interests, such as to pressure the state to 
gain concessions or compel the state to pass extremist laws. The state responds to ROs because of their influ-
ence over a considerable segment of society. At times, the state also needs the ROs to mobilize the population 
for the state’s interest. Therefore, the state accepts the demands of ROs—including those that require adop-
tion and implementation of extremist laws, which further contribute to extremism.
Keywords: religious extremism, religious organizations in Pakistan, links between religious organizations and 
poor, welfare by religious organizations, use of religion by state
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USING AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 
TO IMPROVE MARITIME BORDER SECURITY
Tedric Lindstrom–Port Security Specialist, Thirteenth Coast Guard District, Seattle, WA
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Robert Simeral, Department of Information Sciences
Second Reader: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
Our coastal waters are the United States’ most open and vulnerable borders. This vast maritime domain 
harbors critical threats from terrorism, criminal activities, and natural disasters. Maritime borders pose sig-
nificant security challenges as nefarious entities have used small boats to conduct illegal activities for years, 
and they continue to do so today. Illegal drugs, money, weapons, and migrants flow both directions across 
our maritime borders as vessels can quickly complete these transits without detection. To what extent could 
automatic identification system (AIS) technology improve border security against the small vessel threat? 
This thesis provides an overview of existing AIS systems and reviews the maritime border security effective-
ness and cost benefit impacts of potential AIS equipment carriage requirements. We compared and analyzed 
policy options and reviewed implementation issues and concerns. Our conclusions are that the Department 
of Homeland Security should implement a regulation for all vessels, regardless of size, to install and broadcast 
class A or class B AIS when conducting international voyages. The proposed regulation would expand the 
existing Small Vessel Reporting System to a mandatory program wherein mariners are required to preregister 
and file float plans prior to conducting an international voyage. This proposed action provides direct support 
to three of the five basic homeland security missions: prevent terrorism and enhance security, secure and man-
age our borders, and enforce and administer our immigration laws.
Keywords: automatic identification system, AIS, Coast Guard, maritime security, small boats, maritime do-
main awareness, Department of Homeland Security, Small Vessel Reporting System, terrorist, Customs and 
Border Protection, border security
CLOSING THE CYBER GAP: INTEGRATING CROSS-GOVERNMENT CYBER 
CAPABILITIES TO SUPPORT THE DHS CYBER SECURITY MISSION
Edward Lowery–Special Agent in Charge, United States Secret Service
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Kathleen Kiernan, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Co-Advisor: Lauren Fernandez, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Following the 9/11 terror attacks, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) was mandated to ensure the 
security of the nation’s cyber-supported critical infrastructure, which is predominantly privately owned and 
outside of the control of the U.S. government. This thesis examines the development of the government’s 
cyber-security policies and primary operational entities through their lawful authorities and capabilities. The 
thesis also examines and contrasts the effectiveness of DHS’s technology-centric, cyber-security approach; the 
deterrent effect realized through law enforcement cyber operations; and the suitability and effectiveness of the 
utilization of military or intelligence agencies, specifically the FBI, National Security Agency, or Department 
of Defense, to fulfill the nation’s domestic cyber-security mission. Evidence suggests that DHS has consistent-
ly chosen to devote disproportionate budgetary resources to develop defensive technologies of questionable 
effectiveness, to initiate redundant information-sharing programs, and to develop cyber incidence response 
teams while not fully utilizing the U.S. Secret Service’s legal authorities and capabilities in furtherance of the 
department’s mission. Recommendations are offered to develop a whole-of-government cyber-security policy 
for an effective, integrated, cyber-security operation through the utilization of agency-specific authorities and 
capabilities while protecting our nation’s critical infrastructure and our citizens’ civil liberties.
Keywords: cybersecurity, U.S. Secret Service, Department of Homeland Security, DHS
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STALIN’S DECISION: THE ORIGINS OF THE KOREAN WAR
Bradley Monger–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific)
Advisor: Daniel Moran, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Robert Weiner, Department of National Security Affairs
Despite an initial denial in 1949, in 1950 Stalin decided to support Kim Il-sung’s request for military opera-
tions to unify Korea. This historical approach into the origins of the Korea War explores Stalin’s role in ma-
nipulating both Mao Zedong and Kim into conflict in Korea. His approach allowed for two critical strategic 
and political victories for the Soviet Union in the early stages of the Cold War. First, with the revolutionary 
success of the Chinese, Stalin used the communist movement in East Asia to further secure the Soviet buffer 
zone. Second, in approving Kim’s war plans, Stalin forced Mao to abandon his desire to capture Taiwan and 
instead divert military efforts toward the Korean peninsula. Thus, Stalin was able to successfully use the Ko-
rean War as a means for his more important objective: the continued isolation of China from the United States.
Keywords: Korean War, Joseph Stalin, Mao Zedong, Kim Il-sung, Sino–Soviet Alliance
THE PACIFIC PHASED ADAPTIVE APPROACH: U.S. BMD IN RESPONSE TO THE DPRK
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Terence Murphy–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Strategic Studies)
Advisor: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Scott Jasper, Center for Civil-Military Relations
This thesis aims to create a ballistic missile defense (BMD) architecture in the Pacific. Since 1998, the Demo-
cratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) has launched ballistic missiles either over or toward the United 
States and regional allies Japan and the Republic of Korea (ROK). In response, the United States has created 
the ballistic missile defense system to defend the U.S. homeland from North Korean or Iranian missile at-
tacks. This thesis examines the factors influencing BMD efforts in the Pacific. It explores the military, politi-
cal, and diplomatic concerns surrounding BMD cooperation in the United States, Japan, and the ROK. After 
reviewing the contributing factors, this thesis outlines separate military and diplomatic objectives to be met in 
forming a BMD network in the Pacific. The proposed Pacific Phased Adaptive Approach (PPAA) is modeled 
after the European Phased Adaptive Approach. Initial phases deploy sensors and interceptors to Japan and 
the ROK. Later, phases utilize new technologies to enhance sensor coverage and intercept capability across 
the Pacific. The diplomatic initiatives build upon existing bilateral relations to achieve a trilateral U.S.-Japan-
ROK defense agreement. The defense agreement is not necessary to fulfill the PPAA, but it allows for sharing 
of resources and efficient use of those resources.
Keywords: BMD, EPAA, PPAA, PAA, European Phased Adaptive Approach, Pacific Phased Adaptive Ap-
proach, ballistic missile defense, SM-3, THAAD, PAC-3, GBI, Aegis Ashore, AN/TPY-2, Aegis, SPY-1, Ja-
pan, ROK, C2BMC, BMDS, AMDR, North Korea, DPRK, TD-2, JMSDF, KDX, Abe, Obama, Park
UNITED STATES–NIGERIA RELATIONS: IMPACT ON NIGERIA’S SECURITY
Abubakar Mustapha–Captain, Nigerian Navy
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Combating Terrorism: Policy And Strategy)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Second Reader: Cristiana Matei, Center for Civil-Military Relations
This thesis examines how U.S.–Nigerian relations can be optimized to reduce the growing insecurity in Nige-
ria and reestablish Nigeria in the strategic calculus of ensuring Africa’s regional stability. It analyzes why U.S. 
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security programs are not achieving their desired outcomes despite increased U.S. assistance. It also assesses 
the 2012 U.S. Strategy for Sub-Saharan Africa and U.S. security programs with respect to Nigeria’s security 
challenges. The thesis reveals that poor outcomes are not due to program-problem mismatch but due to the 
U.S. bureaucratic bottlenecks in Washington and the incapacity of the Nigerian security agencies. The under-
lying causes of insecurity in Nigeria, such as low literacy rates, poverty, and weak institutions, also impinge on 
the program. The remedies lie in repositioning Nigeria’s security agencies and building Nigeria’s institutions 
to address the underlying causes of insecurity. The U.S. government also needs to prioritize its humanitarian 
programs to address more specific problems.
Keywords: United States, Nigeria, security, relationship, foreign policy, state security, humans security, hard 
power, soft power
LAW ON THE ROCKS: INTERNATIONAL LAW AND CHINA’S MARITIME DISPUTES
Jason Nakata–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia and the Pacific)
Advisor: Anne Clunan, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Michael Glosny, Department of National Security Affairs
Maritime disputes in the Western Pacific have increased tensions among East Asian states. This thesis uses 
three case studies to investigate two questions: first, whether China’s maritime claims and behavior align with 
international legal principles governing maritime disputes, and second, which IR framework best describes 
China’s behavior related to its maritime disputes. The first case study examined ten legal rulings on maritime 
sovereignty and concludes that courts view effective control as a determinative factor in settling maritime 
disputes. The second case study examined effective control in three of China’s maritime disputes. The analysis 
revealed Japan’s claim to the Senkaku Islands and China’s claim to the Paracel Islands are strong due to con-
tinued demonstrations of effective control. However, the Philippine claim to the Scarborough Shoal using ef-
fective control is valid but weak. The final case study showed how China attempts to exert effective control on 
its maritime claims using legal warfare. Based on the analysis of Chinese legal warfare, evidence shows two IR 
frameworks best describe China’s behavior related to its maritime claims. Legal warfare provides a façade for 
offensive realist behavior whereas the English School of realism expects China to use legal warfare to conform 
to some norms while revising other norms.
Keywords: China, Japan, Vietnam, Philippines, Senkaku Islands, Paracel Islands, Scarborough Shoal, South 
China Sea, East China Sea, international law, maritime dispute, legal warfare
THE IMPACT OF CHANGES IN DOMINANT U.S. THREAT PERCEPTION 
ON THE COHESION OF THE U.S.–ROK ALLIANCE
Kwangil Noh–Captain, The Republic of Korea Army
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific)
Advisor: Wade Huntley, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Robert Weiner, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis starts from the question of what key factors are shaping the cohesion of the U.S.–ROK alliance. To 
answer this question, the author researches how cohesion has evolved since the end of the Korean War. Since 
previous research has focused on the Korean drivers, this thesis examines dominant U.S. threat perception 
to balance ROK sides. The United States. has had four significant crises: détente, the second Cold War, global 
terrorism, and the rise of China. Following the four crises, this research divides the whole period into four 
sub-periods. To gauge alliance cohesion, the author chooses four indicators: official statements and documents 
by leaders, combined exercises and operations, the institutionalization of the alliance, and combined military 
capability. The results of the analysis suggest that dominant U.S. threat perception determines the strength of 
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alliance cohesion. When the U.S. perception changed, the cohesion of the U.S.–ROK alliance changed in the 
same direction. The United States does not accept ROK’s attitudes—strengthening or weakening—toward 
this alliance passively but actively reflects its interests in alliance cohesion.
Keywords: alliance cohesion, U.S.–ROK alliance, threat perception
THE INTEGRATION OF COUNTERTERRORISM INTO 
THE DNA OF AMERICAN POLICING
John O’Kleasky–Captain, Richmond Police Department, Richmond, VA
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Lauren Wollman, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Co-Advisor: Patrick Miller, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
The central theme of this thesis is how local law enforcement (LE) can integrate counterterrorism (CT) into its 
traditional mission. The basis of this research is that local LE is well positioned to be a significant contributor 
and can use its existing strengths in a CT role to enhance homeland security (HS). In the 13 years since Sep-
tember 11, 2001, it is unknown to what extent CT has been fully embraced by local LE. This question is not 
easy to answer as it is not easily quantifiable; this level of LE comprises nearly 18,000 individual agencies. This 
thesis asserts that doing nothing is unacceptable and argues that integration is an important part of securing 
the homeland. This thesis proposes the development of a conceptual prescriptive model known as L.E.A.D, 
leadership, education and training, actively gather intelligence and detect terrorists. L.E.A.D asserts that HS 
starts with hometown security, which begins by individual local LE agencies leading the way toward the inte-
gration of CT into their existing missions.
Keywords: local law enforcement, counterterrorism, leadership, intelligence-gathering, education and training
THE LOST PATH: REGULATING TRANSIT ILLEGAL 
IMMIGRATION ON MEXICO’S SOUTHERN BORDER
Gaspar Perez Casanova–Commander, Mexican Navy
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Combating Terrorism: Policy and Strategy)
Advisor: Rodrigo Nieto-Gomez, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Arturo Sotomayor, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis focuses on the efforts that the Mexican government has made for the regulation of illegal immigra-
tion in transit through the country. This study explores the origins and trends of Central American migration, 
the complexity of Mexico’s southern border, and the reasons for the failure of plans and programs imple-
mented by three different administrations to regulate and protect migration flow. It finds that those plans and 
programs failed because Mexico did not perceive the control of Central American illegal immigration as an 
end; instead, it has been used to foster foreign policy objectives or to respond to second-order effects produced 
by the war against organized crime. Since 2000, Mexican administrations have faced different realities, both 
domestic and international, which have shaped their response for border management and the regulation of 
illegal immigration. Security and the reordering of regional migration flows have been the priorities, relegating 
transit migration to a second plane. Mexico has accomplished important advances to give certainty and protec-
tion to illegal immigrants, but an integral and effective framework to regulate migration is lacking. Processes 
of planning, implementation, and evaluation of migration policies are barely defined, and the implementation 
of plans and programs is ineffective due to institutional weaknesses. The regulation of transit migration in 
Mexico is an unresolved issue.
Keywords: Mexico, Central America, illegal immigration, border management, transit migration
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RISK, POLITICS, AND MONEY: THE NEED FOR A VALUE-BASED MODEL 
FOR FINANCING PUBLIC HEALTH PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE
William Pilkington–Civilian
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Robert Josefek, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Second Reader: Christopher Bellavita, Department of National Security Affairs
Our federal, state, and local governments are not investing in the design and improvement of strategies for 
evaluating the costs associated with natural and man-made disasters and events. In this era of fiscal conser-
vatism, one of the biggest challenges in designing and funding public health preparedness is deciding exactly 
how much to invest and determining the impact of those investments. This thesis developed a rigorous scien-
tific model to evaluate the benefit of using value-based tools to enhance the effectiveness of public health pre-
paredness programs. The key question that framed this research was as follows: are public health departments 
that use value-based decision-making (VBDM) more likely to demonstrate and document higher levels of 
preparedness competency? Although this research failed to demonstrate a statistically significant relationship 
between preparedness competency and value-based decision-making, there were some findings to indicate 
that VBDM may be useful in decisions that determine the financing of public health preparedness. The ability 
to analytically demonstrate the benefit of public health preparedness might prove beneficial in attracting ad-
ditional public funding as well as private funding.
Keywords: public health preparedness, value-based decision-making, preparedness competencies, public 
health, local public health departments
GROUPTHINK: A SIGNIFICANT THREAT TO THE 
HOMELAND SECURITY OF THE UNITED STATES
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
James Ricciuti–Senior Special Agent, Department of Homeland Security
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Co-Advisor: John Rollins, National Security Researcher,  
Congressional Research Service, Washington, DC.
The groupthink psychological phenomenon prevalent in the homeland security enterprise is a significant 
threat to the United States. Homeland security is vulnerable to groupthink because its leaders frequently 
share similar backgrounds, work histories, and world-views. This similarity minimizes the chance of outside 
perspectives being introduced to the decision-making process, which insulates leadership from external ideas. 
This research project asks, has groupthink influenced the homeland security enterprise, and if so, what are the 
implications of this phenomenon? It examines case studies of decisions made by government in-groups to de-
termine whether the antecedent conditions and symptoms of groupthink are present and whether the resulting 
fiascos are caused by groupthink. Furthermore, it analyzes Irvin Janis’s original remedies, which have success-
fully alleviated groupthink in the past, and it offers recommendations to mitigate this phenomenon. Leaders 
who wish to alleviate groupthink should promote a culture in which employees are encouraged to play the 
role of devil’s advocate by offering alternatives to organizational decisions and commonly held assumptions. 
Homeland security can reduce groupthink by employing Janis’s remedies and encouraging critical thinking, 
innovation, and imagination to bolster the national security of the United States.
Keywords: groupthink, Janis, social identity theory, SIT, Waco, Branch Davidian, Boston Marathon bombing, 
Brown standoff, fiasco, leadership, critical thinking, devil’s advocate
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DEVELOPING A NEW CONTEXT FOR LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 
IN THE LOS ANGELES FIRE DEPARTMENT
Trevor Richmond–Assistant Fire Chief, Los Angeles Fire Department, Los Angeles, CA
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Fathali Moghaddam, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Second Reader: Stephen Fazio, Fire Commissioner, Los Angeles Fire Department 
 Fire Commission, Los Angeles California
Leadership development in the fire service and other homeland security entities is in need of an assessment. 
Homeland security leaders are pointing to leadership as the single biggest determinant of success of the home-
land security enterprise in the near term. How these entities have approached leadership development in the 
past has not proven in any empirical way that it is developing better leaders. Perhaps this approach is wrong, 
and leadership training needs to look to the broader social environment for insights into effective leadership 
development. This thesis examined how the Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD) and similar homeland 
security entities could take advantage of the contemporary thoughts on leadership development to prepare 
their leaders better. This thesis assessed the Los Angeles Fire Department Leadership Academy through a 
formative evaluation of the current educational contexts and concluded that much of the existing educational 
framework was not responsive or representative of current thoughts on effective leadership development. 
Lastly, this thesis offered a new narrative for leadership development in the LAFD and other homeland se-
curity entities by pivoting the understanding of leadership development as an individual process to leadership 
development as a social process.
Keywords: fire service, leadership development, social identity theory, leadership training, non-prototypical 
leadership
THE WAR AGAINST GENERATIONAL POVERTY: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF 
CONDITIONAL CASH TRANSFER PROGRAMS IN BRAZIL, CHILE, AND JAMAICA
Renaldo Rodgers–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Western Hemisphere)
Advisor: Naazneen Barma, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Robert Looney, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis is a comparative study of the conditional cash transfer programs in Brazil, Chile, and Jamaica 
to analyze the implementation and effectiveness of each program with regard to the social, political, and 
economic environment of each country. These countries have vastly different population demographics, eco-
nomic characteristics, and socio-political problems. However, they each adopted, to a greater or lesser extent, 
the same social welfare policies to combat poverty and income inequality and to enhance human capital. By 
conducting a comparative analysis that examines the evolution of conditional cash transfer (CCT) program 
implementation in each country, with a particular emphasis on efforts to adapt programs to context, I hope to 
lay out plainly how these different country characteristics have contributed to the variable success of CCTs in 
achieving their goals. Each program appears to be a fit for the political and economic make-up of its parent 
country. Additionally, CCTs are critical parts to poverty reduction. However, results are mixed on how much 
they contribute to improved health and education outcomes.
Keywords: Brazil, Chile, Jamaica, conditional cash transfer, political economic context
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COUNTERINSURGENCY LESSONS FROM COLOMBIA: AN ASSESSMENT 
OF THE COLOMBIAN ARMY TRANSFORMATION FROM 1998 TO 2010
David Rodriguez Camacho–Major, Colombian Army
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Combating Terrorism: Policy & Strategy)
Advisor: Douglas Porch, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: James Russell, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis offers an account of how the Colombian Army recovered from a series of humiliating defeats 
inflicted upon it by illegal armed groups led by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) in the 
1990s. It explains how a combination of internally generated bottom-up and top-down organizational inno-
vations, U.S. security assistance, and dynamic management from President Alvaro Uribe and a civilianized 
Ministry of Defense was able to restore Colombian Army morale, to restructure and reorganize the military 
into an offensive force able to gain battlefield dominance, and to restore government authority over a greater 
part of the national territory.
Keywords: Colombia internal conflict, counterinsurgency, Colombian Army transformation, Revolutionary 
Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), Colombian illegal armed groups, small foot-print COIN, Colombian 
national security crisis, innovation, adaptation, restructuring
THE DRONE DILEMMA: INVESTIGATING THE CAUSES OF 
CONTROVERSY BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND PAKISTAN
Muhammad Saadat–Lieutenant Colonel, Pakistan Army
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Combating Terrorism: Policy & Strategy)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Second Reader: Feroz Khan, Department of National Security Affairs
The thesis examines the effects of U.S. drone strikes on Pakistan’s politics, internal security, and relationship 
with the United States. It analyzes the perspectives of the United States and Pakistan within the realms of 
national interests, legal framework, and ethical aspects as well as considers short-term benefits and long-term 
consequences. Whatever the tactical efficacy of drone strikes may be, they have contributed to anti-American 
feelings and a growing trust deficit between the United States and Pakistan and have adversely affected the 
actual cause of fighting terrorism. The thesis concludes that drones have not achieved significant success in 
the war on terror. The attacks have achieved tactical successes at a very heavy cost for Pakistan—and possibly 
to the detriment of the global war on terror. Drone operations have supplemented terrorist recruitment and 
resolve, pumped up anti-U.S. feeling in Pakistan and across the globe, and set up dangerous precedents for 
countries potentially possessing other countries. The study offers a number of recommendations that are not 
new but if followed, can promote improvement at every tier.
Keywords: mutual interests, legal framework, strategic consequences, national sovereignty, morals and ethics
CLIMATE CHANGE IN MYANMAR: IMPACTS AND ADAPTATION
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
John Slagle–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific)
Advisor: Michael Malley, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Tristan Mabry, Department of National Security Affairs
Myanmar is a least developed nation, according to the UN and, therefore, is highly vulnerable to the negative 
effects of a changing climate. To assess the relationship between Myanmar and climate change, this thesis 
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analyzes projected impacts on the nation and its people, the current state of adaptation, and how Myanmar’s 
government has prepared. Projected impacts are viewed through the lenses of the most recent IPCC reports 
and climate models and discussed in relation to vulnerable areas in Burmese society and governance. This the-
sis concludes that Myanmar’s environment, people, and society are at a significant risk; higher temperatures, 
altered precipitation rates, and higher sea levels will lead to reduced agriculture output, the spread of disease, 
and loss of habitable land. Though recent governmental action has laid the framework for suitable adaptation 
measures, slow progress in past decades has left Myanmar highly vulnerable to the negative impacts of climate 
change. Myanmar’s next election is scheduled for 2015, and the emerging leaders have the opportunity to 
make significant progress in climate change adaptation. Cooperation between Myanmar’s new leaders and the 
international community could accelerate the nation’s adaptation efforts and result in significant progress on 
climate change preparedness projects.
Keywords: Myanmar, Burma, climate change, climate adaptation, climate change mitigation, International 
Panel on Climate Change, State Law and Order Restoration Council, State Peace and Development Council, 
Southeast Asia
META-LEADERSHIP IN A MEGA DISASTER: A CASE STUDY OF GOVERNOR 
HALEY BARBOUR’S LEADERSHIP DURING HURRICANE KATRINA
Lee Smithson
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Lauren Wollman, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Second Reader: Lauren Fernandez, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
The complexities of leadership in today’s environment are often obscured by the focus of traditional theo-
ries on leadership as the top-down, leader-subordinate construct typical of hierarchical organizations. These 
theories also do not fully capture what occurs when leaders must catalyze action well above and beyond their 
formal lines of decision making and control. Leaders today must simultaneously lead down in the traditional 
sense, up to influence the people or organizations to which they are accountable, and across to activate peer 
groups and others with whom there is no formal subordinate relationship, and these activities are parts of an 
integrated whole. This leadership model is referred to as meta-leadership. This thesis asked, to what extent is 
Governor Haley Barbour’s response to and decision making during Hurricane Katrina an example of meta-
leadership? What can be learned as far as smart practices from Barbour’s leadership, and can these practices 
be replicated? The focus of this thesis was the conduct of a single case study. Governor Haley Barbour’s lead-
ership style and decision-making process during Hurricane Katrina response operations were examined to 
determine whether or to what extent they accord with the theory of meta-leadership. Our conclusions are that 
Governor Barbour epitomized the tenets of meta-leadership and that given the proper academic environment, 
meta-leadership can be replicated.
Keywords: Community Development Block Grant; Federal Emergency Management Agency; Governor Hal-
ey Barbour; Hurricane Katrina; meta-leader; Mississippi Emergency Management Agency
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STATE LEVEL: A MULTIPLE POLICY ANALYSIS
Robert Suarez–Lieutenant, Des Moines Fire Department, Des Moines, Iowa
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Rodrigo Nieto-Gomez, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Mary Jones, Director, Network Administration, Health Care Innovation & 
Business Development Division, Wellmark Blue Cross and Blue Shield, Des Moines, Iowa
The issue of future funding at the state level for prevention, mitigation, and response programs is on the 
horizon in the emerging discipline of homeland security studies. This thesis answers the following question: 
how can states sustain the funding of homeland security programs? Therefore, this paper examines two vol-
untary, non-legislative policy options for capacity, fairness/transparency, and public and political threshold of 
payment-in-lieu-of-taxes programs applied to large, community benefit nonprofits. These two variations are 
based on the premise that large property-holding, property tax-exempt organizations are disproportionately 
advantaged under current law and that they consume municipal services for which they do not pay. This 
policy-option analysis reveals that PILOT programs are a viable option for sustainment funding of homeland 
security programs at the state and/or local level. While these options are not conclusively appropriate for all 
jurisdictions, they do merit further examination in areas that are highly dependent on property tax to finance 
the operations of public safety services. The final recommendation of this thesis is that while these programs 
may not work at the state level, they may provide the necessary funding to sustain homeland security programs 
when applied at the local level.
Keywords: funding, PILOT, WMD funding, homeland security funding
A RATIONALE FOR THE OUTCOMES OF INSURGENCIES: A COMPARISON 
CASE STUDY BETWEEN INSURGENCIES IN PERU AND NEPAL
Manoj Thapa–Lieutenant Colonel, Nepalese Army
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Combating Terrorism: Policy & Strategy)
Advisor: S. Paul Kapur, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Feroz Khan, Department of National Security Affairs
The left-wing insurgency in Peru waged by the Shining Path, or Sendero Luminoso (SL), and the Maoist 
insurgency in Nepal launched by the Communist Party of Nepal (CPN[M]) have impacted their respective 
states and societies. Despite similarities in the social, economic, and political grievances in the two states, the 
insurgencies had dramatically different trajectories and outcomes. The SL leadership did not exploit politi-
cal opportunities effectively, and when its leader was captured, the SL collapsed. In contrast, the CPN(M) 
leadership applied pragmatic approaches and exploited political opportunities. The CPN(M) entered into 
mainstream politics and even won the general election of 2008. This thesis argues that SL leadership devel-
oped around a cult of personality, applied a dogmatic military approach, and adopted a violent approach in 
elimination of class enemies whereas the CPN(M) leadership style developed around moderate communists, 
applied progressive ideology, and embraced the grievances of the indigenous people. Whatever the trajectory, 
insurgencies have demonstrated a potential threat affecting state and society. Furthermore, given that terror-
ism is transnational and that insurgents engage in terrorist activities, it is imperative for such armed struggles 
to end expeditiously and effectively. This thesis highlights the importance of a political approach as an impor-
tant means for ending an insurgency successfully.
Keywords: Maoist insurgency, Nepal Communist Party (Maoist), Shining Path (Sendero Luminoso), terror-
ism, leadership, pragmatic, political approach, insurgencies, outcomes
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Given that public safety answering points (PSAPs), or 9-1-1 dispatch centers, are undergoing a process of 
consolidation, should that consolidation occur as a function of simple geographic proximity or discipline? 
This thesis investigated the differences among different dispatch disciplines, the effect of dispatching on 
interoperability, case studies investigating the operations of several different models of PSAP consolidation, 
and a theoretical case study involving inter-discipline and intra-discipline consolidation of PSAPS in King 
County, Washington. A survey of nine PSAPs of various sizes, types, and regions was conducted to determine 
their capabilities in voice and operational interoperability, how often opportunities to take advantage of that 
interoperability were encountered, and finally, to what extent interoperability was exercised when those op-
portunities did present themselves. The findings indicated intra-discipline interoperability—fire-to-fire or 
law enforcement-to-law enforcement—is not only intuitively of more value than inter-discipline interoper-
ability—law enforcement-to-fire—but is actually prioritized by PSAPs in their day-to-day operations. Given 
that PSAP consolidation is occurring, the conclusion of this thesis is that interoperability within disciplines 
can be best improved by consolidating PSAPs by discipline while still realizing the benefits of geographic 
consolidation.
Keywords: interoperability, PSAP, public safety answering points, dispatch center, 9-1-1, police, fire, consoli-
dation, communications, command, dispatcher
APPLYING MODERN STAGE THEORY TO MAURITANIA:  
A PRESCRIPTION TO ENCOURAGE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Jennifer Warren–Major, United States Air Force
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Middle East, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa)
Advisor: Robert Looney, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Tristan Mabry, Department of National Security Affairs
Dr. Robert E. Looney is an accomplished economist who to date has written over twenty books and advised 
the governments of Iran, Jamaica, Mexico, Panama, and Saudi Arabia. In 2014, he compiled and released the 
Handbook of Emerging Economies, which includes perspectives from acclaimed economists and a chapter in which 
Dr. Looney relates modern stage theory to emerging economies. With an understanding that entrepreneur-
ship is key for sustained economic growth, Looney studies an array of economic indexes, analyzing the data 
by stages of development, and mathematically determines which factors drive transition from one stage of 
development to the next. This thesis uses Mauritania, a West African commodity-driven country, as an oppor-
tunity to apply Dr. Looney’s recent work to a new case. It describes the Mauritanian context; explains modern 
stage theory; recounts Looney’s findings; uses Looney’s methods to collect data on stage 1, factor-driven 
economies; applies Looney’s theory to Mauritania; and concludes with policy recommendations for both the 
U.S. and Mauritanian governments. This thesis concurs with Looney’s findings that trade freedom and busi-
ness freedom are the most significant factors influencing countries to proceed from factor-driven economies 
to a transition stage between factor-driven and efficiency-driven. The U.S. government can focus on opening 
trade between the United States and Mauritania by reducing tariffs, overly burdensome regulations, and sub-
sidies that inflate the price of Mauritanian goods in the U.S. market. The Mauritanian government may focus 
on improving business freedom by streamlining the time, cost, and complexity to open a business; assisting 
financing; and providing mentorship to budding entrepreneurs.




CONNECTING THE DOTS: HOW U.S. GLOBAL HEALTH PROGRAMS CAN 
IMPROVE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH REGULATION COMPLIANCE
Brad Wesley–Captain, United States Army
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Second Reader: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
With a 2012 deadline, the majority of the World Health Organization (WHO)’s member states failed to achieve 
the legal obligations mandated under the International Health Regulations (IHR) of 2005. This lack of com-
pliance coincides with the increased recognition of the threats posed by pandemics and infectious diseases. 
As the largest contributor of foreign global health assistance, the United States can serve an instrumental role 
in supporting global IHR compliance. This thesis analyzes, by U.S. government agency, which current global 
health programs and efforts align with the core capacities WHO member states are required to develop per 
the IHR. The agencies analyzed are the United States Agency for International Development, the U.S. De-
partment of Defense, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. As indicated in this thesis, all three 
agencies have cross-cutting efforts to assist WHO member states; however, four key programs align greatly 
with specific IHR core capacities. Moving forward, decision makers can utilize these key U.S. global health 
programs to address WHO member states’ core capacity deficiencies in surveillance, response, laboratory, and 
human resources. Finally, recommendations are given to address IHR monitoring and reporting as well as 
gaps in critical core capacities and U.S. global health programs.
Keywords: International Health Regulations, World Health Organization, global health programs, disease 
surveillance, infectious disease, global health security, medical, public health
CHINESE INVESTMENT IN LATIN AMERICAN PORTS: THE 
ECUADORIAN, MEXICAN, AND COLOMBIAN CASES
Christina West–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Western Hemisphere)
Advisor: Maiah Jaskoski, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Michael Glosny, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis analyzes foreign investment in ports, assets, and physical spaces that hold great strategic impor-
tance politically and economically at the national level and on a global scale. In particular, the thesis focuses 
on Chinese investment in Latin American ports in the early 2000s, a time when Chinese economic influence 
in the region expanded considerably. The analysis seeks to explain why there was Chinese investment in ports 
in Ecuador and in Mexico but not in Colombia during this period, a context in which all three countries had 
broader economic ties to China. The thesis examines both the manner in which Latin American ports opened 
to private and/or foreign investment and how Chinese companies invest in foreign countries. It argues that the 
alignment or misalignment of the manner of opening and Chinese investment practices can explain Chinese 
investment in ports or the lack thereof.
Keywords: Latin American neoliberal reform, port management, port privatization, investment, Chinese for-
eign direct investment, Chinese foreign investment policy
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THE EMERGING THREAT OF DOMESTIC TERRORISM: A SYSTEMATIC 
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Advisor: Kathleen Kiernan, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Co-Advisor: Paul Jonathan Smith, Department of National Security Affairs
The domestic terrorist threat in the United States is active and complex, with ongoing threats from violent 
left- and right-wing extremist groups as well as radicalization and recruitment efforts by international terror-
ist groups. In response, domestic intelligence agencies at all levels of government have instituted reforms and 
improvements since 9/11, but there are still gaps in information-sharing and community engagement. For 
example, a review of the Boston Marathon bombings uncovered that important risk-based information was 
not shared with local law enforcement. Concerning domestic terrorism, the United States may, once again, be 
failing to connect the dots. This thesis synthesizes existing studies, reports, and expert testimony concerning 
domestic terrorism and the roles of domestic intelligence agencies, law enforcement, and the public, as well 
as proposes the development and implementation of a formal, national counterterrorism (CT) doctrine. The 
CT doctrine, in conjunction with a counter-radicalization strategy, should focus on bottom-up intelligence/
information-sharing, training to strengthen and focus intelligence collection efforts, and culturally sensitive 
and engaging messaging on social media and the Internet to counter extremist propaganda.
Keywords: domestic terror, lone wolf, intelligence, counterterrorism, counter-radicalization, fusion centers, 
suspicious activity reporting, national intelligence estimate
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Advisor: David Yost, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Mikhail Tsypkin, Department of National Security Affairs
Poland is arguably the leading example of successful democratization and Westernization within Central and 
Eastern Europe. This thesis explores how Poland’s participation in Western security structures has enabled 
it to reintegrate into Europe, emerging as one of the most politically influential and economically successful 
democratic nations from the former communist bloc. The steps and milestones of Poland’s accession to mem-
bership in NATO and the European Union, along with Poland’s participation in the Weimar Triangle, provide 
insight into Poland’s military, economic, and political transformations since 1991. This thesis analyzes Poland’s 
dramatic increase in participation in these Western security institutions and identifies where Poland has taken 
on a leadership role. In addition, this thesis explores to what extent Poland is likely to deepen its integration 
in each institution in the foreseeable future. This thesis concludes that one reason for Poland’s successful in-
tegration into the West is the country’s pursuit of membership in Western security institutions. Enrollment in 
these organizations required Poland to accomplish a drastic domestic overhaul affecting all sectors and levels 
of government. The result is that Poland now stands as a stable democratic nation in a region where such an 
outcome was not inevitable.




THE FUTURE OF SMALL NAVY SHIP SICKBAYS AND ARMY 
AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION AIRCRAFT
Temitope Ayeni–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Nolan Roggenkamp–Captain, United States Army 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Geraldo Ferrer, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Anke Richter, Defense Resources Management Institute
The Office of the Chief of Naval Operations commissioned a study to investigate the future configuration 
of Navy ship sickbays. Due to space constraints, sickbay capabilities are limited. Similarly, Army aeromedical 
evacuation helicopters have limited space to treat patients. This joint study explores how to best utilize ad-
vanced medical technologies in the sickbay of the future for the Navy’s cruiser, littoral combat ship, and mine 
countermeasure ship and Army aeromedical evacuation platforms. This study assesses the current portable 
medical technologies in the selected Navy ship authorized medical allowance lists to support the force health 
protection functions. The study also evaluates portable medical devices in Army aeromedical evacuation med-
ical equipment sets. Collectively, capability gaps are identified and serve as the baseline for recommending 
future medical technologies. This study recommends medical devices with the potential to advance patient 
care and proposes significant investments in bandwidth, network, and infrastructure. Smart technologies will 
be important in space-constrained medical environments; however, organizational restructuring and policy 
change is required to address the root cause of outdated medical systems. This study also recommends more 
inter-service collaboration, the establishment of an aeromedical evacuation program of record, and the utiliza-
tion of open systems architecture for procuring future medical devices.
Keywords: small Navy ship sickbays, Army aeromedical evacuation aircraft, authorized medical allowance list, 
medical equipment sets, and medical technologies
CANES IMPLEMENTATION: ANALYSIS OF BUDGETARY, 
BUSINESS, AND POLICY CHALLENGES
Reginald Badua–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Shalanda Warr–Lieutenant, United States Navy 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Albert Barreto, Department of Information Sciences
Co-Advisor: Douglas Brinkley, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
To reduce cost and effectively manage afloat networks, the Navy is adopting current industry best practices, 
including the use of a common computing environment and open architecture. The Consolidated Afloat 
Network Enterprise Services (CANES) was designed to employ these frameworks. CANES will combine 
five existing shipboard networks by utilizing commercial-off-the-shelf hardware and software. The use of 
CANES is expected to reduce overall cost by eliminating redundant information technology infrastructure 
and migrating to service-oriented architecture. This report focuses on acquisition strategy and policy, techno-
logical influences, and economic factors that could affect the ongoing implementation process of the CANES 
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analysis of these approaches in the context of these factors shows a negative effect of deficit-driven budgeting 
on schedule and performance.
Keywords: consolidate afloat networks and enterprise services, CANES, shipboard network, C4I, ISNS, net-
work consolidation, acquisition program management
ANALYSIS OF NPS CONTRACTING SERVICE QUALITY
Joseph Baza–Captain, United States Air Force
Timothy Cabana–Captain, United States Air Force 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Rene Rendon, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Michael Dixon, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Richard Nalwasky, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The purpose of this project is to identify and analyze customer expectations and customer perceptions of 
service quality provided by the local contracting office supporting the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS). Our 
goal is to identify performance gaps using the SERVQUAL instrument for measuring customers’ expectations 
and perceptions along five quality dimensions: tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. 
The results will identify areas of improvement in customer relations, contracting support, and service quality.
Keywords: NPS contracting, service quality, SERVQUAL, customer service, contracting
UNDERSTANDING THE CURRENT 30-YEAR SHIPBUILDING 
PLAN THROUGH THREE MODELS
Patrick Blind–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Philip Candreva, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: Susan Hocevar, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The United States Navy is bound by federal law to annually submit a long-range plan for the construction 
of naval vessels. As the report represents a possible vision of the future fleet, there is much discussion on its 
contents and how and why the Navy settled on the numbers contained in the proposal. Viewing the plan as a 
decision reached by a government entity allows a thorough investigation of the matter utilizing Graham Al-
lison’s approach from his work, Essence of Decision. Through the lenses of the rational actor model, the organi-
zational behavior model, and the government politics model, the Annual Long-Range Plan for Construction 
of Naval Vessels for FY2015 will be analyzed to better understand the requirements, organizational routines, 
major players, and special interests that ultimately result in a plan submitted to congress. Through this analysis, 
a better understanding of the processes, procedures and inner workings of the Navy will become apparent and 
show that the FY2015 Long Range Plan is rather complex and beholden to many stakeholders, each wishing 
to exert influence over the outcome.
Keywords: ships, shipbuilding, ship procurement, rational actor, organizational behavior, government politics
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OPTIMAL DEMAND EXECUTION STRATEGY FOR THE DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY
Jeff Bogdanovich–Lieutenant Commander, United States Coast Guard
Marc LaNore–Lieutenant Commander, United States Coast Guard 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Bryan Hudgens, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) updates its demand forecasts and creates orders to replenish aviation 
hardware inventory levels once each month. The current system creates cyclical shortages in demand planning 
staff due to monthly spikes in forecasting and purchase order activities. These staffing shortfalls could be re-
duced or eliminated if the workload were more evenly distributed over time. The project goal is to determine 
the optimal forecast interval, the time between forecast updates, and duration, the length of forecast, such 
that monthly workload variation among the DLA’s purchasing staff is minimized, subject to the constraint of 
satisfying customer order requirements. The measure of effectiveness is the extent to which workload varia-
tions are reduced over time compared to the status quo.
Keywords: demand management, demand forecasting, Defense Logistics Agency
IMPROVING WAREHOUSE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT THROUGH 
RFID, BARCODING, AND ROBOTICS TECHNOLOGIES
Eric Burke–Lieutenant, United States Navy
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Master of Business Administration
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Co-Advisor: Geraldo Ferrer, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The purpose of this MBA project is to explore the potential value of combining automatic identification 
and robotics technology in order to improve asset visibility within a warehouse environment. The Defense 
Logistics Agency (DLA) experiences high costs associated with inventory inaccuracies and annual inventory 
audits. Our project examines technologies that could be used to improve the DLA’s asset visibility. This study 
examines current industry applications of viable technologies in the marketplace and whether implementing 
these technologies would provide a sound economic solution. A cost–benefit analysis is included to determine 
the affordability of efficiencies that RFID and barcoding bring to warehouse operations. This analysis encom-
passes costs for systems purchase, implementation, and integration. Benefits are measured by determining 
cost savings in manpower requirements, increased efficiencies in order and restocking times, and improved 
accuracy in inventory management. The qualitative analysis addresses the advantages and disadvantages of 
an automatic identification system implementation. It also addresses future potential for the use of robots to 
improve inventory management. Ultimately, the project concludes that 2D barcoding is far more cost effective 
within 10 years; however, both 2D barcoding and RFID can provide a positive return on investment.
Keywords: radio frequency identification (RFID), barcoding, robotics, asset visibility, DOD, DLA
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The Navy has forward staged mission-critical material in Bahrain, Yokosuka, and Sigonella to meet immediate 
customer demand and lower equipment downtime. The aim of this research project is to determine the cost ef-
fectiveness of forward-positioning material in the Fifth Fleet area of responsibility and the impact to lead time 
before and after the standup of the Defense Logistics Agency’s commercially owned, commercially operated 
(COCO) warehouse in Bahrain. The results indicate that the current forward-staging efforts are saving the 
Navy money and lowering customer wait time. The Navy’s share of the holding cost at the COCO warehouse 
is relatively small when compared to how much money is saved by shipping material via surface transportation 
instead of by expedited air. This is partially due to the heavy weight of some of the items listed on the planned 
stocking list. The lead time analysis shows substantial savings in lead time days and even greater improvement 
in lead time categories. We conclude that the 29 percent reduction in overall lead time is a direct result of the 
forward staging efforts in the Fifth Fleet at the COCO warehouse. We anticipate additional cost savings and 
even lower lead times as the warehouse becomes fully stocked.
Keywords: forward positioning material, 5th Fleet, Fifth Fleet
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Co-Advisor: Richard Nalwasky, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This project analyzed the pre-award phase of the Department of Defense’s contracting process. Notably, our 
research focused on the pre-award phase of Air Force contracting in support of base operations. Following an 
overview of the Air Force’s contracting organizational structure, we presented data gathered from two of the 
Air Force’s operational contracting squadrons. Ultimately, this analysis compared and contrasted the contract 
processes, metrics, milestones, and best practices of government and commercial procurement sectors. The 
comparison and contrast of these procurement sectors helped identify continuous process improvement mea-
sures that can be utilized by any procurement organization. This project highlighted similarities and differ-
ences between commercial and government procurement sectors. Our research discovered that government 
procurement organizations can benefit from adopting processes, metrics, milestones, and best practices used 
by the commercial procurement sector.
Keywords: pre-award phase, contracting process, contracting metrics, contracting milestones, contracting 
best practices, simplified acquisition threshold, Air Force operational contracting, commercial procurement 
sector, Contract Management Maturity Model (CMMM) 15
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Contracting is an ever-important function that enables the federal government to acquire everything from 
small commodities to the most complex weapons systems. With recent fiscal constraints, the potential for 
fraud is a growing concern, and the ability to detect fraud, waste, and abuse is considered to be an essential 
skill. Additionally, in order to ensure auditability, an organization must emphasize the presence of competent 
personnel, capable processes, and effective internal controls. The purpose of this research is to assess the 
knowledge-level of Air Force contracting professionals as it pertains to the ability to identify procurement 
fraud within the six phases of contracting and the five internal control components. The research deployed a 
procurement fraud survey with procurement fraud knowledge questions and organizational perception ques-
tions within the Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center. The results of the survey identified a varying level of 
knowledge about procurement fraud among survey participants. The research also presented recommenda-
tions and areas for further research based on the results of the survey.
Keywords: procurement fraud, contracting, auditability, internal controls, contract management process
TRUTH IN NEGOTIATIONS ACT: GETTING THE INCENTIVES RIGHT
Crystal Champion–1st Lieutenant, United States Air Force
Meredith Ellen–Captain, United States Air Force 
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Master of Business Administration
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Co-Advisor: Rene Rendon, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The Truth In Negotiations Act (TINA) is a contracting statute that has been put into place in order to protect 
the Department of Defense’s funds by mandating that contractors provide certified cost or pricing data. When 
cost estimates exceed the TINA threshold of $700,000, and when all other means of negotiating fair and rea-
sonable pricing are not available, TINA ensures that a fair and reasonable price can be determined from the 
contractors’ submitted data. Despite its good intentions, TINA remains controversial. Supporters of TINA 
argue that certified cost or pricing data protects the government’s funding: if a later audit shows pricing devia-
tions, the U.S. government can charge contractors penalties and recoup funds if necessary. Critics of TINA, 
however, argue that it does not provide the right incentives to contractors to induce their best efforts. In fact, 
with certain types of contracts on the contract-type spectrum, the contractor and the government both may 
benefit if TINA provisions are modified to allow for flexibility with certified cost or pricing data. This study 
proposes to evaluate TINA from an economic view, with a contracting emphasis on investigating incentives 
that are generated under TINA.
Keywords: Truth in Negotiations Act, TINA, DCAA, fixed-price, cost-reimbursement, incentives, trends, 
policy, contracting, defense contractors, acquisition initiatives
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The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) predicts issue and receipt workload for its distribution agency in order 
to maintain adequate staffing levels and set proper rates for customers. Inaccurate forecasts lead to inaccurate 
staffing, subsequently leading to inaccurate pricing. DLA’s current regression forecasting model is no longer 
adequate for predicting future workload for DLA distribution. We explore multiple forecasting techniques and 
provide a methodology for selecting a model that is a viable and accurate alternative for DLA. Our methodol-
ogy encompasses best-fit determination, a comparison of predictability through back-casting, and a sensitivity 
exercise to see reaction and stability of our selected models’ predictions. Finally, we compare our best per-
forming model with the current regression model to see what would have been reported if our model had been 
used instead of the current model for recent program budget review (PBR) cycles. Our results suggest that 
an auto-regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model used with critical assessment and managerial 
judgment offers a viable alternative to the current model for predicting distribution workload.
Keywords: Defense Logistics Agency, workload forecasting, distribution forecasting, forecasting, ARIMA, 
double exponential smoothing, predicting workload, staffing, DLA, distribution
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The purposes of this research are to determine whether it is financially feasible and attractive to install sea 
water air conditioning (SWAC) at Naval Base (NB) Guam, which the Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
currently deems to be true; to develop an acquisition strategy that NB Guam would be able to use to procure 
a SWAC system; and to identify any environmental obstacles associated with installing a SWAC system at NB 
Guam. This includes environmental impact studies and potential long-term schedule effects of environmental 
research. This research provides the analytic underpinning for the SWAC-driven reduction of electricity con-
sumption at a significant number of naval facilities, and it provides a significant contribution towards meeting 
the Secretary of the Navy’s renewable energy goals.
Keywords: sea water air conditioning, SWAC, Naval Base Guam, energy saving performance contract, ESPC
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As aviation weapon systems progress through their acquisition life cycles, there is a natural fluctuation in the 
number of weapon systems in custody by the service components and the number of subsystems available to 
sustain operational availability. This thesis reviews current retention methodologies utilized in the Depart-
ment of Defense, evaluates previous retention studies mandated by Congress, and proposes adjustments in the 
U.S. Navy retention algorithm of aeronautical components to reduce the stockpile of inactive inventory and 
generate cost savings. The proposed adjustments developed in this research complement the current life cycle 
indicator (LCI) utilized to discriminate aeronautical components in its inactive inventory. The main findings 
show that LCI retention policy can be refined by independently assigning LCIs to aeronautical components 
and coupling the LCIs with the newly developed condition-based logical retention described in this thesis. The 
proposed adjustments can generate an optimized inactive inventory pool of aeronautical components for the 
U.S. Navy, which have the greatest value for an aircraft weapon system.
Keywords: economic retention quantity, contingency retention quantity, service retention limits, inactive in-
ventory, wholesale inventory, economic retention, life cycle indicator
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The purpose of this thesis is to examine feasible microgrid and on-site energy generation options to provide 
power infrastructure resiliency aboard Production Plant Barstow (PPB), such that the site has suitable stand-
alone power to endure emergency or catastrophic situations. The main objective is to analyze the best options 
available to create resiliency for continued PPB depot maintenance functions during temporary or catastroph-
ic natural or adversarial disruptions to its power infrastructure. First, we collect and normalize energy and 
environmental data specific to PPB and Barstow, CA. Second, we analyze the cost and suitability of renew-
able and alternative energy sources as well as microgrid technology. Last, we determined the value of PPB’s 
energy security and created energy portfolio options based on various sensitivity analyses. The result is an 
analysis framework for achieving resiliency at PPB and additional Marine Corps Logistics Command (MCLC) 
production plants. This study provides an analysis of PPB’s value of electrical energy security (VEES), offers 
recommendations for selecting a cost-effective, resilient and scalable alternative energy portfolio, and creates 
a levelized cost for a microgrid and its components by combining data from various credible sources in order 
to fully understand appropriate investment criteria. Additionally, it provides feasible energy options that when 
aligned reduce PPB’s greenhouse emissions and dependencies on limited resources, increase energy efficiency 
and use of renewable energy (RE) and alternative fuel, and create energy security in accordance with Depart-
ment of Defense (DoD) mandates and the Marine Corps’ stated objectives for its installation energy strategy. 
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This analysis will assist the Marine Corps to determine specific actions to create energy resiliency programs 
at PPB and future sites.
Keywords: renewable energy, energy security, Marine Corps installations, value of energy security, modern 
portfolio theory, solar, photovoltaic, wind, biomass, waste-to-energy, energy planning, energy strategy, value 
of electrical energy security, customer damage function, cost of interruption, probability of interruption
ASSESSMENT OF DISASTER RELIEF PREPAREDNESS CAPABILITIES NETWORKS 
IN THE EUCOM, PACOM, AND SOUTHCOM AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY
Steven Earnest–Commander, United States Navy Reserve
Michael Smith–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy 
Grant Stark–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy Reserve 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Aruna Apte, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Bryan Hudgens, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Prior MBA projects have analyzed the capabilities of various in-theater non-government organizations 
(NGOs) and their interactive efforts with the U.S. military toward rapid and effective humanitarian assistance 
and disaster relief. Those works, which focused on three areas of responsibility (AORs), European Command, 
Pacific Command, and Southern Command, encompassed dozens of independent countries, thousands of 
miles of land and ocean, as well as 88 different NGOs, and intended to provide guidance for decision makers 
to avoid redundancy in efforts and achieve more effective distribution of essential resources. However, incon-
sistent research methods and differing standards were applied across AORs, causing a lack of convenience and 
comparability of the data when evaluated as a whole. Our work systematically evaluated each NGO for the 
three AORs and universally applied a standardized financial and capabilities analysis to provide consistent and 
comparable results for decision makers. Commanders can now readily determine which NGO is best suited to 
perform the type of assistance required in the AOR based on financial stability and internationally accepted 
definitions of competency.
Keywords: disaster relief, disaster preparedness, humanitarian assistance, non-government organizations, ngo, 
capabilities
IMPROVING THE SIGNAL FOR U.S. NAVY OFFICER PRODUCTIVITY
Joshua Ellison–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Jesse Cunha, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Marigee Bacolod, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The U.S. Navy’s answer for many future manpower and financial policy questions rests on the ability of the 
individual performance appraisal system to optimally signal officer productivity. This paper utilizes the eco-
nomics literature on individual performance appraisals and promotion systems as the lens through which to 
conduct a comparative analysis between the Navy’s and Marine’s performance appraisal systems. Rating accu-
racy, differentiation of talent, and performance comparison methods comprise the bulk of the analysis. The re-
sults show a Marine system that exceeds the Navy’s in signal officer productivity. The Navy’s system provides 
limited assurance for rating accuracy and the differentiation of talent. Once insight is gained through analysis, 
a metric is developed to further improve the measurement of individual productivity. This paper recommends 
the Navy improve rating accuracy through leadership messaging, policy change, and rater training. Second, 
relative comparison methods should be required to force differentiation of talent and align with the Navy’s 
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tournament theory incentive structure. Third, to reduce costs and improve human capital management, an 
individual productivity metric should be developed that is based on the output of the performance appraisal.
Keywords: manpower, performance appraisal, performance measurement, comparison method, absolute com-
parison, relative comparison, subjective comparison, performance management, objective, rating accuracy, 
fitrep, fitness report, performance evaluation, Navy, marines
THE EFFECT OF ZONING LAWS ON HOUSING PRICES AND BAH RATES
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
William Fitzkee–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: David Henderson, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Amilcar Menichini, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This thesis is an analysis of the effect of zoning laws and regulations on the price of residential housing. Econ-
omists Edward Glaeser and Joseph Gyourko have completed significant work on this topic. Their efforts have 
focused on the correlation of high housing prices with zoning laws and other land-use controls but stop short 
of estimating the impact of zoning laws on actual housing prices in specific markets. This thesis expands on 
their research and estimates what residential housing prices would be without the regulations. It also estimates 
the deadweight loss (DWL) caused by the zoning laws in various high-cost markets. The results show signifi-
cant price reductions from both complete and partial elimination of zoning restrictions. This thesis also uses 
these estimates to calculate the impact of the zoning laws on the basic allowance for housing (BAH) in the 
markets analyzed. Estimated BAH rates with zoning reduced or eliminated were substantially lower in many 
of the high-cost housing markets studied.
Keywords: zoning laws, land-use restrictions, housing prices, basic allowance for housing, housing supply
TOO GOOD TO BE USED: ANALYZING UTILIZATION OF THE TEST 
PROGRAM FOR CERTAIN COMMERCIAL ITEMS IN THE AIR FORCE
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Matthew Fleharty–Captain, United States Air Force
John Sharkey–Captain, United States Air Force 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: E. Cory Yoder, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: Rene Rendon, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The purpose of this project is to analyze the Air Force’s usage rate of the Federal Acquisition Regulation 
(FAR) subpart 13.5, Test Program for Certain Commercial Items. FAR 13.500(b) requires contracting officers 
to maximize the use of the test program when practicable. In addition to the FAR mandate, the Government 
Accountability Office (GAO), found it is in the government’s best interest to use the program. According to 
a GAO report conducted in February of 2014 titled Commercial Item Test Program Beneficial, but Actions Needed to 
Mitigate Potential Risks, the program improved contract lead-time and reduced required administration without 
an increase in overall risk to the government. Therefore, underutilization of the program will identify inef-
ficiencies in the procurement process. This research seeks to use the Federal Procurement Data System–Next 
Generation (FPDS–NG) data to identify the usage rate of the FAR subpart 13.5, Test Program for Certain 
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Commercial Items, in the Air Force and provide potential recommendations to increase and improve the test 
program’s use.
Keywords: Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) subpart 13.5, test program, Test Program for Certain Com-
mercial Items, simplified acquisition procedures (SAP), Air Force, Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act 
(FASA), Federal Acquisition Reform Act (FARA)
WALMART SUPERCENTERS: A SUITABLE ALTERNATIVE TO SHOPPING 
AT THE COMMISSARY FOR ELIGIBLE MILITARY PATRONS
Eric Folkers–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Alfonso Francisco–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy 
Joel Frey–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Ryan Sullivan, Defense Resources Management Institute
Co-Advisor: Laura Armey, Defense Resources Management Institute
From 1961 to the present day, Walmart has expanded its number of Supercenters to 3,336 locations throughout 
the continental United States, growing to be the most readily accessible grocer in the lower forty-eight states. 
This thesis will demonstrate that concentrated populations of active duty and retired military personnel are 
subject to shorter commutes when shopping at Walmart Supercenters rather than military commissaries. This 
thesis will further demonstrate that the average military base is closer to a Walmart than a military commis-
sary and that the average number of Walmart Supercenters exceeds the number of commissaries within spe-
cific distances from military bases. With rising fuel costs and the number of Walmart Supercenters available 
nationwide, eligible commissary patrons may be less willing to drive long distances in order to save money on 
groceries. The closer and more convenient option may best serve the needs of the military customer. If better 
alternatives exist outside of the commissary, the government can reexamine the practicality of dedicating an-
nual appropriations to the Defense Commissary Agency.
Keywords: commissaries, commissary, Walmart, Walmart Supercenter, shopping benefit, military benefit, 
military stores, DeCA, budget cuts, savings, cost cut, cost comparison, surcharge, veteran benefit, eligible 
patron, NEX, groceries, food, basic allowance for subsistence, BAS, military wives, spouses, families
TRAINING FOR SUCCESS: A COMPARISON OF  
ANTI-FRAUD KNOWLEDGE COMPETENCIES
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Mercedes Gaffney–Special Agent (Captain), United States Air Force
Nicholas Essex–Special Agent (Master Sergeant), United States Air Force 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Juanita Rendon, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Rene Rendon, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The United States Air Force (USAF) spends billions of dollars each year on procurement contracts ranging 
from simple services to major weapons systems acquisitions. While procurement spending provides the USAF 
with access to specialized services that would not normally be available within the Department of Defense, 
procurement fraud is an unfortunate byproduct of the acquisition process. As the primary agency responsible 
for investigating incidents of major procurement fraud in the USAF, the Air Force Office of Special Inves-
tigations (AFOSI) has developed and implemented a number of specific training programs that focus on 
anti-fraud and financial crimes education for the special agents assigned to conduct fraud investigations. In 
an effort to foster continued program improvement, this research compared AFOSI anti-fraud training cur-
riculum and certification requirements with the professional standard anti-fraud certification requirements 
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established by the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE). The comparison identified gaps and 
overlaps between the AFOSI training requirements and the ACFE certification requirements. This research 
identified that approximately two-thirds of the knowledge competencies overlapped between the two sets of 
requirements. The overlaps implied a common understanding between the two organizations regarding the 
knowledge competencies necessary for an individual to possess in order to adequately investigate fraud. The 
gaps in knowledge competencies between the two organizations were attributed to differences in purview, 
organizational mission, and jurisdiction between the AFOSI and the ACFE.
Keywords: fraud training, fraud prevention, procurement fraud, Air Force Office of Special Investigations 
(AFOSI), Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE), Fraud Examiners Manual, fraud knowledge 
competency model, fraud training comparative analysis
SUPPLY MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS OF THE CHILEAN NAVY ACQUISITION SYSTEM
Felipe Garbarini–Commander, Chilean Navy
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Ira Lewis, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Richard Nalwasky, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The purpose of this study is to analyze the Chilean Navy’s acquisition system using supply management theory 
elements as a framework. The research describes the Chilean Navy acquisition system based on its current 
organization, its regulations, and procedures, and the supply management foundations act as a theoretical 
structure to analyze Chilean Navy acquisition systems, whose results are expressed in eight recommendations 
to improve the Chilean Navy acquisition system. The Supply Management Theory provides a competitive 
advantage that is applicable to the defense environment in reducing costs, improving combat systems, and in-
creasing efficiencies that accelerate the satisfaction of troop’s requirements. The foundational principles used 
in the analysis include strategic formulation, performance measurement, supply base optimization and man-
agement, and an adequate organizational structure. The Chilean Navy’s acquisition organization possesses a 
center-led type organization and follows the Chilean procurement laws, regulations, and procedures to acquire 
material and contracting services that emphasize the principles of transparency and equality of offers. Those 
regulations determine that all acquisitions shall be performed under a full and open competition procedure. 
The analysis results were structured under eight recommendations to improve Chilean Navy acquisition sys-
tems and demonstrate the difficulty for the Chilean Navy to establish long-term relationships with suppliers 
given regulations that emphasize the principles of transparency and equality of offers.
Keywords: supply chain, supply chain management, supply management, Chilean Navy, Chile, acquisition, 
procurement, acquisition system
SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC AND LIQUID NATURAL GAS 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR COMMAND NAVAL REGION HAWAII
Austin Henne–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Nicholas Dew, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Daniel Nussbaum, Department of Operations Research
This thesis examines the costs and benefits of two onsite energy opportunities for Command Naval Region 
Hawaii (CNRH) and the surrounding region. The project analyzes a proposed 50-MW solar photovoltaic 
(PV) system on West Loch Peninsula in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, and the economic impacts of a proposed liquid 
natural gas (LNG)-import terminal on Waipu Peninsula in Pearl Harbor, using net present value (NPV) and 
cost benefit analyses. CNRH is considering collaboration with Hawaiian electric companies to pursue the 
proposed PV plant and the LNG terminal in order to meet Hawaiian clean energy initiative requirements for 
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producing 40 percent renewable energy by 2030. The goal of this project is to calculate the economic impacts 
an LNG-import terminal might have on solar PV and potential indirect impacts of pursuing both projects.
Keywords: solar photovoltaic, renewable energy, Command Naval Region Hawaii, West Loch, Waipu, liquid 
natural gas, Hawaii electric company
DESIGNING INCENTIVES FOR MARINE CORPS CYBER WORKFORCE RETENTION
Lucas Hernandez–Captain, United States Marine Corps
Derek Johnson–Captain, United States Marine Corps 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Thomas Albright, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Anita Salem, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
There is a pervasive national shortage of qualified cyber personnel, both in the Marine Corps and the nation at 
large. To retain quality cyber personnel, the Marine Corps must identify those factors that cause cyber person-
nel to separate from active service and explore specific incentives to retain them. This research used grounded 
theory and design thinking to explore these challenges. Key findings show the importance of tailoring re-
tention policies across three areas: monetary rewards (money and benefits), non-monetary rewards (duty sta-
tion preference, geographic stability, educational opportunities), personal needs (development of transferrable 
skills and external career opportunities, internal career progression, alignment with personal interests and 
goals, access to technology), and organizational elements (allowance for community uniqueness, engagement 
of stakeholders in process development, and a healthy command climate with limited bureaucracy). These 
findings were incorporated into a design thinking process that resulted in three prototype solutions to cyber 
retention. This study demonstrates how the unique characteristics of cyber personnel require tailored incen-
tive packages and improved personnel policies in order to foster employees’ intrinsic motivations to achieve 
success. The results focus on the Marine Corps, but the underlying motivations should resonate with cyber 
personnel in any organization.
Keywords: Marine Corps, retention, cyber personnel, non-monetary incentives, intrinsic motivation, design 
thinking, grounded theory
PREDICTING COMMISSARY STORE SUCCESS
Joseph Kimock–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Stephen Hansen, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Wilhelmina Pizzini, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
What external factors affect a commissary store’s success? This thesis analyzes the impact of demographics, 
local prices, and competitors on commissary stores’ sales per square foot. These three factors were found to 
account for approximately 60 percent of the variation in sales per square foot between different store loca-
tions. The only influential groups for commissary success were active duty members, retirees, and their depen-
dents—reservists and National Guard members had no impact. Equally important was the price differential 
between commercial grocery stores and commissary stores in the local area. The number of competitors did 
not matter in sales predictions.
Keywords: commissary, commissaries, DeCA, retail, commercial supermarket, Defense Commissary Agency, 
financial management, success metrics
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AN ANALYSIS OF PURCHASING SYSTEMS AT THE SHIP LEVEL 
IN THE UNITED STATES AND HELLENIC NAVIES
Andreas Klados–Lieutenant, Hellenic Navy
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Jesse Cunha, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Matthew Jacobs, Financial Management Department
This thesis analyzes the factors that define the outcome of the purchasing function and evaluates the current 
performance of the Hellenic and U.S. navies on those factors regarding their purchasing activity at the ship 
level. The literature review identified six critical factors in that function: 1) the identification and balance of 
the organization’s goals, 2) the mix of control measures, 3) the existence of fiscal rules, 4) the use of appropri-
ate strategies and integrated sourcing teams, 5) the level of centralization, and 6) the use of purchase tools. 
The analysis shows that the U.S. Navy is closer to the practices dictated by the theory than the Hellenic Navy, 
but both navies can make improvements. The Hellenic Navy needs to emphasize the efficiency-related goals, 
use performance measurement combined with group incentives, loosen the action controls and allow more 
discretion to its personnel, enhance personal control measures, address end-of-year spending, move to a more 
decentralized structure, apply purchasing commodity strategies, and use modern purchasing tools. The U.S. 
Navy should establish performance evaluation combined with group incentives, close gaps with tighter control 
measures, address end-of-year spending, use integrated purchasing teams, and improve the use of purchase 
cards and long-term contracts.
Keywords: Hellenic, Navy, purchasing, procurement, purchase card, e-procurement, purchase strategy, pur-
chase structure, control measures, principal agent, purchase goals
GLOBAL COMBAT SUPPORT SYSTEM–MARINE CORPS  
PROOF-OF-CONCEPT FOR DASHBOARD ANALYTICS
Timothy Leonard–Major, United States Marine Corps
Philip Gallo–Captain, United States Marine Corps 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Bryan Hudgens, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Anthony Kendall, Graduate School Operational and Information Sciences
Global Combat Support System–Marine Corps (GCSS–MC) was created to combine both logistics and supply 
capabilities into one system. The existing systems of Asset Tracking Logistics and Supply System (ATLASS) 
and PC Marine Corps Integrated Maintenance Management System (MIMMS) required external interfaces to 
merge data. This new system was established to streamline the way the Marine Corps allowed commanders 
to make logistic and supply decisions. Unfortunately, GCSS–MC was not implemented with any logistics or 
supply analytics, which required users to manipulate Microsoft Office products such as Access and Excel to 
analyze data. The objective of this thesis was to design, develop, and test a proof-of-concept prototype utiliz-
ing Oracle WebCenter to create dashboard analytics that allow commanders at all levels to make informed 
near-real time decisions. This was achieved by using the following: a modern design approach; the model-
view-controller; a state-of-the-art development pattern; Oracle Application Development Framework; and 
powerful development tools such as Oracle JDeveloper and Oracle WebCenter Portal Builder.
Keywords: GCSS–MC, Oracle ADF, USMC, readiness
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STRATEGIC SOURCING AND SPEND ANALYSIS:  
A CASE STUDY OF THE NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Dwayne Lyons–Captain, United States Air Force
Thomas Maloney–Captain, United States Air Force 
Brett Rodgers–Captain, United States Air Force 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Rene Rendon, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Richard Nalwasky, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The purpose of this study is to identify opportunities for strategic sourcing in the Naval Postgraduate School’s 
contracting office. The benefits of strategic sourcing in industry have helped realize cost savings time and time 
again. The necessity to acquire products and services more efficiently is a growing concern across the Depart-
ment of Defense. A major step in strategic sourcing is to conduct a spend analysis, which identifies strategic 
sourcing opportunities. This research includes a spend analysis on theNPS contracting office, using data from 
FY2012 through FY2014. With the findings of the analysis, the authors identified opportunities to reduce the 
school’s supply base and lower the number of contract actions, making the overall contracting process more 
efficient. The study concludes with recommendations of commodity and service categories that could be stra-
tegically sourced to realize cost savings across NPS.
Keywords: strategic sourcing, contracting, spend analysis
DOES THE ECONOMY OR SURFACE WARFARE OFFICER CAREER 
PAY AFFECT SURFACE WARFARE OFFICER RETENTION?
Meagan Makarenko–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Chong Wang, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: Robert Eger, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Using cohort-based surface warfare officer (SWO) inventory data from the Bureau of Naval Personnel, this 
thesis examines possible correlation between SWO retention and the economy, as well as the effect of SWO 
career pay (SWOCP) on SWO retention. Multivariate regression is used as the main tool of analysis. I find that 
the unemployment rate shows a positive correlation with SWO retention. There was insufficient evidence to 
support the relationship between SWOCP and retention. The female population does yield some significant 
results independent of the mixed and male population. The findings indicate more research on non-monetary 
determinants of SWO retention is necessary, a policy re-assessment of SWOCP may be warranted, and female 
retention differs from male retention and should be assessed further.
Keywords: surface warfare officer, retention, SWO, surface warfare officer career pay, SWOCP
AN ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST FIFTEEN YEARS OF THE DEPARTMENT 
OF DEFENSE FRAMEWORK FOR UNMANNED GROUND SYSTEMS
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Stuart McMillan–Major, United States Army
Jason McPhee–Captain, United States Army 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Nicholas Dew, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: John Dillard, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) program traces its roots back to Desert Shield and Desert Storm. At 
that time, warfighters observed the use of unmanned aerial vehicles and recognized the potential for their 
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ground use. Literature supporting this research focuses on UGV history, the sigmoid curve, associated push 
and pull factors, and the Department of Defense (DOD)’s acquisition strategy. DOD UGV master plans, 
which are used to conduct comparative analyses of programs, changes, and trends from year to year, examine 
the cost, schedule, and performance of all programs from 1991 to 2004. This research focuses on experienced 
schedule overruns, slippage, and the examination of characteristics leading to system success. This research 
also explains the relationship between push and pull factors and further outlines the evolution of UGV pro-
gram requirements based on global conflicts and various mission types. This research clearly indicates that 
UGVs are created for force protection more than for any other warfighting function.
Keywords: unmanned ground vehicle, unmanned ground systems, acquisition, unexploded ordnance, impro-
vised explosive device, defense advanced research projects agency, TUGV, RONS, MDARS, RACS, CRS, 
talon, packbot, unmanned ground vehicle master plan, joint robotics master plan, research and development, 
force protection, robotic systems joint project office
COST ANALYSIS OF U.S. NAVY HUMANITARIAN 
ASSISTANCE AND DISASTER RELIEF MISSIONS
David Moffat–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Aruna Apte, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Keenan Yoho, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
In the wake of rising costs and limited budgets, the U.S. Navy has been challenged to perform its missions 
while pursuing opportunities to reduce operating costs. One of those missions that has expanded recently is 
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HA/DR). In 2007, the Navy officially added humanitarian assis-
tance and disaster relief as a core competency to its maritime strategy. From 1970 to 2000, the Navy diverted 
vessels 366 times for HA/DR operations as opposed to 22 times for combat operations. With the ever-ex-
panding role of the U.S. Navy in HA/DR operations, it is important to study how the Navy can perform its 
missions while saving costs. This report serves to provide Navy leadership with policy recommendations that 
will improve HA/DR mission capabiility while saving costs at the same time.
Keywords: humanitarian assistance, disaster relief, disaster response, Federal Emergency Management Agen-
cy, Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters, emergency events database
HOW DOES DISAGGREGATING A POOLED INVENTORY 
AFFECT A MARINE AIRCRAFT GROUP?
Charles Mohler–Captain, United States Marine Corps
Stephen Lacovara–Captain, United States Marine Corps 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Kenneth Doerr, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Keebom Kang, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
In 2013, Marine Aircraft Group 11 (MAG-11) directed Marine Aviation Logistics Squadron 11 (MALS-11) to 
move Marine Fighter Attack Training Squadron 101 (VMFAT-101)’s inventory allowances from MALS-11’s 
warehouses to VMFAT-101’s squadron spaces. The intent of this policy was to decrease requisition delivery 
time and increase VMFAT-101’s aircraft readiness. In only one month, MALS-11 staged the appropriate inven-
tory at the squadron along with a detachment of Marines to manage the material. We review the effects of the 
inventory move on MAG-11 as a whole in terms of order lead time and capacity utilization. In addition, we 
examine the new inventory policy’s other effects such as workflow efficiency.
Keywords: risk pooling, complexity management, MALS, lead time, utilization factor, Markovian model
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AN ANALYSIS OF ITEM IDENTIFICATION FOR ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING 
(3-D PRINTING) WITHIN THE NAVAL SUPPLY CHAIN
Jason Morgan–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Jacob Prentiss–Lieutenant, United States Navy 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Douglas Brinkley, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Simona Tick, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Additive manufacturing (AM) technology, known as three-dimensional (3-D) printing, was developed in the 
1980s and has matured such that it is being implemented into modern business processes as a way to reduce 
prototype design and production lead times. Similar to companies in civilian industry, the U.S. Navy’s Chief 
of Naval Operations Rapid Innovation Development Cell has been looking for ways to introduce this tech-
nology into the Navy’s supply chain. The Navy is operating in a continuously shrinking, budget-constrained 
environment and always seeks ways to save money and improve business practices. Implementing AM into 
the Navy’s supply chain has the potential to reduce costs and improve acquisition processes. As the Navy 
continues to invest in AM, current inventories of material must be reviewed for applicability and compatibility 
to determine what is 3-D printable. This project’s goal is to provide decision support criteria by identifying 
influential factors that determine the applicability of 3-D printing alternatives. The approach taken involves 
an analysis of the technology, its use in civilian industries, and a discussion of influential factors determining 
whether 3-D printing is a alternative to traditional supply chains. Moreover, it identifies potential uses and 
provides examples for printing 3-D material for the Navy.
Keywords: additive manufacturing, 3-D printing, naval supply chain, stereolithography, fused deposition 
modeling, selective laser sintering
COAST GUARD MARITIME SECURITY IN THE UNDERWATER DOMAIN
Peter Morisseau–LCDR, United States Coast Guard
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: John Dillard, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Gary Langford, Department of Systems Engineering
The Coast Guard serves as the primary agency responsible for maritime domain awareness (MDA) and trans-
portation security under the Department of Homeland Security through the ports, waterways, and coastal 
security (PWCS) mission. While significant investments have been made in recent years for surface and air 
assets along with increased command and control capabilities, little has been done to expand the PWCS mis-
sion to the underwater domain. This thesis examines the need for the Coast Guard to develop MDA in the 
underwater domain. This is accomplished by applying the fundamental processes from capability gap analysis 
and analysis of alternatives (AoA) as would be necessary for initiating the acquisition process. Through the 
gap analysis and AoA processes, the organization is able to determine whether an operational need truly exists, 
whether current or emerging technology is available to support a materiel solution, and whether there is the 
appropriate level of investment. Ultimately, the intent of this thesis is to determine whether the Coast Guard 
has a validated capability gap and what opportunities exist to close the gap.
Keywords: capability gap analysis, analysis of alternatives, Coast Guard, maritime domain awareness, un-
manned underwater vehicle
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DOMESTIC DISASTERS AND GEOSPATIAL TECHNOLOGY 
FOR THE DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY
Amanda Nerg–Captain, United States Air Force
Kristie Stuckenschneider–Captain, United States Army 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Cameron MacKenzie, Defense Resources Management Institute
Co-Advisor: Douglas Brinkley, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The purpose of this report is to analyze the use of a geographic information system (GIS) for the Defense Lo-
gistics Agency (DLA). The report found four common areas for improvement in humanitarian assistance di-
saster relief response. This report explored how using a GIS in disaster response could alleviate these common 
problem areas. This report also used an optimization model to analyze DLA quantitative fuel distribution 
data. This report used the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) Spreadsheet Solver and Esri maps for Microsoft 
Office to determine the optimal route each fuel truck should take to meet every location’s demand. Vehicle 
Routing Problem Spreadsheet Solver used GIS technology to identify the location or each demand location 
and the amount of time taken to travel from one location to another. When the model could not meet the total 
fuel demand, this report used Esri maps for Microsoft Office to determine the next available truck to supply 
that location. This report concludes that GIS technology would significantly benefit DLA. This report also 
recommends that DLA use ArcGIS since FEMA has already implemented the program into its disaster re-
sponse. ArcGIS also provides an organization subscription service in which DLA personnel could collaborate 
easier with other disaster response agencies.
Keywords: Hurricane Sandy, Defense Logistics Agency, in-transit visibility, disaster relief, geographic infor-
mation system, geospatial information
NAVY ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING: POLICY ANALYSIS 
FOR FUTURE DLA MATERIAL SUPPORT
Christopher O’Connor–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Geraldo Ferrer, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Nicholas Dew, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This project is a study of technology adoption theories and their application to additive manufacturing (AM) 
in the Navy and wider Department of Defense. It examines AM technology modalities and how they are used 
throughout the Navy. It also looks at the obstacles to wider implementation in the Navy and determines ways 
the Navy can overcome those and other considerations. Finally, it shows how the Defense Logistics Agency 
can support the AM through existing customer support programs.
Keywords: additive manufacturing, 3D printing, technology adoption
AN ANALYSIS OF HUMAN CAUSAL FACTORS IN 
UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE ACCIDENTS
Mehmet Oncu–Captain, Turkish Air Force
Suleyman Yildiz–1st Lieutenant, Turkish Army 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Edward Powley, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Bryan Hudgens, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Human error has been identified as the major contributor in many severe aviation mishaps, even for accidents 
involving unmanned aircraft (UA) systems. The Department of Defense (DOD) has used the Human Factors 
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Analysis and Classification System (HFACS) taxonomy successfully for ten years to discover the human error 
in UA mishaps. It is important not to ignore the indisputable human presence in UA and the possible human-
related causal factors in UA mishaps, so we might be better able to reduce and prevent possible incidents. 
HFACS with its four main and 19 subcategories is a useful framework for identifying which factors have arisen 
historically and which of them should have priority. The results of this study reveal that among 287 causal 
factors attributed to 68 accidents, 65 percent of the factors were associated with humans. Moreover, this study 
also discloses that the rater who categorizes the factors can differently observe, understand, and interpret 
the findings of mishap investigation; thus, human error may even impact the categorization phase due to the 
rater’s perception. The research concluded that even though HFACS carried out its functionality well, further 
study is needed to conduct intense statistical analysis with unlimited data and to validate HFACS with more 
case studies and various raters.
Keywords: human factors analysis and classification system (HFACS), U.S., Turkey, mishaps, human factors, 
unmanned aircraft systems, accident investigation reports, Navy Safety Center data
ASSESSMENT OF ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND–ARMY CONTRACTING 
COMMAND, CONTRACT MANAGEMENT PROCESSES
Christopher Petree–Major, United States Army
Courtney Gary–Major, United States Army 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Rene Rendon, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: Luis Morales, Defense Resources Management Institute
The DOD has had longstanding and documented problems in contracting, which include ethical issues, work-
force competencies, lack of manpower, and fraud. DOD’s current remedies include rightsizing the workforce, 
training, incentivizing performance, and reaffirming ethical standards, but these are incremental solutions. 
What is called for is a review of contract management process capability from a broader perspective using 
the Contract Management Maturity Model (CMMM). This research will focus on contract management as 
an aspect to improve process capability. The purpose of this research project will be to assess the contract 
management processes at Aberdeen Proving Ground–Army Contracting Command (APG–ACC). Using the 
CMMM, the research will analyze APG–ACC’s process capability, focusing on the areas of procurement plan-
ning, solicitation planning, solicitation, source selection, contract administration, and contract closeout. Using 
analytical data gained from surveys completed by level II and III Defense Acquisition Workforce Improve-
ment Act (DAWIA) personnel at APG–ACC, the data will gauge the maturity of APG–ACC’s contract man-
agement processes. Results captured from data will allow the assessment of APG–ACC contracting capability 
and will help in the formulation of meaningful recommendations to the command.
Keywords: Contract Management Maturity Model, performance measurement, performance evaluation, pro-
cess maturity
ITEM UNIQUE IDENTIFICATION CAPABILITY EXPANSION: ESTABLISHED PROCESS 
ANALYSIS, COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS, AND OPTIMAL MARKING PROCEDURES
Jarred Posada–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
David Caballero–Lieutenant, United States Navy 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Geraldo Ferrer, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Douglas Brinkley, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The purpose of this Master of Business Administration project is to identify possible expansion capabilities, by 
researching the most cost-effective two-dimensional barcode technology known as an item unique identifica-
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tion, that will allow for tracking Department of the Navy assets from cradle to grave. While the Navy is not 
100 percent complete, the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logis-
tics mandated that all new tangible and legacy items over $5,000 and/or serially managed, mission critical, or 
controlled by inventory must be serialized and registered by 2010. There are two methods that the Navy can 
use to mark such items: intrusive and nonintrusive. For legacy items, the best method to mark an item would 
be nonintrusive due to the criticality of maintaining the integrity of the item for safety reasons. Thus, it was 
determined that the best marking procedure for legacy items would be metal foil tags, generated by a contract-
ing company, since they are the most cost-effective, nonintrusive marking method.
Keywords: item unique identification, unique identification, unique item identifier
BUSINESS CONTINUITY MANAGEMENT PLAN
Manuel Refugia–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Gary Pittman–Lieutenant, United States Navy 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Douglas Brinkley, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Man-Tak Shing, Department of Computer Science
Navy Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP) lacks a business process framework for the development of 
business continuity management (BCM) plans. In the event that business processes are deprived of automa-
tion for a prolonged period of time, the NAVSUP enterprise requires alternative methods to maintain the 
delivery of these products and services produced by these processes with minimum customer disruptions and 
financial losses. The purpose of this study was to review existing methodology to assess mission criticality of 
NAVSUP products and services and associated business processes. The analysis will lead to the development 
of a BCM plan and the associated information flow applied against a single Navy supply chain segment, the 
re-engineered maritime allowance development (ReMAD). This analysis will include recovery time and re-
covery point objectives. ReMAD and ERP interfaces as well as the ReMAD contingency plan will provide a 
context to lean on for the development of a business process framework for the plan. Currently, the ReMAD 
contingency plan’s system recovery timelines and recovery point objectives are insufficient to continue with 
the processing of maritime allowances.
Keywords: enterprise resource planning, re-engineered maritime allowance development, business continuity 
management
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE SMALL BUSINESS PROGRAM: A KNOWLEDGE-LEVEL 
ANALYSIS OF HOW CUSTOMER EDUCATION RELATES TO MEETING SB GOALS
Duaita Roseboro–Captain, United States Air Force
Jared Rutkovitz–Captain, United States Air Force
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: E. Cory Yoder, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Karen Landale, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
For more than a decade, the federal government, to include the Department of Defense (DOD), has consis-
tently failed to meet its congressionally mandated small business goals. Part of this problem has been attrib-
uted to the lack of emphasis on market research to identify small businesses that can provide the goods and 
services required. A partial remedy is holding leadership more accountable for small business award perfor-
mance in their organizations, which has shown immediate improvements in the DOD’s small business utiliza-
tion performance. Is this remedy, however, the solution to solving a decade-long issue? Research indicates that 
there are other key players who can substantially affect achievement of small business goals. The requirement 
generator (e.g., program manager, technical expert, or customer) serves as one of these key players. Require-
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ment generators are responsible for defining the requirement, driving the acquisition strategy, and perform-
ing market research to identify contractors. Because requirement generators are not adequately educated and 
trained on the importance of the small business program, there is not enough emphasis on supporting small 
businesses during the initial phases of the acquisition process. Our research shows that educating requirement 
generators is another way to improve DOD’s achievement of small business goals.
Keywords: contracting, customer education, Department of Defense Small Business Program, market re-
search, small business goals
BUDGET SAVINGS THROUGH THE RESPONSIBLE USE OF ENERGY 
IN NAVY PRIVATIZED HOUSING COMMUNITIES
Jeffrey Sachinski–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Rudolph Cook–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy 
Beth Matteson–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Daniel Nussbaum, Department of Operations Research
Co-Advisor: Doug MacKinnon, Department of Information Sciences
In 1996, Congress authorized the Military Housing Privatization Initiative, which led to the increase in basic 
allowance for housing (BAH) for active duty members to achieve zero out-of-pocket housing expenses while 
living in military privatized housing. Privatized housing residents are not fully incentivized to conserve energy. 
Average energy costs, taken over like sized groups, are used as a baseline to justify the amount paid to the 
actual energy provider out of BAH proceeds collected from the service member. Water baselines do not exist 
in privatized housing, resulting in zero incentive to conserve water. We propose that the responsible use of en-
ergy incentive options can be promoted using a different system. Our approach pays members a direct subsidy 
equal to a fair market value of the rental property, coupled with a utilities model which is based on baseline 
utility costs and family size. This approach will effectively and efficiently utilize the Navy BAH system while 
reducing overall costs to the Navy. Future research could be conducted on the feasibility of expanding our 
recommendations to encompass all services.
Keywords: basic allowance for housing (BAH), basic allowance for quarters (BAQ), variable housing allow-
ance (VHA), military privatized housing, Military Housing Privatization Initiative (MHPI), energy conserva-
tion
COST ESTIMATION FOR SURFACE NAVY INVESTMENT IN ARCTIC-CAPABLE 
 PLATFORM TO MAINTAIN NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS
Brian Sims–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Matthew Garcia-Bragiel–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Keenan Yoho, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Daniel Nussbaum, Department of Operations Research
The purpose of this project is to conduct a cost estimate for an Arctic-capable surface combatant that will 
support future United States operations in the Arctic to meet national security objectives. The United States is 
at a pivotal point with respect to its role in securing its interests in the Arctic. The Arctic is rapidly transform-
ing from a relatively isolated region to one of increased human access due to receding ice. The changes that 
will take place in the Arctic region, and the challenges and opportunities these changes will bring, demand 
greater attention from the United States and its partners around the world. After conducting a hybrid cost 
estimate, combining a parametric analysis of foreign Arctic surface vessels with an analogy approach based 
on the Arleigh Burke-class destroyer, the United States Navy could acquire an Arctic surface vessel costing 
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approximately $1.5 billion, roughly $300 million less than the current Arleigh Burke design. We recommend 
that the United States start building Arctic-capable surface vessels as soon as fiscally possible. Realistically, 
the United States should pair Arctic surface vessels with a more robust air, sub-surface, and unconventional 
warfare capability in the future to make the U.S. a more prepared Arctic nation.
Keywords: cost-estimation, Naval Postgraduate School, Arctic, surface forces
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF A BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR HEALTH CARE FOR 
ACTIVE DUTY AND RETIRED MEMBERS OF THE ARMED FORCES
Scott Stratman–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: David Henderson, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: Philip Candreva, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
In 2014, the CBO reported that health care expenditures consumed nearly 10 percent of the overall defense 
budget in 2012, up from four percent in 1990. Jansen, of the Congressional Research Service, noted in 2014 
that moral hazard is considered one of the drivers of these increased costs; moral hazard results from lower 
out-of-pocket expenses. Adjustments to the administration of health benefits within DOD may reduce the 
DHP budget. Implementation of a basic allowance for health care (BAHC) for active duty dependents and 
retirees to use with a high deductible health plan (HDHP) and health savings account may provide incentives 
to use more cost-effective levels of care. The price elasticity of demand for health care is used to determine 
potential savings as the result of increased costs associated with the HDHP. The implementation of a BAHC 
is also examined from the point of view of the beneficiary to evaluate how they might respond to the chang-
ing incentives. This research found that while the plans are likely to invoke behavioral responses among ben-
eficiaries and reduce moral hazard, unless they are widely adopted throughout the DOD they are unlikely to 
generate substantial cost savings as a percentage of current levels of spending.
Keywords: Tricare, high deductible health plan, health savings account, basic allowance for health care, ben-
efits
AN ANALYSIS OF FACTORS AFFECTING AFFILIATION 
IN THE MARINE CORPS RESERVES
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Benny Volkmann–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Adam Shapiro–Lieutenant, United States Navy 
Jason Barnes–Captain, United States Marine Corps 
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Marco DiRenzo, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: Kathryn Aten, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The purpose of this study is to examine key factors in Marine Corps Reserve (USMCR) turnover in order to 
better understand reservists’ decisions to affiliate with the United States Marine Corps. Across the Marine 
Force Reserve, there are communities, occupational fields, and grades with persistent manning shortfalls in 
non-obligor populations. Non-obligor reservists are those who serve at their own discretion, with each indi-
vidual reservist having well-developed rationale and reasons for affiliating with a reserve unit. Monetary in-
centives are the primary stimulus employed to prompt reservists to affiliate with and fill billets in units where 
there are persistent shortfalls. Money has had a positive impact, but the utilization of monetary incentives is 
not based upon a deep understanding of the reservists’ underlying motivations. This study explores individual 
non-obligor reservist motivations and rationales for affiliating to provide initial insights and a framework for 
future research. This study conducted a conceptual review of academic and military literature and six semi-
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structured telephone interviews in order to develop a predictive conceptual model of USMCR affiliation, 
allowing for more efficient targeting of retention methods and the development of non-monetary incentives.
Keywords: turnover, affiliation, non-obligor, reservists, USMC, incentives
ANALYSIS OF THE NAVY’S HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE 
AND DISASTER RELIEF PROGRAM PERFORMANCE
Timothy Winn–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Business Administration
Advisor: E. Cory Yoder, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Deborah Gibbons, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This joint-applied research project analyzed the performance of the United States Navy while operating in a 
joint task force during recent humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR) missions. The performance 
of the USN during these missions was measured by comparing the regulations, procedures, and stated goals 
for these missions against interviews of firsthand accounts and a literature review documenting the Navy’s 
role during recent HADR missions. This project was not intended to determine whether the actions taken 
during recent HADR missions were the right actions to take or whether the results could have been better 
given alternative actions. Rather, the assessment focused solely on determining whether the actions on the 
ground differed from the published doctrine. The recommendations for this project focused on how leaders 
appointed to conduct HADR missions may better align their actions on the ground with the stated goals for 
the mission as well as recommendations for updating current instructions and procedures to better align the 
published doctrine with the best practices observed on the ground.
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MONTEREY BAY AQUARIUM VOLUNTEER GUIDE SCHEDULING ANALYSIS
Philip Baxa–Lieutenant, United States Coast Guard
Master of Science in Applied Mathematics
Advisor: Bard Mansager, Department of Applied Mathematics
Second Reader: Carlos Borges, Department of Applied Mathematics
The Monterey Bay Aquarium was founded in 1984 and hosts nearly two million visitors each year. In addition 
to the paid staff, there are over 1,000 volunteers who are critical to aquarium operations. One set of volunteers 
comprises the guides who rotate to different stations throughout the aquarium during their shift to interpret 
the various exhibits. No formal analysis has been previously completed to optimize guide scheduling based 
on existing constraints. Currently, the guide schedule is manually generated; however, last minute no-shows 
or drop-ins often prevent an optimal schedule from being generated. This thesis established target staffing 
levels for each shift based on requirements developed by the guide program managers. Additionally, this thesis 
seeks to optimize the guides’ scheduled rotation during their shifts. While the guide program managers have 
done an excellent job using heuristic methods to develop nearly optimal schedules, they have not been able to 
incorporate methods that minimize the time that is lost by guides transiting from station to station. This thesis 
analyzed and developed guide schedules that minimize the time spent transiting between stations. The guide 
schedule was modeled as a multicommodity flow network and solved with linear programing.
Keywords: Monterey Bay Aquarium, linear programing, network design, multicommodity flow, resilience
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HUMAN ROBOTIC SWARM INTERACTION USING AN ARTIFICIAL PHYSICS APPROACH
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Brenton Campbell–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Science in Applied Physics
Advisor: Timothy Chung, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Richard Harkins, Department of Physics
This thesis explores the use of an artificial physics framework to provide centralized control of a collection of 
agents in proximity to a human operator. Based on the spatial separation between agents, agents to way-point, 
and agents to operator, the artificial physics framework calculates virtual forces that are summed and translat-
ed into velocity commands. The virtual forces are modeled after real physical forces, such as gravitational and 
Coulomb forces, but are not restricted to them. For example, the force magnitude may not be proportional to 
one divided by separation distance squared. These virtual forces allow the collection of agents, or the swarm, 
to autonomously find the operator, create a formation, and navigate way-points. The operator has high-level 
control of the agents via a hand held-controller. This framework is applicable to a scenario in which an opera-
tor in the field needs to work with several autonomous vehicles but is unable to devote a high-level of focus to 
controlling agent behavior.We implemented an artificial physics framework in two simulation environments 
and in physical indoor experiments with a team of three unmanned aerial vehicles. The results from the physi-
cal experiments show that an artificial physics-based framework is an effective way to allow multiple agents to 
follow a human operator inside a small arena with only minimal operator input.
Keywords: multi-robot coordination, swarm, user interfaces, human-robot teams
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AUTOMATED MANEUVER DESIGN AND CHECKOUT FOR 
THE LUNAR RECONNAISSANCE ORBITER
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
James Kaufman–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Science in Astronautical Engineering
Advisor: Mark Karpenko, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Co-Advisor: I. Michael Ross, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
The Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) is a lunar surface mapping and data collection mission launched by 
NASA in 2009. As a mapping and imaging mission, frequent attitude maneuvering is required. The LRO cur-
rently follows a trial-and-error method to design maneuvers to prevent sensitive instruments from pointing 
at bright objects that may damage the equipment. Additionally, eigenaxis maneuvers are the primary method 
by which the attitude is controlled. In this thesis, optimal control theory is applied to provide automated ma-
neuver design capabilities to support the LRO mission. The approach allows dynamic constraints, as well as 
other constraints such as occultation avoidance, to be easily incorporated into the maneuver design process. 
This aspect also simplifies maneuver checkout activities. The results of this thesis show that maneuvers can be 
designed to reorient the LRO in the presence of multiple occultation constraints. Moreover, maneuver times 
can be reduced up to 90 percent compared to the conventional approach. This increases the potential for ef-
ficient science data collection.
Keywords: optimal control, Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter, LRO, attitude maneuver, occultation avoidance
A COMPARISON OF DETECTION AND TRACKING 
METHODS AS APPLIED TO OPIR OPTICS
Michael Krueger–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Science in Astronautical Engineering
Advisor: Brij Agrawal, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Co-Advisor: Jae Kim, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
The objective of this research is to investigate and evaluate detection and tracking algorithms suitable for 
overhead persistent infrared (OPIR) coverage of moving ground targets. One of the largest hurdles is operat-
ing with a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in a cluttered environment. The local contrast method (LCM) and 
principal component analysis (PCA) detection algorithms is explored and tested while centroid and correlation 
tracking algorithms is discussed. Kalman and alpha-beta filters are compared and contrasted as viable track 
prediction techniques. This work also provides a solid knowledge base for future research on the High Energy 
Laser (HEL) Beam Control Research Testbed that the Naval Postgraduate School is developing in partnership 
with Boeing Directed Energy Systems. While they are different applications, both HELs and OPIR share 
common detection and tracking strategies. Simulation results show that the LCM is superior to PCA. How-
ever, the best results are obtained by combining the two. Kalman and alpha-beta filters handle single targets 
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with a constant velocity or acceleration with ease, but advanced tracking methods like the velocity matched 
filter to provide constraints would provide a more robust solution when performing multiple target tracking.
Keywords: infrared detection and tracking, local contrast method, principal component analysis, signal-to-
noise ratio, Kalman filter, centroid, correlation
IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCE OF MEMS GYROS VIA REDUNDANT 
MEASUREMENTS: THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Matthew Leszczynski–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Science in Astronautical Engineering
Advisor: Mark Karpenko, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Second Reader: I. Michael Ross, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
A redundant sensor array is a device composed of more than one sensor of a given type, for example, an array 
of rate gyroscopes. Previous work has shown that redundancy can enhance the failure tolerance of the sensor 
suite and can also be leveraged to improve the accuracy of the measurements. This thesis further explores the 
possibility of improving the performance of low-cost micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) gyroscopes 
using the redundancy concept. To this end, an experimental sensor array test bed is constructed that allows 
data from up to 12 three-degrees-of-freedom MEMS gyroscopes to be acquired and combined under various 
geometric configurations. By organizing the MEMS gyroscopes in ideal geometric configurations, it is shown 
how the effects of sensor noise can be reduced in order to increase the precision of the measurements. Experi-
ments using the constructed sensor array test bed show that the 1-σ sensor noise can be reduced by nearly 65 
percent through the proper combination of multiple measurements using 10 three-degrees-of-freedom gyros. 
It is further observed that realizing this improvement relies, in part, on accurate estimation of the sensor bias. 
This aspect motivates future work on bias estimation schemes for arrays of sensors.
Keywords: optimal redundant sensor, micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) gyroscope arrays, improve 
performance inertial measurement unit (IMU), SparkFun razor IMU, gyroscope, magnetometer, accelerom-
eter, redundant IMU, angular rate accuracy (ARW)
OPTIMIZATION AND SENSITVITY ANALYSIS FOR A LAUNCH TRAJECTORY
Thomas Manemeit–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Science in Astronautical Engineering
Advisor: Mark Karpenko, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Co-Advisor: I. Michael Ross, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Using modern algorithms, an ideal launch vehicle trajectory can be calculated based on the principles of op-
timal control theory. Conventional approaches, such as shooting, seek to find the solution to a Hamiltonian 
boundary value problem. Finding solutions to a boundary value problem can be time consuming and difficult 
due to the twin curses of sensitivity and dimensionality. In an effort to alleviate these problems, pseduospec-
tral optimal control theory can be used to reduce the time and effort required to design optimal launch tra-
jectories. Problem formulation is shown to be a key step in this process. To illustrate the idea, a launch vehicle 
trajectory optimization problem is solved for maximizing the final velocity of the first stage of a multi-stage 
rocket assuming that all fuel will be expended. The sensitivity of the solution to uncertainties is examined by 
modeling environmental uncertainties as Gaussian processes in a Monte Carlo simulation. Combining opti-
mal control and Monte Carlo analysis improves the planning process by allowing for worst case scenarios to 
be identified and mitigated.
Keywords: astrodynamic optimization, launch vehicle, trajectory generation, DIDO
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The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Wing Chien Christopher Chang–Major, Republic of Singapore Navy
Master of Science in Combat Systems Technology
Advisor: Gamani Karunasiri, Department of Physics
Co-Advisor: Fabio Alves, Department of Physics
A commercial off-the-shelf silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) was connected in series with a parallel RC load 
under DC bias to produce self-terminating voltage pulses. The physics underlying the switching mechanism of 
the SCR in such a circuit was investigated and the values of load resistance and capacitance varied to ascertain 
their role on the pulse-generating capability of the circuit. When pulsing was successfully achieved, a reverse 
recovery current was always present to return the SCR from its on-state to its off-state. In addition, the regen-
erative process responsible for turning the SCR was through the avalanche multiplication of charge carriers 
within the device. This appeared to be independent of the mode of triggering, either by increasing the DC 
bias or using a current at the gate. Significantly, pulsing was discovered to be sustainable for a specific range of 
RC values that depended on the SCR’s intrinsic turn-off time. Specifically, it was found that without making 
modifications to the SCR itself, the minimum dead time achievable between pulses was essentially the turn-off 
time of the SCR. The findings of the research will help to design optimum SCR-based circuits for pulse mode 
detection of light and ionizing radiation without external amplification circuitry.
Keywords: silicon controlled rectifier, pulse generation circuit, semiconductors, solid-state radiation detectors





EARLY SYNTHETIC PROTOTYPING: EXPLORING 
DESIGNS AND CONCEPTS WITHIN GAMES
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Kate Murray–Major, United States Marine Corps
Master of Science in Computer Science
Advisor: Rudolph Darken, Department of Computer Science
Co-Advisor: Brad Naegle, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Early synthetic prototyping (ESP) is a process and set of tools that enable warfighters to inform technology 
development and acquisition decisions by assessing emerging technologies in a game environment. Collabo-
rators in acquisition, science and technology, and industry can develop models and scenarios for play and 
assessment. ESP allows an unbounded increase in potentially disruptive ideas to be explored at minimal cost 
by inviting warfighters at all levels to drive, define, and refine future systems. We conducted a study asking (1) 
what feedback can be gathered from game play, and (2) would that feedback be valuable? To this end, groups 
of military officers were engaged in several scenarios to explore an unmanned vehicle concept called Robotic 
Wingman. Through the game sessions, players expressed ideas on the characteristics of a preferred interface 
and how to best employ Wingman. Using a game environment to explore design concepts early in the acquisi-
tion process can be applied to early requirement refinement and rudimentary tradeoff analysis. The encourag-
ing results of this preliminary work demonstrate a strong potential to leverage game environments to explore 
revolutionary concepts to efficiently and effectively shape the future of the Department of Defense.
Keywords: early synthetic prototyping, acquisition, video games, engineering resilient systems, science and 
technology, game environment
FEDERATED GROUND STATION NETWORK MODEL 
AND INTERFACE SPECIFICATION 
Aaron Felt–Civilian, Department of the Navy
Master of Science in Space Systems Engineering and Master of Science in Computer Science
Advisor: James Newman, Space Systems Academic Group
Co-Advisor: Mathias Kölsch, Department of Computer Science 
This thesis solves the problem of a lack of a complete, simple ground station network interface standard. A 
federated satellite ground station network (FGN) model and computer interface are developed that extend 
the use of ground stations to external users across the Internet. This should allow for reuse of existing ground 
stations, reducing costs and complexity of space missions. An improved model describing FGNs is proposed 
that defines a hierarchy of the components of the network, allowing for scalability and unified interfaces and 
simplifying the process of using FGN resources. This model, which we call the Improved FGN model, is 
used to develop security schemes that are simple but effective. Simple but effective security schemes are then 
developed for this Improved FGN model, along with a standardized software interface. This interface con-
nects external users to the network in order to extend ground station hardware to remote users as well as to 
simplify scheduling for the resource owners in a network. Different middleware frameworks are compared, 
and Apache Thrift is selected as the best fit for an FGN. This interface is then described and demonstrated 





with a reference implementation in Python. Recommendations for future improvements of this interface stan-
dard are discussed.
Keywords: ground station, federated ground station, ground station network, earth station, earth station net-
work, interface, web service, service-oriented architecture, CubeSat, picosatellite, M-PIPE, MC3, TT&C
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IMPROVING MILITARY INTEGRATION IN COALITIONS IN AFRICA
Jesse Chapin–Major, United States Army
Thomas Lainis–Major, United States Army 
Bjorn McAulay–Lieutenant Commander, German Army 
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Erik Jansen, Department of Information Sciences
Co-Advisor: Camber Warren, Department of Defense Analysis
Given the enormity and complexity of Africa’s conflicts, the international community has realized that col-
laboration and strong coalition relationships can be much more effective in generating security and long-term 
stability than any one country’s individual efforts. Today, the international community is engaging these frag-
ile states as international coalitions, using holistic approaches simultaneously to improve and build self-suffi-
ciency across multiple sectors, including security, governance, economic, humanitarian aid, and human rights. 
This broader coalition approach is a departure from traditional military thinking of coalition operations. This 
thesis studies coalitions that are conducting long-term, holistic stability operations with the premise that if 
the political and operational environments have changed and the coalition structure has changed, then it is 
reasonable to believe that the military’s system of integration and coordination must also change. Using case-
study analysis and interviews, this thesis argues that militaries can be more effective in these modern coali-
tions by integrating their planning efforts directly into their countries’ country-teams or delegations.
Keywords: Africa, Mali, Somalia, Democratic Republic of Congo, coalitions, military, country team, embassy, 
interagency coordination, international coordination
THE SMOOTH OPERATOR: UNDERSTANDING CROSS-CULTURAL 
INTERPERSONAL SKILLS IN SPECIAL OPERATIONS
Dustin Delcoure–Major, United States Army
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Frank Barrett, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: George Lober, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Anna Simons, Department of Defense Analysis
Global SOF partnership is a major focus of the U.S. Special Operations Command, and the United States 
Army Special Operations Command recognizes its force as the best-suited element in the U.S. Army to oper-
ate within the human domain. U.S. Army Special Forces are the military’s experts in unconventional warfare. 
Accomplishment of these missions is heavily reliant on success at the cross-cultural, interpersonal level. Each 
special operator, regardless of unit, needs to navigate organizational and cultural boundaries effectively in 
order to achieve unity of effort and to improve chances for mission success. This research places emphasis on 
U.S. Army Special Forces specifically and the USSOCOM force more generally. Selection and training pro-
grams are discussed to illustrate current efforts to develop cross-cultural, interpersonal skill sets, along with 
the potential to enhance them.  This effort, drawn from interviews, identifies themes advanced by deployed 
special operators. The conclusion provides recommendations for training and sustainment of the requisite 





cross-cultural interpersonal skills needed for success with the intent of enhancing the individual operator’s 
ability to excel in complex interpersonal engagements.
Keywords: cross-cultural interpersonal skills, influence, negotiation, mediation, psychology of negotiation, 
cross-cultural negotiation, emotional intelligence, rapport building, human domain, irregular warfare, un-
conventional warfare, special warfare, social movement theory, special operations, assessment and selection, 
leadership, interagency coordination
THE ROLE OF ARMY NATIONAL GUARD SPECIAL FORCES DOMESTICALLY 
AND IN SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND–NORTH
Peter East–Major, Army National Guard
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Doug Borer, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Guy Lemire, Department of Defense Analysis
The Army National Guard Special Forces has a unique position that allows state governors to call upon the 
group to support domestic operations and provide additional forces for the United States Army Special Forces 
Command when needed. The necessity to coordinate the emerging domestic operations being undertaken or 
discussed by the Army National Guard Special Forces has been identified as a shortcoming by senior leaders 
of the Army National Guard and their special operations advisors, but little has been done to ensure that coor-
dination and collaboration is executed. The newly established Special Operations Command–North is ideally 
situated to assist in this effort. This thesis examines the difficulties of coordinating operations conducted in a 
Title 32 status across state lines and with a command element that is a Title 10 force. Additionally, given the 
unique laws and policies that dictate defense support to civil authorities, this thesis analyzes what the Army 
National Guard Special Forces has done and is currently doing and how Special Operations Command–North 
can fit into the homeland defense mission set. This thesis concludes with recommendations for developing 
the relationship among the states, Special Operations Command–North, and Special Operations Command’s 
global SOF network as well as for where the manpower and funding can come from for the emerging relation-
ship.
Keywords: Army National Guard, National Guard, special forces, Special Operations Command–North, 
SOCNORTH, DSCA, homeland defense, homeland security
THE CULT OF REPUTATION: DETERRENT OR A CAUSE OF WAR?
Hassan Farooq–Lieutenant Colonel, Pakistan Army
Ivan Zapryanov–Captain, Bulgarian Army Special Forces 
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Michael Freeman, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: George Lober, Department of Defense Analysis
A reputation for resolve, used to predict an actor’s future intentions with reasonable accuracy based on his past 
actions, is central to many deterrence theories. The assumption is that states use other actors’ past behavior 
as a learning schema for generating expectations and act according to such expectations. However, there are 
other powerful determinants in international politics—military capabilities, distribution of power, and inter-
ests at stake, etc.—that shape states’ policies. Nonetheless, decision makers assign to their states’ reputation 
the status of symbolic capital in order to add credibility to their future threats and commitments or to cred-
ibly deter future threats of adversaries. They generally believe that their allies and adversaries infer the state’s 
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resolve from its past behavior. In this paper we analyze how this belief and the consequent quest for building, 
preserving, and/or restoring reputation can push decision-makers into the vortex of conflicts.
Keywords: reputation hypothesis, power/interest hypothesis, prospect theory, credibility, resolve, deterrence
IMPROVING RECRUITING OF THE 6TH RECRUITING BRIGADE 
THROUGH STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND EFFICIENCY MEASURES
Samuel Figueroa–Major, United States Army Reserve
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: William Fox, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Jeffrey House, LTC, United States Army
For the first time since the inception of the all-volunteer force in 1973, the percentage of minorities within the 
U.S. Army has reached a record high as presented by University of Syracuse’s Amy Lutz. In her 2008 article 
“Who Joins the Military?: A Look at Race, Class, and Immigration Status,” Lutz examines socio-economic 
status as an important predictor of military service. However, budget cuts and the downsizing of military 
personnel make the recruiting selection more competitive than ever before while the Army needs qualified 
individuals from all social classes and ethnic backgrounds. The U.S. Army’s 6th Recruiting Brigade (6th REC 
BDE) has the largest recruiting mission in the western United States. Data from the U.S. Census Bureau shows 
that minority population growth concentrates throughout counties in this region. The fact that those minor-
ity groups predominate poses a unique challenge for the 6th REC BDE. This research explores statistically 
the effect that recruiters with additional language ability have on improving recruiting. Also, it examines how 
significant it would be to allocate recruiters with secondary languages in areas where those languages prevail. 
The statistical procedures used in this research have proved that language is a significant factor and that those 
recruiters who have secondary language skills contribute significantly to the recruiting mission.
Keywords: U.S. Army recruiting, data envelopment, anova, military diversity
UNGOVERNED SPACES IN MEXICO: AUTODEFENSAS,  
FAILED STATES, AND THE WAR ON DRUGS IN MICHOACÁN
Galeana Abarca–Commander, Mexican Marine/Navy
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Marcos Berger, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Rodrigo Nieto-Gomez, Department of National Security Affairs
The spiral of violence generated by the drug war in Mexico over the past decade has raised security concerns, 
not only in Mexico but also in the international community. The rise of vigilante groups in Michoacán (op-
erating at least in theory) against organized crime and violence related to drug trafficking has recently and 
dramatically drawn attention to the relative weakness of government institutions in some parts of Mexico. 
This has in turn led some commentators to continue to describe Mexico as a potential failed state. However, 
the term failed state overlooks the specific location and character of both organized crime and violence in 
those parts of Mexico where it has become a problem. It is argued here that an understanding of the vigilante 
groups in Michoacán in relation to the historical, social, political, cultural, and economic particularities of 
Michoacán can best be achieved by setting aside the notion of a failed state and using the idea of ungoverned 
spaces. Taking ungoverned spaces as its point of departure, this thesis argues that the high level of violence 
in the ungoverned spaces in Michoacán has resulted in a parallel system of governance in much of the state; 
however, this is not the same as a failed state. This thesis takes a fresh look at drug trafficking and violence 
related to drug trafficking that moves beyond broad notions of failed states and focuses on the specifics of 
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ungoverned spaces in parts of Mexico and elsewhere that drug-trafficking and violence in particular have 
generated considerable concern.
Keywords: autodefensas, Michoacán, ungoverned spaces, failed state, Knights Templars, Mexico, Familia 
Michoacana
BY, WITH, AND THROUGH: THE THEORY AND PRACTICE 
OF SPECIAL OPERATIONS CAPACITY-BUILDING
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Anthony Heisler–Major, United States Army
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: William Fox, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Heather Gregg, Department of Defense Analysis
This thesis presents a theory of how U.S. special operations forces (USSOF) builds partner capacity. Building 
partner capacity (BPC) is a cornerstone of America’s post-9/11 security strategy and a signature mission of 
USSOF. However, USSOF lacks a theory that articulates how capacity is built or the keys to its success. This 
thesis explores BPC from the top down, through national security documents, doctrine, and case studies. It 
identifies that BPC is not a single act but rather a series of tactical, operational, and strategic engagements car-
ried out over an extended period of time in a dynamic and unpredictable partnership environment. The part-
nership environment is the aggregate of factors and conditions that influence the partnership and ultimately 
bound capacity-building potential. Given these antecedent conditions, USSOF requires a BPC enterprise to 
provide the continuous synchronization, vertically from the policy level to the tactical level and horizontally 
with the partner nation, to ensure the right skills and equipment arrive in the right place, at the right time, 
and for the duration necessary to achieve the capacity-building objective. This thesis constructs and examines 
the BPC enterprise, the actors that can bring it to life, and offers seven principles likely to be associated with 
capacity-building success.
Keywords: special operations, SOF, USSOF, building partner capacity, BPC, capacity building, theater special 
operations command, TSOC, SOCSOUTH, SOCEUR, USSOCOM, Colombia, Paraguay, SOF operational 
planning, persistent engagement
U.S. SPECIAL FORCES: CULTURE WARRIORS
Joshua Hill–Major, U.S. Army, Special Forces
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Heather Gregg, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Robert Burks, Department of Defense Analysis
U.S. Army Special Forces (SF) are consistently called upon to work by, with, and through indigenous forces to 
conduct special warfare. Current SF doctrine reflects an increasing desire for SF operators to be culturally pro-
ficient in order to work closely with locals, advise foreign militaries, and build relationships with host-nation 
counterparts. Despite the doctrinal emphasis on cultural proficiency, SF doctrine offers little concrete direc-
tion as to how to become culturally competent or how to measure levels of cultural proficiency. This thesis 
aims to provide insights into cultural competency by investigating academic literature surrounding culture and 
by looking outside of SF at examples of cross-cultural competency from historic cases: the Office of Strate-
gic Services (OSS) in World War II, military transition teams in Iraq and Afghanistan, and the McDonald’s 
restaurant franchise. By looking at historical examples of military operations and international businesses, SF 
can gain insight into the best practices and common pitfalls that come from working with foreign cultures. 
This thesis finds that cultural proficiency can be increased by following the best practices of the McDonald’s 
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Corporation and the OSS, placing top-down emphasis on cultural training, and normalizing that training at 
the tactical level.
Keywords: culture training, cultural proficiency, cultural understanding, defining culture, historical best prac-
tices, pre-deployment training, advisor skills, cross-cultural competence, localization strategy, ARSOF 2022
INFLUENCE OPERATIONS IN INSURGENCIES: IDENTIFYING 
FRAMING STRATEGIES FOR SPECIAL WARFARE
Clifford Howard–Major, United States Army
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Camber Warren, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Doowan Lee, Department of Defense Analysis
As the United States continues to extend its global reach while simultaneously reducing the size of its military 
force, unconventional methods must be employed in order to achieve U.S. national objectives. Further, as the 
global environment consists of increased conflict involving non-state actors and multinational insurgencies, a 
greater understanding of the motives, grievances, and methods employed to express those motives is required. 
The purpose of this research is to assess quantitatively whether there is a significant relationship between 
motivation of an insurgent group and the effectiveness of the insurgency. To that end, this research utilizes 
existing databases and open-source information, limiting the parameters to conflicts between non-state actors 
versus state actors. This thesis begins by examining the existing literature in order to understand the rise of 
movements and violence, particularly in the Middle East and North Africa. The research further attempts to 
determine whether methods employed by an insurgent group or the introduction of an external actor, such as 
a foreign state or non-governmental organization, have an impact on the likelihood of success.
Keywords: insurgency, conflict outcome, motivation, ideology, PSYOP, MISO
BUYING INFLUENCE: THE RELATIONSHIP OF INCENTIVES AND VALUES
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Michael Hutchinson–Major, United States Army
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Michael Freeman, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Scott Gartner, Department of Defense Analysis
Governments and their respective armed forces are in the business of influencing human behavior. Whether 
attempting to force compliance with a policy objective, enforce conformity to established norms, or convert a 
value system to match their own, political and military leaders employ a variety of covert and overt means to 
persuade a target audience to modify its behavior. Providing incentives, financial or otherwise, is one of the 
most prevalent means of influence, yet conventional wisdom holds that allies can be rented but never bought. 
This thesis seeks to analyze whether human behavior can be reliably purchased and if so, whether such a rela-
tionship can transcend bribed compliance. An analysis of prevailing economic and psychological theories sug-
gests an interesting, dynamic relationship between incentives and intrinsic values—some scholars claiming 
that extrinsic reward is harmful to motivation, others suggesting the opposite. A case study of recent stability 
operations in Afghanistan highlights how incentives can reinforce a rapid transformation in intrinsic values. 
A series of vignettes contained within the case study suggests that intrinsic values are not as immutable as 
one might presume and that extrinsic reward can rapidly transform them in a confused or fragmented system.




DESIGNING FOR INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL COORDINATION 
IN INDONESIA’S MARITIME DOMAIN
Bagus Jatmiko–Lieutenant Commander, Indonesian Navy
Frans Tandiarrang–Lieutenant Commander, Indonesian Navy 
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Nancy Roberts, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Erik Jansen, Department of Information Sciences
Indonesia has major agencies in its maritime domain responsible for law enforcement at sea and for the man-
agement of resources and port authorities. However, there is little coordination among these maritime stake-
holders. Indeed, the Indonesia Maritime Security Coordinating Board (IMSCB), charged with coordinating 
policy and operations, is facing major challenges. The goal of this study is to identify alternative structural 
designs for the maritime domain and to recommend a design that has the potential to improve coordination 
and integration of all governmental and non-governmental bodies within this domain.
Keywords: inter-organizational network, Indonesian maritime security, Indonesian maritime domain, social 
network analysis, information-sharing, geospatial analysis, temporal analysis, link analysis, armed robbery at 
sea, hotspot area, Malacca Strait
THE GLOBAL SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES NETWORK 
FROM A PARTNER-NATION PERSPECTIVE
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Tom-Erik Kihl–Captain, Norwegian Army
Jonas Carling–Major, Swedish Navy 
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Nancy Roberts, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Kalev Sepp, Department of Defense Analysis
The purpose of this capstone project is to provide recommendations to Norwegian Special Operations Com-
mand (NORSOCOM) and Swedish Special Operations Command (SWESOCOM) for how to utilize and 
contribute to the U.S. Special Operations Command’s Global Special Operations Forces Network (GSN) 
initiative. The project explains social network theory, analyzes the GSN, and suggests how NORSOCOM 
and SWESOCOM can manage their GSN membership. The research extends to include potential aspirations 
of a national network. The GSN effort is a thoroughly well-thought-out concept nested in U.S. strategy. US-
SOCOM’s leadership in the GSN can be described as informal, cooperative, and communicative with partner 
nations and agencies. The network has no alliance-like requirements, which makes membership for partner 
nations low cost. NORSOCOM and SWESOCOM have been forward-thinking and are well positioned for 
an evolving GSN. However, from a network perspective, further actions are required to counter expected 
challenges and to utilize the membership more effectively. The national commands should inform national 
stakeholders to build support, establish national network managers, and participate in burden sharing. The 
GSN membership can provide the policy level with an alternative security cooperation forum that has access 
to information and resources. The GSN membership should be leveraged to enhance national networks.
Keywords: global SOF network, GSN, USSOCOM, partner nations, network managers, networks, social net-
works, network performance, Special operations forces, national SOF networks, 21st threats, TSOC
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NETWORK DESIGN GUIDANCE FOR THE GLOBAL 
SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES NETWORK
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Raul Medrano–Major, United States Army
Jason Hartley–Major, United States Army 
Marvin Anderson–Major, United States Army 
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Nancy Roberts, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Glenn Robinson, Department of Defense Analysis
The current national security strategy calls for an increased reliance on relationships with diverse partners to 
address the challenges of the contemporary security environment. United States Special Operations Command 
is confronting these challenges with a global special operations forces (SOF) network (GSN). The question is 
this: how should SOF develop social networks in support of the GSN? This study employs a mixed-methods 
research design to create a process model of social network design to aid SOF in the development of the GSN. 
The model consists of five composite factors: expertise (E), sensemaking (S), connection (C), action (A) and 
narrative (N). These five factors are interconnected and form a process model called E-SCAN. The model 
is offered as a guide to assist SOF personnel in developing their social networks and building out the GSN.
Keywords: global special operations forces networks, GSN, networks, network design, social network analy-
sis, social capital, inter-organizational networks, systems framework, activity analysis, E-SCAN, network de-
velopment
A CRIMINAL LAW APPROACH TO TERRORISM IN BRAZIL
Carlos Henrique Oliveira de Sousa–Federal Police Commissioner, Brazilian Federal Police
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Michael Freeman, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Douglas Borer, Department of Defense Analysis
The goal of this thesis is to present how Brazilian law treats terrorism. In particular, it seeks to develop a mod-
el bearing the core characteristics that an effective criminal law must have to fit the country’s reality. We intend 
to conduct a thorough critical analysis of the current law and present the requirements to design an adequate 
one. Therefore, the study path starts with an overview of Law 7170/83, which allegedly criminalizes terrorism 
in Brazil. Next, we show how international laws and agreements signed by Brazil obligate the country to have 
a law against terrorism. Finally, the text shows that adoption of a criminal law is one of several approaches to 
dealing with terrorism and how civil liberties can be affected by the decision to criminalize such acts. In this 
context, and to show foreign experiences, we will use the comparative method to study the experience of six 
countries regarding criminal law dealing with terrorism: Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Peru, the United States 
of America, the United Kingdom of Great Britain, and Northern Ireland.




DISARMAMENT, DEMOBILIZATION, AND REINTEGRATION OF FARC: A 
CHALLENGE FOR COLOMBIA AND A STEP TOWARD ANDEAN REGION STABILITY
William Palomino–Commander, Colombian Navy
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Douglas Porch, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Kalev Sepp, Department of Defense Analysis
The intention of this thesis is to determine the warning signals and preventive actions to conduct the Fuer-
zas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (FARC) disarmament, demobilization and reintegration (DDR) 
process successfully. Although Colombia has experienced multiple DDR processes during its recent history, 
political violence continues to plague the country. After each process, Colombia notes the mutation of crimi-
nal structures, which have deployed their tentacles to other Latin American countries. Understanding the 
salient issues that led to the success or failure of DDR processes will aid the government of Colombia (GOC) 
in continuing to face the process with FARC. The main argument of this thesis is that in order for DDR to 
be successful, the GOC must take the best practices of DDR into account, not only in Colombia but also in 
other countries. Due to similarities with DDR experiences and the Colombian conflict, El Salvador and South 
Africa are the selected countries This thesis also covers past Colombian experiences in DDR, beginning with 
the end of La Violencia and ending with the DDR of the United Self-Defense Forces of Colombia (AUC), as 
well as the individual demobilization programs for insurgents. An analysis of these cases provides the best 
approaches for conducting a successful DDR process with FARC.
Keywords: Colombia, El Salvador, South Africa, disarmament, demobilization and reintegration (DDR), gov-
ernment of Colombia, Auto Defense Forces of Colombia, AUC (Spanish Acronym), Revolutionary Armed 
Forces of Colombia, the Peoples Army, FARC-EP (Spanish Acronym)
THE ROLE OF THREAT IN THE DYNAMICS OF THE 
PHILIPPINE–UNITED STATES ALLIANCE
Randy Pascua–Lieutenant Colonel, Philippine Air Force
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Doug Borer, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Ian Rice, Defense Analysis Department
Threat serves as an impetus in the foundation, development, revitalization, and waning of the contemporary 
Philippine–United States alliance. Using Stephen Walt’s balance of threat theory as the analytical framework, 
this study proves that historically, the dynamics of the Philippine–U.S. alliance revolves around the interac-
tion of threat-centric issues and the member-state’s response. Threat serves as the prime mover of the alliance; 
foreign aid, ideological solidarity, and institutional penetration do not guarantee the alliance’s stability. They 
do, however, serve as critical factors in the alliance’s management. Shared or unshared existential threats with 
external overtones have a greater impact on the alliance. Moreover, internal security threats affect alliance 
efficiency. A coordinated approach is needed to confront and master them. The Philippine Communist In-
surgency of the CPP-NPA-NDF, the South China Sea dispute with China, the ambiguity of the 1951 Mutual 
Defense Treaty provisions, including its executory mechanisms, and U.S. strategic ambivalence in the case of 
conflict serve as disconnecting factors of the Philippine–U.S. alliance. These factors created and continue to 
create friction between the Philippines and the United States. This study recommends that the allies must 
align their threat assessments, resolve or manage disconnecting threats, and then address the ambiguity of the 
agreement through further research and deeper strategic discourse.
Keywords: Philippine–United States alliance, Mutual Defense Treaty of 1951, mutual defense board, security 
exchange board, visiting forces agreement, Armed Forces of the Philippines, security partnership, alliance, 
Global War on Terror, CPP-NPA-NDF, Philippine communist insurgency, EDCA
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UNDERSTANDING THE ISLAMIC MOVEMENT OF UZBEKISTAN 
THROUGH SOCIAL MOVEMENT THEORY, AND ANALYZING AND 
EVALUATING ITS POTENTIAL THREAT TO KAZAKHSTAN
Ulan Sadibekov–Major, Kazakh Army SF
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Glenn Robinson, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Doowan Lee, Department of Defense Analysis
The Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU) is a group of militants from Uzbekistan established by Uzbek 
youth who were against the pro-communist government. It is tightly connected to the Taliban and was in-
volved in drug trafficking in Afghanistan. After an unsuccessful attempt to revolt against the government of 
Uzbekistan, the party was banned, and its members fled the country. Islamic militants tried to change the 
economically and politically weakened governments into an Islamic caliphate. After going through training 
camps, these militants were formalized into small groups that were transported through Iran to Turkey and 
other Central Asian countries in order to create different kinds of radical groups. Their radical ideology spread 
in the form of killing infidels and sacrificing themselves for jihad. Decentralization of the IMU has made it 
difficult to track. Through social movement theory (SMT), this thesis examines how the IMU is a potential 
threat to Central Asian states, especially Kazakhstan, by using elements of SMT.
Keywords: Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan, social movement theory
HOW SOCIAL MEDIA AFFECTS THE DYNAMICS OF PROTEST
Ajay Seebaluck–Major, Mauritius Police Force
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: T. Camber Warren, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Leo Blanken, Department of Defense Analysis
Digital technologies have created a new environment in the virtual world, which may either reinforce or un-
dermine state authority. The wave of protests that erupted in the North African region during the last decade 
has increased the interest of scholars in investigating the catalysts for these uprisings. While there are conflict-
ing views about the role of new technology in social protest, the Arab Spring has highlighted the role played 
by social media as a key tool in garnering mass mobilization. However, a number of other factors could have 
been involved in the Arab uprisings. Thus, focusing only on one particular cause may lead to incorrect conclu-
sions. Using cross-sectional-time series data and multivariate regression, this thesis seeks to demonstrate that 
the Internet has a direct relationship with the onset of civil protests in Africa when certain economic condi-
tions exist.
Keywords: social protests, Internet penetration, generalized linear model, social media
AIRWAVES AND MICROBLOGS: A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF 
AL-SHABAAB’S PROPAGANDA EFFECTIVENESS
Timothy Sikorski–Major, United States Army
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Camber Warren, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Glenn Robinson, Department of Defense Analysis
Al-Shabaab poses a persistent threat in the Horn of Africa, able to mount spectacular transnational attacks 
such as the siege on the Westgate Mall in Nairobi, Kenya, in 2013 and twin suicide bombings in Kam-
pala, Uganda, in 2010. Particularly worrying for Western governments is the group’s merger with al-Qaeda, 
combined with its ability to recruit fighters from Europe and North America. Al-Shabaab’s extensive use of 
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propaganda to gain recruits and external support has been well documented. Most studies of al-Shabaab’s 
propaganda activities are centered on techniques, mediums, and themes, with little focus on effectiveness. 
This study seeks to determine the effectiveness of al-Shabaab’s propaganda by quantitatively evaluating the 
relationship between propaganda and behaviors linked to the strategic effects sought by al-Shabaab. Statistical 
analysis is used to determine the significant relationships between al-Shabaab’s propaganda, target audience 
behaviors, and desired effects. Results demonstrate that al-Shabaab’s propaganda is statistically ineffective at 
achieving the desired effect. This research recommends a strategy to counter al-Shabaab’s propaganda focused 
on disrupting al-Shabaab’s message dissemination, providing a credible alternative to the group’s propaganda, 
and highlighting discrepancies between al-Shabaab’s propaganda and the group’s actions.
Keywords: al-Shabaab, al-Qaeda, Somalia, Transitional Federal Government, African Unison Mission to So-
malia, Westgate, Kismayo, propaganda, jihad, ideology, data analysis, statistical analysis, counterterrorism, 
counter violent extremist messaging, effectiveness
INHERITING FAILURE: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF POST-COLONIAL SOMALIA
Joseph Simmons–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Glenn Robinson, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Douglas Borer, Department of Defense Analysis
Throughout its history, Somalia has experienced varying degrees of instability that has created an environment 
of chaos and war-induced famine as well as given birth to terrorist groups like al Shabaab. The legacy of colo-
nization by Great Britain and Italy adversely affected the development of a functioning Somali state following 
its independence, subsequent military dictatorship, and the eventual collapse of central government in 1991. 
This thesis uses historical case studies, with a theoretical model proposed by Joel S. Migdal, to explain why 
post-colonial states such as Somalia often have difficulty in establishing stability and the rule of law. Migdal’s 
model holds that success hinges on the distribution of social control between state institutions and civil society 
as they compete to create the rules that govern behavior. The northern region of Somaliland, drawing on the 
British approach of indirect rule, was able to reestablish stability by fostering cooperation between clan lead-
ers and state institutions. The southern region of Somalia, influenced by the Italian authoritarian approach 
of direct rule, has repeatedly failed to establish cooperation between clan society and the state. This thesis 
provides recommendations for U.S. intervention and military operations based on the patterns and variations 
in stability often found in post-colonial states.
Keywords: Somalia, Somaliland, Britain, Italy, colonialism, indirect rule, direct rule, al Shabaab, post-colonial 
states
AGGRESSIVE NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH OR UNCONVENTIONAL THREAT? 
THE HUNGARIAN EXTREME RIGHT-WING SELF-DEFENSE MOVEMENTS
Tibor Sonkoly–Captain, Hungarian Defense Forces
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Nancy Roberts, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Dan Cunningham, Defense Analysis Department
In the past decade, there has been a growing political and popular right-wing extremist movement in Hungary. 
According to the Athena Institute, an independent human-rights group based in Budapest, at least 20 extreme 
right-wing organizations are active at present. Additionally, based on their rhetoric, some of these groups 
openly seek the overthrow of the existing social order of Hungary and perform activities that have paramili-
tary features. The role of these right-wing groups has been noted in the crisis on the Crimean Peninsula. This 
project explores a specific phenomenon among the extremist right-wing movements, the self-defense groups, 
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and the threats they pose to Hungarian national security. Combining online data from communication plat-
forms (blogs) and open-source data, the goal is to visualize this right-wing Hungarian social network and 
identify alternative strategies to deal with it.
Keywords: paramilitary, far-right, extremist, self-defense movement, Hungary, visual analytics, temporal anal-
ysis, geographical analysis, link analysis, social network analysis, strategy
LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE SOVIET WITHDRAWAL FROM 
AFGHANISTAN: EXAMPLES FOR U.S. POLICY CONCERNING 
CENTRAL ASIA AND AFGHANISTAN AFTER 2014
Wesley Spear–Major, United States Army
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Heather Gregg, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: George Lober, Department of Defense Analysis
The future of Afghanistan and its neighboring Central Asian countries is uncertain as U.S. and North At-
lantic Treaty Organization forces prepare to draw down and transition to training, advising, and assisting 
Afghan National Forces. What are the critical threats to regional stability in Afghanistan and Central Asia 
post 2014? What can the U.S. government and military do to promote stability in this region? This thesis 
investigates these questions by comparing the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan in 1989—along with the 
Soviet Union’s collapse in 1991, which caused social, political, and economic upheaval—to possible causes of 
instability in post-2014 Afghanistan and Central Asia. This thesis finds that the sudden and complete loss of 
financial assistance from Moscow in 1992 led to the collapse of the Afghan government and turmoil in Central 
Asia. Furthermore, similar conditions exist today and could be exacerbated if the United States follows a strat-
egy of total disengagement from the region. The U.S. government and military, therefore, need to maintain a 
presence in the region and should continue to focus on capacity building, particularly in the areas of border 
security, civil society building, and economic stabilization.
Keywords: Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan, Soviet Union collapse, Central Asia, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Uzbekistan, U.S. and NATO withdrawal from Afghanistan
THE PROFESSIONAL MILITARY AND WAR TOLERATION
Laszlo Tar–Major, Hungarian Defense Forces
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: T. Camber Warren, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Douglas Borer, Department of Defense Analysis
Since the end of the Second World War, low intensity conflicts have become real issues for democratic coun-
tries. Small wars are usually low in intensity but long in duration, in which not only democracies but other 
nation states have to face largely invisible insurgent groups, terrorist organizations, criminal networks, or 
rebellious bands while also facing institutional, legal, and ethical constraints. A real challenge is how long a 
democracy can deploy its military forces in low intensity conflict and operate in sufficient time to achieve vic-
tory. This research argues that having a professional military extends war toleration and maintains legitimacy 
longer than in a country with a conscript military. In order to understand the relationship between military 
systems and war toleration, this thesis suggests a quantitative method including descriptive statistical com-
parison, survival analyses, and regression analyses. The evidence supports the hypothesis that professional 
military systems have higher survival probability over time while the impact of other important variables, such 
as national power, military strength, regime type, and casualties, are also measured in the models.
Keywords: Military system, professional military, war toleration, low intensity conflicts, survival analyses
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NAVAL SPECIAL WARFARE: IDENTIFYING AND PRIORITIZING 
CORE ATTRIBUTES OF THE PROFESSION
Jeremiah Teti–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Kalev Sepp, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Susan Hocevar, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: Leo Blanken, Department of Defense Analysis
Since 1944, naval special warfare (NSW) commanders and staffs have led battalion (O-5, U.S. Navy com-
mander) and brigade (O-6, U.S. Navy captain) echelon task forces charged with conducting conventional 
and irregular warfare. History reveals that these duties often come with little or no notice as experienced in 
Operations Desert Storm and Enduring Freedom. For more than a decade following Enduring Freedom, 
these requirements increased in frequency and scope. Now NSW routinely provides senior leadership to joint, 
inter-agency, inter-governmental, and multinational task forces. Yet current development efforts focus on 
building world-class individual operators and small units as opposed to senior leaders. This research employs 
a systems approach to analyze NSW’s professional development program. The project commenced by review-
ing pertinent historical, doctrinal, and academic contributions. Next, a survey tapped into the experience of 
senior SEALs—leaders who ran deployed task forces (e.g., NSW task groups and task forces). Participants 
assessed the current system, prioritized aspects of the profession, and made recommendations to enhance 
development. Feedback revealed consensus regarding the desire to enhance development through institutional 
courses designed to prepare SEALs for senior assignments. The data help to define the NSW profession by 
better identifying and prioritizing the practical skills required by SEAL leaders today.
Keywords: the Naval Special Warfare profession, professional military education for Naval Special Warfare, 
senior SEAL professional development
WHAT IS THE FUTURE FOR SOF IN THE ARCTIC?
Jesper Vesterby–Major, Royal Danish Air Force
Nick Daugherty–Major, United States Army
Patric van Rooij–Major, Royal Netherlands Marine Corps 
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Gordon McCormick, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Kalev Sepp, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Leo Blanken, Department of Defense Analysis
This thesis will serve to answer the central question: what is the future for special operations forces in the 
Arctic? The Arctic environment demands specially trained military personnel and units. Over time, the re-
quirement for states to be able to operate in the Arctic is increasing while for many, the capability to do so is 
decreasing. Future operations in the Arctic will depend on joint, interagency, intergovernmental, and multina-
tional ( JIIM) relationships. The operational environment of the Arctic currently lacks infrastructure, satellite 
and communication coverage, and strategic-through-tactical mobility. The key recommendations from this 
thesis are that current and/or future exercises should reflect Arctic-specific challenges; networks, such as the 
global special operations forces (SOF) network, should be empowered to address Arctic challenges; national 
SOF should participate regularly in joint and international Arctic training exercises; and unit commands and 
mission planners should see analogies between current problems in other littoral regions of the world and the 
Arctic, and prepare accordingly.
Keywords: Arctic, Arctic Council, High North, UNCLOS, UNCLCS, IMO, special operations, special opera-
tion forces, SOF, NATO, EU, NSHQ, SOCOM, EUCOM, SOCEUR, NORTHCOM, SOCNORTH, PAC-
COM, SOCPAC, U.S. Special Forces, 10th Special Forces Group, Danish Special Forces
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NET-WARLORDS: AN INFORMATION ANALYSIS OF  
THE CABALLEROS TEMPLARIOS IN MEXICO
Cabel Whorton–Major, United States Army
Daniel Welsh–Major, United States Army 
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Marcos Berger, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Michael Freeman, Department of Defense Analysis
From late 2010 until spring 2014, the Caballeros Templarios drug cartel was the de-facto ruler of the Mexi-
can state of Michoacán. This thesis will show how through the use of a powerful narrative, the Caballeros 
Templarios were able to supplant both rival cartels and legitimate government authorities. They successfully 
evolved from a small criminal group into Mexico’s first true net-warlords. Using netwar and organizational de-
sign theory, this thesis describes the structure of the Templarios, their doctrinal and ideological characteristics, 
and the implications these have for Mexico and the drug war writ large. The primary conclusion of this thesis 
is that the Caballeros Templarios applied principles characteristic of netwar to create a criminal parallel state, 
directly threatening the sovereignty of the Mexican state of Michoacán. Ultimately, recognizing the causes and 
nature of this kind of threat will guide development of effective security strategies for both the United States 
and Mexico.
Keywords: drug cartels, netwar, Cabelleros Templarios, warlords, Mexico, information operations, organiza-
tional design theory, net-warlords
SYRIAN CIVIL WAR: SOLVING THE PRISONER’S DILEMMA
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Joseph Wier–Major, United States Army
Fahed Al Reshoud–Lieutenant Colonel, Jordanian Army 
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Glenn Robinson, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Frank Giordano, Department of Defense Analysis
Most international observers believe there are no suitable solutions to the Syrian civil war. They are wrong. 
By initially establishing the integral principle that the fighting in Syria is a microcosm of the regional cold war 
being fought between Iran and Saudi Arabia, we recognize that any resolution must satisfy these veto players. 
Utilizing game theory to evaluate the war, our research deconstructs the problematic position the parties have 
backed themselves into: perpetual fighting even though peace is more beneficial to everyone involved. The 
lens of the prisoner’s dilemma, which focuses on rational players acting counter to their best interests due to a 
lack of trust, helps us identify why both groups are driven to continue down a violent path instead of indulging 
in suspicion during the peace process. This analysis effectively demonstrates what the international commu-
nity has failed to realize: a military stalemate is the optimal circumstance for reaching a lasting peace in Syria. 
This utilization of game theory, while obviously relevant to resolving one of today’s most precarious conflicts, 
also has larger implications for civil wars. These sorts of clashes are increasingly more commonplace, and an 
effective resolution knowledge base is necessary for a stable international environment.
Keywords: Syrian civil war, game theory, prisoner’s dilemma, conflict resolution
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COVERT ACTION: A SYSTEMS APPROACH
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Kristen Wood–Major, United States Air Force
Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: John Arquilla, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Laura Adame, Department of Defense Analysis
Covert action is a complex tool; planning and conducting effective covert operations can be a challenging pro-
cess. Throughout history, covert actions have been applied with great effect in support of state policies but also 
sometimes with devastating consequences for the sponsor. This thesis takes a systems approach to the study 
of covert action to help explain the divergence between effective and ineffective operations. It is demonstrated 
that because of the complexities inherent in this policy tool, covert action can be best understood as a system, 
that is, by focusing on the interactions and interplay of the system’s components. Four concepts of systems are 
examined in relation to historic U.S. and international examples: the system diagram, system effects, feedback, 
and tradeoffs. This holistic view of covert action may help policymakers better assess the viability and implica-
tions of a covert strategy and allow for better integration of covert action into foreign policy. Ultimately, this 
thesis aims to advance discourse by developing a formal theory of covert action based on the systems approach 
and offers six favoring conditions that can assist policymakers when planning and executing covert strategies.
Keywords: covert action, covert operation, covert, propaganda, political activity, economic activity, sabotage, 
cybotage, assassination, government coup, paramilitary operation, systems, systems approach, systems think-
ing, system effects, system feedback
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TEMPORALLY ADJUSTED COMPLEX AMBIGUITY FUNCTION MAPPING 
ALGORITHM FOR GEOLOCATING RADIO FREQUENCY SIGNALS
Andrew Moss–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Herschel Loomis, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Co-Advisor: Frank Kragh, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
The complex ambiguity function (CAF) allows simultaneous estimates of the time difference of arrival 
(TDOA) and frequency difference of arrival (FDOA) for two received signals. The complex ambiguity func-
tion geo-mapping (CAFMAP) algorithm then directly maps the CAF to geographic coordinates to provide 
a direct estimation of the emitter’s position. The CAFMAP can only use short-duration CAFs, however, 
because the collector motion changes the system geometry over time. In an attempt to mitigate this shortfall 
and improve geolocation accuracy, the CAFMAP takes multiple CAF snapshots and sums the amplitudes of 
each. Unfortunately, this method does not provide the expected accuracy improvement, and a new method is 
sought. This thesis reformulates the equations used in computing the CAF in order to account for the collec-
tor’s motion and uses the results to derive a new CAFMAP algorithm. This new algorithm is implemented in 
MATLAB, and its results and characteristics are analyzed. The conclusions are as follows: the new algorithm 
functions as intended, removes the accuracy limitations of the original method, and merits further investiga-
tion. Immediate future work should focus on ways to reduce its computation time and modify the algorithm 
to account for 3-dimensional reality, non-linear motion of collectors, and motion of the emitter.
Keywords: RF signals, geolocation, CAF, CAFMAP, SIGINT
CO-CHANNEL INTERFERENCE MITIGATION USING SATELLITE BASED RECEIVERS 
John Patterson–Commander, United States Navy
Electrical Engineer and Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Frank Kragh, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Second Reader: Herschel Loomis, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Second Reader: Ric Romero, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
This thesis investigates a means to mitigate co-channel interference from fourth generation cellular signals in 
order to support passive synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging using those same signals. Synthetic aperture 
radar is a staple of the military and intelligence communities, but the active transmission required for such 
images informs the target of the imaging process. Use of passive signals, such as the orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM) signals of fourth generation cellular systems, is an attractive option, but co-
channel interference mitigation is required. A method to separate the transmitted signals that leverages the 
estimated signal delays between multiple transmitters and receivers is examined for narrowband and wideband 
signals. Multiple methods of assessing recovery performance are proposed. The impact of noise is considered, 
as is the impact of collection geometry on recovery performance, and recovery of OFDM signals is evaluated. 





Signal interpolation is a critical element of the proposed recovery process, and two methods are compared for 
accuracy and speed of computation.
Keywords: co-channel interference, orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), passive synthetic 
aperture radar, interpolation
DETECTION OF A LOW POWER COMMUNICATION SIGNAL IN THE PRESENCE OF A 
STRONG CO-CHANNEL TV BROADCAST INTERFERENCE USING KALMAN FILTER
Attique Sajid–Lieutenant Commander, Pakistan Navy
Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Roberto Cristi, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Co-Advisor: Monique Fargues, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
This research focuses on the detection of a low power communication signal in the presence of a strong co-
channel television broadcast interference signal. The presence of strong co-channel interference makes the 
recovery of the desired weak power signal impossible using conventional filtering techniques that are based 
on time and frequency characteristics of the signals. The second-generation digital video broadcasting terres-
trial (DVB-T2) standard is employed as co-channel interference in an additive white Gaussian noise channel. 
The weak signal is assumed to have a considerably smaller bandwidth than the TV interference and negligible 
phase-shift due to multipath. By using two antennas at the receiver, channel diversity can be exploited, and the 
weak signal can be recovered using a Kalman filter (KF), assuming the channels seen by the two antennas are 
independent and time-invariant. Moreover, the transmitted co-channel interference is modeled as the state of 
a dynamic system whose input is the signal received at one antenna and the output is the signal received at the 
second antenna. Within this framework, the state can be estimated by a KF. Channel estimation is performed 
using DVB-T2 pilots. Performance of the system is evaluated at different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and 
signal-to-interference ratios (SIRs). Results show that the weak signal can be reconstructed with a bit error 
ratio (BER) of 10-3 or less under most SNR and SIR conditions considered in the study.
Keywords: orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), digital video broadcasting-terrestrial (DVB-
T), Kalman filter, co-channel interference, signal-to-noise, signal-to-interference, channel estimations, com-
munication, second generation digital video broad
MODELING A LINEAR GENERATOR FOR ENERGY HARVESTING APPLICATIONS
Dominic Simone–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Alexander Julian, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Second Reader: Roberto Cristi, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
The intent of this research is to draw attention to linear generators and their potential uses. A flexible model 
of a linear generator created in MATLAB Simulink is presented. The model is a three-phase, 12-pole, non-sa-
lient, synchronous permanent magnet linear generator with a non-sinusoidal back electromotive force (EMF) 
but could easily be adapted to fit any number of poles or any back EMF waveform. The emerging technologies 
related to linear generators, such as wave energy converters and free-piston engines, are explained. A selec-
tion of these technologies is generically modeled, and their results are discussed and contrasted against one 
another. The model clearly demonstrates the challenges of using linear generators in different scenarios. It also 
proves itself a useful tool in analyzing and improving the performance of linear generators under a variety of 
circumstances.
Keywords: linear generator, permanent magnet, synchronous machine, non-sinusoidal, Simulink model, rotor 
reference frame, wave energy converter, free-piston engine
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND ENHANCEMENTS FOR THE MUSIC SUB-SPACE 
DIRECTION-FINDING ALGORITHM IN THE PRESENCE OF WIDEBAND SIGNALS
Gregory Straessle–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Herschel Loomis, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Co-Advisor: Frank Kragh, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
The collection of signals intelligence via passive direction finding and geolocation of radio frequency signals 
is of great concern to the military for its contribution to the development of battlespace awareness. Basic 
subspace direction finding techniques provide a method for determining the direction-of-arrival (DOA) of 
multiple signals on an array of receivers, but they have an inherent limitation in that they are narrowband by 
design. The impact of various signal frequencies, bandwidths, and signal-to-noise ratios present in the source 
signals received by a sparse array using the multiple signals classification (MUSIC) subspace direction-finding 
algorithm are evaluated in this thesis. Additionally, two performance enhancements are presented: one that 
reduces the MUSIC computational load and one that provides a method of utilizing collector motion to re-
solve DOA ambiguities.
Keywords: ambiguity, array, direction finding, geolocation, interferometry, MUSIC, multiple signals classifica-
tion, sparse array, subspace methods, wideband
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TERRORISM OUTSOURCED: THE FARC’S CRIMINAL ALLIANCES
Marco Millan Sanchez–Major, National Police of Colombia
Master of Science in Information Operations
Advisor: Sean Everton, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Dan Cunningham, Department of Defense Analysis
Colombia has been in the midst of peace talks with the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) 
since 2011. This process could follow the trend in attempted resolutions of other internal armed conflicts in 
Latin American countries such as Guatemala, El Salvador, and Nicaragua. These Central-American countries 
experienced peaks in violence and the emergence of splinter criminal groups after their respective govern-
ments reached agreements with the guerrillas. A similar situation can occur in Colombia, particularly if a 
hardline subgroup from the FARC does not want to commit to peace agreements. This research focuses on 
the set of terrorists that will continue their activities by forming alliances with criminal groups. In order to 
understand this potential risk, this research uses social network analysis techniques for three recent cases of 
terrorist-criminal association in which the FARC has subcontracted criminal organizations to conduct opera-
tions on its behalf. The analysis sheds light on the social structure of these networks, their actors’ centrality, 
the organizations’ centralization, and their transformation over time. The results of this analysis contribute to 
identify some important considerations to strengthen the state and the nation’s security.
Keywords: social network analysis, longitudinal analysis, topographical dimensions, centrality measures, cen-
tralization, terrorism, criminal organizations, social network change detection
CORENET: THE FUSION OF SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS 
AND TARGET AUDIENCE ANALYSIS
William Orkins–Major, United States Army
Carla Kiernan–Major, United States Army 
Master of Science in Information Operations
Advisor: Sean Everton, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Heather Gregg, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Robert Burks, Department of Defense Analysis
The purpose of this capstone is to highlight and explain how the target audience analysis (TAA) process can 
be enhanced by incorporating aspects of influence theory, social movement theory (SMT) and social network 
analysis (SNA). While a large body of literature addresses influence theory, SMT, and SNA, little has been 
written within military information support operations (MISO) doctrine recognizing SNA in the analytical 
process. This capstone creates a method to apply SNA, SMT, and influence theory to existing MISO doctrine 
while also developing a scalable web-based application that assists with visualizing and analyzing open source 
data to draw meaningful conclusions and assist decision making on given operational problem sets. The web-
based interface, COREnet, is a high fidelity prototype derived completely from open-source technology. The 
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examples utilized are from a 2006 data set of an Indonesian terrorist network to demonstrate how SNA can 
be fully integrated into the TAA process.
Keywords: target audience analysis, social network analysis, social movement theory, influence theory, military 
information support operations, SNA, SMT, TAA, COREnet, UCINET, MISO
ASSESSING ISRAELI MILITARY EFFECTIVENESS
Matthew Quinn–Major, United States Army
Master of Science in Information Operations
Advisor: Leo Blanken, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Michael Jones, Naval War College
At face value, one could look at the results achieved by the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) over time, dating back 
from 1967 to present, and make the assumption that the IDF has not been able to consistently sustain the abil-
ity to achieve decisive military success as it did during the 1967 Arab–Israeli War. If this is the case, is it due to 
a decline in IDF military effectiveness? If so, what are the factors that led to this development? This thesis ar-
gues that the presence or absence of effective combined-arms, maneuver warfare determined whether the IDF 
achieved military effectiveness during the varying types of conflict in which it has been a participant over the 
past five decades. This is an important lesson for the United States military as it confronts a similarly uncertain 
threat environment that may include a range of challenges spanning high-intensity warfare, hybrid warfare, 
cyber conflict, and other low-intensity conflicts. Understanding how a single organization can maintain effec-
tiveness across a range of missions by maintaining combined-arms maneuver warfare at both the operational 
and tactical levels may prove crucial to understanding how U.S. forces should train and equip for the future.
Keywords: Israel Defense Forces, military effectiveness, high-intensity conflict, low-intensity conflict, hybrid 
conflict, Arab–Israeli War, Operation Accountability, Operation Grapes of Wrath, Operation Change of Di-
rection, Operation Cast Lead
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A CASE STUDY OF PROJECT ATHENA: TACTICAL LEVEL 
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION ABOARD THE USS BENFOLD
Christopher Cannon–Lieutenant Colonel, United States Marine Corps
Master of Science in Information Technology Management
Advisor: Frank Barrett, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: Tarek Abdel-Hamid, Department of Information Sciences
The Department of Defense (DOD) must find a way to maintain its technological superiority during this 
dawning era of fiscal austerity. As the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan end and defense budgets shrink, the DOD 
can no longer rely solely on the commercial sector to address its technological problems. Instead, the DOD 
must harness the intellectual capital resident in its ranks to identify and solve its most salient technological 
challenges. An innovation effort initiated aboard the USS Benfold exemplifies ways in which tactical level 
units can drive technological innovation within the DOD. The initiative, known as Project ATHENA, began 
in early 2013 as a way to develop junior officers aboard the USS Benfold. However, Project ATHENA grew 
over the following months into an innovation initiative that is now supported by leading academic institutions, 
the commercial sector, private enterprise, and a growing number of government agencies. Project ATHENA 
offers an opportunity to conduct a case study analyzing the ways in which organizational change management 
and design thinking can be utilized to spur technological innovation. The case provides DOD leaders with an 
in-depth examination of the factors contributing to the burst of technological innovation witnessed in project 
ATHENA.
Keywords: design thinking, innovation, organizational change management, case study
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COST-BASED ANALYSIS OF UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES/UNMANNED 
AERIAL SYSTEMS IN FILLING THE ROLE OF LOGISTICAL SUPPORT
Thomas Denevan–Major, United States Marine Corps
Master of Science in Management
Advisor: Simona Tick, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Douglas Brinkley, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This thesis conducts a comparative cost analysis for using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)/unmanned aerial 
systems (UASes) for logistical resupply purposes as opposed to the traditional logistical resupply resources. 
First, the thesis examines the types of UAVs in the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) inventory as well as 
the traditional aircraft currently used for logistical purposes. Then, using a cost-based analysis, the thesis iden-
tifies possible logistical uses for selected UAVs based on specific capabilities and scenarios in which the use of 
these systems would be most advantageous compared to traditional logistic resources. As the DOD continues 
to develop the emerging technologies of UAVs, the findings of this thesis may point to some immediate adap-
tations in the logistical resupply process that could result in cost savings.
Keywords: cost-benefit, cost-based, unmanned aerial vehicles, unmanned aerial systems, UAV, UAS, logistics, 
support
SWARMING UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES: EXTENDING MARINE 
AVIATION GROUND TASK FORCE COMMUNICATIONS USING UAVS
Joseph Foster–Captain, United States Marine Corps
Master of Science in Management
Advisor: John Dillard, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: Douglas Brinkley, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Technological advances and research are pushing the application of unmanned vehicles in exciting directions. 
This thesis emphasis is on cost estimation for a new unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) with swarm applications. 
The new swarm UAV theoretical can be designed to emulate the current unmanned aerial system (UAS) mis-
sion and expand upon the communication relay mission. Small UASes have a line-of-sight capability limitation 
that leaves room for improvement. The UAVs organic to the U.S. Marine Corps (USMC) are the primary focus 
for this analysis because organic USMC UAVs are habitually small UAVs. The analysis will determine a rough 
cost estimation range for a future AV with new technology. Based on the adaptation of networking topologies 
and research, the communication relay mission is a feasible capability to peruse in future swarm UAVs. The 
analysis suggests that a swarm UAV is comparable in cost to legacy UAVs currently in service in the USMC.
Keywords: swarm technology, swarm communications, swarm rough cost estimation, swarm cost analysis
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USN MANPOWER DETERMINATION DECISION MAKING: A CASE STUDY USING 
IMPRINT PRO TO VALIDATE THE LCS CORE CREW MANNING SOLUTION
Renaldo Hollins–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Kelly Leszczynski–Lieutenant, United States Navy 
Master of Science in Management
Advisor: Nita Shattuck, Department of Operations Research
Co-Advisor: Simonia Ridley-Blassingame, Commander, United States Navy
This thesis was a case study to validate the use of IMPRINT Pro Forces model simulations and FAST model 
predictions for the littoral combat ship (LCS)’s manpower requirements. Input data were derived from data 
cards collected by the Center for Naval Analysis during an underway with LCS 1 Freedom in fall 2013 and 
from information shared by the LCS Program Office, San Diego. A survey was administered to the current 
crewmembers of the USS Independence (LCS 2) to assess the crew’s perception of the adequacy of current 
manning concepts and to further validate the IMPRINT and FAST model outputs. Using IMPRINT Pro 
Forces software, three different LCS core crew sizes were modeled to assess how each was able to handle 
day-to-day operations, maintenance, and emergencies during a (notional) operational underway. As crew sizes 
are reduced, individual performance becomes increasingly important. Multiple watch schedules were modeled 
using the FAST software tool, which uses the SAFTE model to predict individual cognitive effectiveness 
levels using a simulated work and sleep schedule. Using the IMPRINT Pro Forces modeling tool, this study 
found measurable and significant differences in performance among the three core crew sizes as assessed by 
ANOVA and Tukey tests. The FAST results showed conclusively that individual performance is significantly 
affected by the watch rotation a sailor stands. Although this thesis focused on the crew of the LCS, the model-
ing approach and analytical process can be expanded and applied to a wide range of ships and departments.
Keywords: littoral combat ship, LCS, human performance software, IMPRINT, IMPRINT Pro Forces, FAST, 
SAFTE, manpower requirements determination, optimal manning, manpower systems
OBJECT/SHAPE RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY: AN ASSESSMENT 
OF THE FEASIBILITY OF IMPLEMENTATION AT DEFENSE 
LOGISTICS AGENCY DISPOSITION SERVICES
Ignacio Juarez–Captain, United States Marines Corps
Master of Science in Management
Advisor: Kathryn Aten, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Simona Tick, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The Defense Logistics Agency Disposition Services (DLA DS) is facing substantial potential budget cuts, 
which will require the organization to increase efficiency and cut costs. DLA DS is assessing the feasibility 
to improve the item disposal process with an object/shape recognition technology as a means to increase ef-
ficiency. The technology may potentially reduce the time required to identify items in order to route for ap-
propriate disposal. With the advancement of new technology and the availability of databases, it may now be 
possible to identify an object using recognition technology. Given the potential of these technologies to reduce 
identification time and errors, research to assess the viability of existing prototypes is justified. This applied 
project identified and assessed object/shape recognition technologies as a means to support efficiency while 
taking into account wider government policy and objectives in relation to technology adoption. This project 
evaluated the feasibility of implementation of these technologies that includes an analysis of DLA DS’s items 
disposal process, a technology readiness assessment of the technology, and a cost-benefit analysis to assess 
the financial payoffs of an investment in the technology. The objective was to understand the items disposal 
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process and assess object/shape recognition technology to address the problem that unlabeled items pose to 
DLA DS at Camp Pendleton, CA.
Keywords: Defense Logistics Agency, object and shape recognition technology, technology readiness level, 
cost-benefit analysis, technology commercialization, technology transition
THE MODELING OF FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE  
COAST GUARD MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS
Kara Lavin–Lieutenant Commander, United States Coast Guard
Master of Science in Management
Advisor: Ronald Giachetti, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: William Hatch, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This research, conducted at the request of the United States Coast Guard Manpower Requirements Deter-
mination Division, determines the data requirements for partial automation of the manpower requirements 
determination process. The Division currently uses a manual process to determine manpower requirements; 
however, the research proposes that many of the tasks can be partially automated to provide greater efficiency 
as well as capability. To accomplish this goal, the factors that contribute to determining manpower require-
ments are modeled in an entity-relationship diagram and subsequently implemented in a relational database. 
These efforts confirmed that implementing a manpower requirements determination automated information 
system would create greater efficiency in the United States Coast Guard’s manpower requirements determina-
tion process. Additionally, due to the relative sameness of the United States Coast Guard and the United States 
Navy, the research recommends a continued relationship between the United States Coast Guard’s Manpower 
Requirements Determination Division and the United States Navy’s Manpower Analysis Center in support of 
future adaptation in regard to manpower requirements determination.
Keywords: manpower, manpower requirements, manpower requirements analysis, manpower requirements 
determination
FATIGUE MITIGATION AND CREW ENDURANCE MANAGEMENT IN 
THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVY AND THE U.S. NAVY: A REVIEW OF 
RECENT EFFORTS AND A COLLABORATIVE PATH FORWARD
Katrina Ryan–Lieutenant Commander, Royal Australian Navy
Master of Science in Management
Advisor: Nita Shattuck, Department of Operations Research
Co-Advisor: Michael Smith, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Formulating naval manpower requirements is a complex problem. The results from workload studies can as-
sist in this endeavor in two ways, by improving endurance and performance for existing crews and by provid-
ing manpower planners with the information necessary to determine or validate crew composition and size. 
Many naval workload studies have been conducted for a variety of reasons. Results from sleep measurement 
studies in naval operations indicate widespread sleep deprivation. Scientific research shows that insufficient 
and/or poor quality sleep leads to reduced individual performance and decreased crew endurance, an unac-
ceptable situation for any navy. This thesis reviews field and simulator studies from the Royal Australian Navy, 
the United States Navy, the Royal Canadian Navy, and the civilian maritime sector. Major gaps in the research 
include the assessment of sleep quality aboard ships, the formal design and conduct of evaluative research 
rather than descriptive efforts, and organizational level fatigue management policy and education. Fatigue 
risk management systems are still evolving but have not matured to a level guaranteeing that sailors routinely 
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receive an adequate and acceptable quality of sleep at sea. Best practices for future collaborative studies are 
suggested, and recommendations for a ten-year Royal Australian Navy research strategy are included.
Keywords: actigraphy, crew endurance, crew performance, fatigue management, fatigue mitigation, manpow-
er requirements, sleep, workload studies
DECEPTION DETECTION PROCESS AND ACCURACY: AN EXAMINATION OF 
HOW U.S. MILITARY OFFICERS DETECT DECEPTION IN THE WORKPLACE
Kristofer Skidmore–Captain, United States Marine Corps
Paul Ortiz–Lieutenant, United States Navy 
Master of Science in Management and Master of Arts in Management
Advisor: Lisa Lindsey, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Juanita Rendon, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Research shows that humans are on average only slightly better than chance at deception detection. Meta-
analysis conducted by Charles Bond and Bella DePaulo in their work “Accuracy of Deception Judgments” 
published by Personality and Social Psycholog y Review in 2006 yields an across-study average accuracy rate of 
54 percent. Although prior research has failed to identify variables that have a large impact on accuracy, a 
recent set of studies focused on diagnostic utility (strategic questioning) leads us to expect substantial ques-
tion effects producing levels of accuracy that differ substantially from chance. Recent research advocated for 
abandoning cue-based deception detection in favor of the idea of diagnostic utility. Specifically, this new line 
of research provides a basis for specifying the conditions under which questioning of honest and deceptive 
individuals yields levels of deception detection accuracy that depart substantially in both directions from the 
usual slightly-better-than-chance results that characterize past attempts. This thesis is a replication of these 
most recent diagnostic utility studies to determine whether the methods are (1) generalizable to a new popula-
tion and (2) useful in identifying specific questioning strategies relevant to Department of Defense and fraud 
investigation activities.
Keywords: deception detection, fraud investigation, diagnostic utility, questioning methods, strategic ques-
tioning
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CONTROL STRATEGY: WIND ENERGY POWERED VARIABLE 
CHILLER WITH THERMAL ICE STORAGE
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Rex Boonyobhas–Commander, United States Navy
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Advisor: Anthony Gannon, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Co-Advisor: Anthony Pollman, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
This study commissioned a variable speed chiller system powered by renewable energy with ice thermal stor-
age. A control strategy was also developed that matched the chiller load to any available renewable power. 
These solutions will allow the Department of Defense to move away from the traditional, electrical-focused, 
energy storage methods, such as batteries, to targeted solutions for large energy uses, specifically cooling. This 
research required developing a software program to extract data from a micro-grid. In order to effectively 
use intermittent renewable power, the researcher created a control algorithm for operating the variable speed 
chiller and used a monitoring system to match the load to the power production. The data demonstrated that 
wind energy at the Turbopropulsion Laboratory was intermittent and decreased from summer to fall. The 
study also created a model to simulate a three-blade vertical-axis wind turbine and compared the results to 
similar published data. The ANSYS CFX simulation results showed that the NACA0018 blade profile best 
matched the published result and was, thus, selected for additional turbulence modeling. At speeds less than or 
equal to 10 m/s, the best turbulence for modeling the turbine was the shear stress transport model; at speeds 
greater than 10 m/s, standard k-epsilon provided the closer correlation.
Keywords: thermal storage, renewable energy, energy security, storage simulation, facilities energy
ENERGY-EFFICIENT UNDERWATER SURVEILLANCE 
BY MEANS OF HYBRID AQUACOPTERS
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Chase Dillard–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Advisor: Vladimir Dobrokhodov, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Co-Advisor: Kevin Jones, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
This thesis develops algorithms in support of a prototype hybrid air-water quadcopter platform: the AquaQuad. 
We consider the scenario in which AquaQuads with underwater acoustic sensing capabilities are tracking a 
submerged target from the surface of the ocean using sparse distributed measurements. Multiple nonlinear 
estimation filters are evaluated for the tracking scenario, resulting in the selection of the unscented Kalman 
filter (UKF). Geometric positioning effects on estimators are explored through analysis of the horizontal dilu-
tion of precision metric. The UKF is then implemented in real-time on quadrotors using time-difference of 
arrival pseudo-measurements in an instrumented Vicon lab space. The AquaQuads primarily drift but possess 
battery-limited flight capabilities. To increase on-station time, we seek to maximize use of the environment. 
In addition to solar energy, we take advantage of ocean currents that traditional autonomous platforms seek 
to reject. A novel sampling-based approach for path-planning is, therefore, created and lab-tested. The new 
algorithm, the dead-reckoning rapidly-exploring random tree star (DR-RRT*), combines the infinite-time 





optimality guarantees of RRT* with the unique AquaQuad mobility requirements. The DR-RRT* develops 
obstacle-free paths to a goal by linking brief flight and energy-efficient drift segments together, resulting in an 
energy savings of 27 percent over direct flight.
Keywords: AquaQuad, path planning, rapidly-exploring random tree, unscented Kalman filter, nonlinear es-
timation, time-difference of arrival, dilution of precision
ACOUSTIC COMMUNICATIONS CONSIDERATIONS FOR COLLABORATIVE 
SIMULTANEOUS LOCALIZATION AND MAPPING
Ryan Hilger–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Advisor: Douglas Horner, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Second Reader: Noel DuToit, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
This thesis considers the use of acoustic communications in reducing position uncertainty for collaborating 
autonomous underwater vehicles. The foundation of the work relies on statistical techniques for accurate navi-
gation without access to GPS, known as simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). Multiple AUVs per-
mit increased coverage, system redundancy, and reduced mission times. Collaboration through acoustic com-
munications can minimize navigational uncertainty by permitting the group to benefit from locally discovered 
information. However, the propagation of acoustic communications can be used to counter detect the system 
during naval operations. The thesis gives explicit consideration to tactical security in acoustic communications 
for a multi-AUV SLAM system. It provides initial techniques and analysis for minimizing communications 
between AUVs. The reduction is accomplished through a statistical method that allows for the estimation of 
the updated covariance matrices. Normally, SLAM techniques use expropioceptive (sonar and cameras) sen-
sors and computer vision algorithms for the detection and tracking of navigational references. We propose 
a novel use of the acoustic modem as another sensor. It leverages the physical characteristics of underwater 
acoustic transmissions and the information transmitted in the signal to provide an additional measurement. 
We believe this is the first emphasis on minimizing communications within a multi-vehicle SLAM approach.
Keywords: UUV, AUV, SLAM, simultaneous localization and mapping, position uncertainty, navigation, 
minefield, mapping, tactical security, GPS, area denial, anti-access, A2/AD, acoustic communications, Bayes-
ian inference
MULTISCALE MODELING OF BONE
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department. 
Brandon Clumpner–First Lieutenant, United States Army
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering and Mechanical Engineer
Advisor: Young Kwon, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Second Reader: Jarema Didoszak, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
A multiscale model was developed to link the hierarchies of human bone in different length scales. Bone has 
a unique structure displaying large stiffness with minimal weight. This is achieved through a hierarchy of 
complex geometries composed of only three materials: hydroxyapatite, collagen, and water. The identifiable 
structures of bone are hydroxyapatite, tropocollagen, fibrils, fibers, lamellar layers, trabecular bone, cancel-
lous bone, and cortical bone. A spring model was used to evaluate the stiffness of collagen. A unit-cell based 
micromechanics model analyzed both the normal and shear properties of fibrils, fibers, and lamellar layers. A 
layered composite model assessed cortical and trabecular bone while a simple finite element model was used 
to evaluate cancellous bone. Modeling bone from nanoscale components to macroscale structures allows the 
influence of each structure to be assessed. It was found that the distribution of hydroxyapatite within the 
tropocollagen matrix at the fibril level influences the macroscale properties the most. Additionally, the model 
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allows perturbations to the geometry of any hierarchy to be analyzed. With so little known about the detailed 
structure of nanoscale and microscale bone, a model comprising the complete hierarchy of bone can be used 
to help validate assumptions or hypotheses about structure.
Keywords: multiscale modeling, biocomposite, biomaterials, tropocollagen, collagen, bone, hydroxyapatite, 
FEM, tetrakaidecahedron, fibril, trabecular, cancellous, cortical
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IMPACT OF CONVECTION ON SURFACE FLUXES 
OBSERVED DURING LASP/DYNAMO 2011
The following paper has been recognized as an outstanding thesis by its department.
Matthew Cushanick–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Science in Meteorology and Physical Oceanography
Advisor: Qing Wang, Department of Meteorology
Second Reader: Wendell Nuss, Department of Meteorology
The NOAA WP-3D aircraft made extensive measurements over the tropical Indian Ocean during the Lit-
toral Air-Sea Processes (LASP)/Dynamics of Madden-Julian Oscillation (DYNAMO) experiment. The low-
level measurements from the WP-3D are analyzed here to examine the impact of tropical convection and 
its associated cold pool in modifying surface exchange of momentum and energy. Analysis of surface fluxes 
under convection and non-convection demonstrates the increased variability of surface fluxes under convec-
tion. Fluxes below convection are larger in magnitude, variable, and demonstrate no clear contribution from 
specific length scales. The lack of clear transport in the turbulence scales under convection highlights that 
additional processes beyond turbulence transport are occurring, which points to the role of precipitation 
evaporation below the cloud base. In contrast, surface fluxes under non-convective conditions are smaller and 
have a clear positive contribution throughout the turbulence region. Comparison of eddy correlation method 
with the COARE bulk surface flux parameterization indicates large scattering for the convective cases. Stress 
and latent heat flux from the COARE algorithm show good comparison with the eddy correlation fluxes while 
the sensible heat flux seems to be consistently over-predicted, which may be a result of uncertainties in the 
measured sea surface temperature.
Keywords: LASP/DYNAMO 2011, aircraft measurement, turbulent flux, surface flux, surface layer, eddy cor-
relation method, COARE bulk surface flux parameterization, cold pool, convection, precipitation
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA COLLECTION USING AUTONOMOUS WAVE GLIDERS
Kathryn Hermsdorfer–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Science in Meteorology and Physical Oceanography
Advisor: Qing Wang, Department of Meteorology
Second Reader: Wendell Nuss, Department of Meteorology
The Sensor Hosting Autonomous Remote Craft (SHARC), also known as the Wave Glider, is an autonomous 
ocean vehicle powered by wave motion. This slow-moving platform makes long-term deployments and envi-
ronmental data collection feasible, especially in data-sparse regions or hazardous environments. The standard 
SHARC hosts a meteorological station (Airmar PB200) that samples air pressure, temperature, wind speed, 
and wind direction at 1.12 m. The SHARC automatically transmits a 10-minute averaged data suite through an 
Iridium satellite link. In an effort to evaluate the SHARC default Airmar sensors and seek optimal sensors for 
air–sea interaction studies, NPS has developed an independent package of meteorological sensors, the NPS 
Met, for use on the SHARC. NPS Met measures pressure, air temperature, wind, SST, and relative humidity. 
This SHARC payload package was deployed three times in the Monterey Bay, along with a collocated drifting 
buoy (marine air–sea flux buoy, or MASFlux) with proven flux, mean, wave, and SST measurement for com-
parison and validation. This thesis will present analyses of data from the new mast and Airmar as compared to 
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known quality measurements from NPS’ MASFlux and NDBC buoy. Surface fluxes, evaporation duct heights, 
and strength are derived from the SHARC measurements using the COARE algorithm.
Keywords: SHARC, Wave Glider, Airmar, NPS Met, flux, mean measurements, air–sea interaction, surface 
layer
EXTREME WAVE STATISTICS WITHIN THE MOUTH OF THE COLUMBIA RIVER
Carter Johnston–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Science in Meteorology and Physical Oceanography
Advisor: Thomas Herbers, Department of Oceanography
Co-Advisor: Jamie MacMahan, Department of Oceanography
Rogue waves have presented unpredictable, dire hazards to mariners since the dawn of seafaring. Even in 
benign seas, isolated rogue waves can severely endanger ships and crews, even accounting for their disap-
pearance. Better understanding rogue wave generation will enhance safety of maritime operations. This study 
examines surface height data from wave resolving drifters (WRDs) deployed in groups of 30–50 in the mouth 
of the Columbia River (MCR) during the peak of ebb tide in May and June of 2013. Over three separate col-
lection days, effects of opposing currents and bathymetry on swell and wind waves were analyzed as WRDs 
headed to sea from the MCR. Wave significance was identified based on the local sea state within 1 km of the 
drifter location. Wave height histograms were calculated from regional wave ensembles and compared with 
the theoretical Rayleigh distribution of a narrow band, Gaussian wave field. Generally, wave height data in the 
MCR follow Rayleigh distribution well. Areas over shallower bathymetry of the MCR bar and predominant 
waves from the west create intense sea state amplification and rogue wave occurrence as well as right-tail 
deviation from the Rayleigh pdf. Isolated extreme waves and trains of large waves were observed on the bar.
Keywords: RIVET II, extreme waves, rogue waves, histogram, nonlinear, WRD, wave buoys, awesome, amaz-
ing, mouth of Columbia River, MCR, bar
BIO-OPTICAL AND HYDROGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WESTERN 
PACIFIC OCEAN FOR UNDERSEA WARFARE USING SEAGLIDER DATA
Ramon Martinez–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Science in Meteorology and Physical Oceanography
Advisor: Peter Chu, Department of Oceanography
Second Reader: Chenwu Fan, Department of Oceanography
Second Reader: Ronald Betsch, Naval Oceanography Office
Analysis of hydrographic and optical variability in the western Pacific Ocean region is conducted using data 
collected by the Naval Oceanographic Office (NAVOCEANO) from March 2008 to November 2011. Tem-
poral and spatial patterns of temperature, salinity, optical scattering, and fluorescence were examined. Vertical 
charts of each variable were produced for environmental and operational characterization. Histograms of the 
maxima and minima were plotted to examine the frequency of these variables. Furthermore, the vertical cor-
relations among the variables were identified.
Keywords: oceanography, hydrography, optical oceanography
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IMPACTS OF POTENTIAL AIRCRAFT OBSERVATIONS ON FORECASTS 
OF TROPICAL CYCLONES OVER THE WESTERN NORTH PACIFIC
Mark Mitchell–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Science in Meteorology and Physical Oceanography
Advisor: Patrick Harr, Department of Meteorology
Co-Advisor: Wendell Nuss, Department of Meteorology
A goal of The Observing System Research and Predictability Experiment (THORPEX) Pacific Asian Re-
gional Campaign (T-PARC) that was conducted in 2008 over the western North Pacific was to examine the 
targeted observation for improving initial conditions of numerical forecasts of typhoon track and intensity. 
Results indicated that observation impacts depended on the location of the observation with respect to the 
storm and the altitude from which the observation provided a profile of winds, temperature, and moisture. In 
this thesis, the experiment results were augmented by testing the impact of observations that could potentially 
be obtained from an unmanned Global Hawk aircraft taking observations over the large-scale environment 
from an altitude that provided for profiles of the entire troposphere. The case of Typhoon Sinlaku was used 
as operational typhoon track forecast scenarios were highly uncertain, and research-based aircraft observa-
tions were available to test against the pseudo Global Hawk observations. Three numerical experiments were 
conducted such that initial conditions were based on conventional observations, conventional and inner-storm 
aircraft observations, as well as conventional and pseudo Global Hawk observations. Inclusion of pseudo 
Global Hawk observations resulted in the most accurate intensity forecasts, but track forecasts were best using 
observations of the storm’s inner core.
Keywords: Global Hawk, tropical cyclone reconnaissance, observations, data assimilation, numerical weather 
prediction, typhoon, recurve, Tropical Northern West Pacific
THERMODYNAMIC AND KINEMATIC FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME 
DEVELOPING AND NON-DEVELOPING DISTURBANCES IN PREDICT
William Sauer–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Science in Meteorology and Physical Oceanography
Advisor: Michael Montgomery, Department of Meteorology
Second Reader: Qing Wang, Department of Meteorology
The development of tropical disturbances into tropical cyclones is not well understood. The lack of data on 
developing and non-developing tropical disturbances makes theoretical models difficult to test empirically. 
This thesis investigates thermodynamic parameters and kinematic flow structures found in three tropical 
disturbances investigated in the Pre-Depression Investigation of Cloud-Systems in the Tropics (PREDICT) 
experiment. Two of the tropical disturbances did not develop into tropical storms, and one of the tropical dis-
turbances was immediately classified as a tropical storm after the first research flight was conducted on the sys-
tem. The presence of significant convective available potential energy (CAPE) and low convective inhibition 
(CIN) has been universally found in the vicinity of the tropical disturbances studied in this thesis and other 
recent PREDICT studies such as “Observations of the Convective Environment in Developing and Non-
Developing Tropical Disturbances” by Roger K. Smith and Michael T. Montgomery published in 2012 by the 
Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society. The main difference between developing and non-developing 
tropical disturbances appears to lie with the kinematic flow boundary structure and thermodynamic proper-
ties hypothesized in the marsupial paradigm.
Keywords: tropical cyclones, marsupial paradigm
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SOLVING OPERATIONAL MODELS OF INTERDEPENDENT 
INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEMS
Michael Dickenson–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Science in Operations Research
Advisor: W. Matthew Carlyle, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: David Alderson, Department of Operations Research
We formulate and solve a model of interdependent fuel and electric power infrastructure systems with explicit 
representation of the fuel required to run some electric power generators and the power required to heat and 
pump fuel. Our model determines a set of fuel and power flows that result in the minimum cost of operating 
both systems, including penalty costs for failing to deliver each material to each of several external custom-
ers. We then formulate models of each system separate from the other and for each system, represent each 
interdependence relationship as a demand node with associated penalties. We implement an iterative algorithm 
for solving various instances of the problem; the algorithm alternates between solving each system separately 
and passing material requirements to the other model. We then evaluate how well our algorithm performs in 
comparison to the monolithic formulation. We conclude with suggestions for improvements to the algorithm.
Keywords: critical infrastructure, operator’s model, resilience, interdiction, interdependence
IMPROVING CLUSTER ANALYSIS WITH AUTOMATIC 
VARIABLE SELECTION BASED ON TREES
Anton Orr–Commander, United States Navy
Master of Science in Operations Research
Advisor: Samuel Buttrey, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: Lyn Whitaker, Department of Operations Research
Clustering is an algorithmic technique that aims to group similar objects together in order to give users better 
understanding of the underlying structure of their data. It can be thought of as a two-step process. The first 
step is to measure the distances among the objects to determine how dissimilar they are. The second step, clus-
tering, takes the dissimilarity measurements and assigns each object to a cluster. We examine three distance 
measures, proposed by Buttrey at the Joint Statistical Meeting in Seattle in August 2006, based on classification 
and regression trees to address problems with determining dissimilarity. Current algorithms do not simulta-
neously address the issues of automatic variable selection, independence from variable scaling, resistance to 
monotonic transformation, and datasets of mixed variable types. These “tree distances” are compared with 
an existing dissimilarity algorithm and two newer methods using four well-known datasets. These datasets 
contain numeric, categorical, and mixed variable types. In addition, noise variables are added to test the abil-
ity of each algorithm to automatically select important variables. The tree distances offer much improvement 
for the problems they aimed to address, performing well against competitors among numerical datasets and 
outperforming in the cases of categorical and mixed variable type datasets.
Keywords: clustering, classification trees, regression trees, random forests, sparse hierarchical, sparse K-means





A COMPARISON OF TECHNIQUES FOR OPTIMAL INFRASTRUCTURE RESTORATION
Carsten Schulze–Major, German Army
Master of Science in Operations Research
Advisor: David Alderson, Department of Operations Research
Co-Advisor: Nedialko Dimitrov, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: Michael Atkinson, Department of Operations Research
Major disruptions such as terror attacks, natural disasters, and human failures can have large impacts on criti-
cal infrastructure. The rapid reconstitution of those infrastructure systems after a major disruption is crucial 
to minimize the impact of the disaster. This thesis compares two different modeling techniques to minimize 
the cost for reconstructing the infrastructure system. The first technique uses a mixed integer linear program 
to minimize the operation cost of a infrastructure system. The second technique is a graph-based approach in 
which the vertices of a meta graph represent different operating states for the infrastructure system, and edges 
between vertices represent possible transitions between states (e.g., the repair of one or more infrastructure 
components). In this context, optimal restoration of the infrastructure system corresponds to finding the best 
(e.g., minimum cost) path from an initial damaged state to a fully restored state. We consider two different 
ways of finding the shortest path in this meta graph, specifically Dijkstra’s algorithm and the A-star algorithm. 
We compare these techniques in terms of quality of solution and required computation time.
Keywords: infrastructure, restoration, optimization
IDENTIFYING FACTORS THAT PREDICT PROMOTION TIME TO E-4 AND  
RE-ENLISTMENT ELIGIBILITY FOR U.S. MARINE CORPS FIELD RADIO OPERATORS
William Wathen–Captain, United States Marine Corps
Master of Science in Operations Research
Advisor: Robert Koyak, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: Chad Seagren, Department of Operations Research
We develop statistical models to identify the most influential entry-level attributes of a Marine recruit to 
predict two performance measures: the computed tier score and the time to achieve the rank of corporal (E-
4) in the 0621 field radio operator military occupational specialty (MOS). We use data collected from 2007 
through 2014 on more than 1,100 Marines in the 0621 MOS to construct multivariate linear regression models 
to estimate Marines’ computed tier scores and time to achieve E-4 based on their individual personal and 
professional attributes. We find statistically significant relationships exist between the entry-level attributes of 
a Marine recruit and the performance measures. The most influential predictor variables include the run time 
on the USMC initial skills test (IST), number of crunches on the IST, rifle score, the Armed Services Voca-
tional Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) general technical (GT) score, ASVAB clerical (CL) score, ASVAB general 
science (GS) score, ASVAB mathematics knowledge (MK) score, ASVAB paragraph comprehension (PC) 
score, weight, and whether a Marine receives a weight waiver upon entrance into service. We recommend that 
new job performance measures be created for each high-density MOS in order to conduct further testing for 
MOS suitability.
Keywords: career assignment, mos assignment, linear regression
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MEMS-BASED WASTE VIBRATION AND ACOUSTIC ENERGY HARVESTERS
Timothy Householder–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Science in Physics
Advisor: Dragoslav Grbovic, Department of Physics
Co-Advisor: Bruce Denardo, Department of Physics
Every machine vibrates and emits noise. This is unused energy that with an appropriate mechanism, can be 
returned to the system. Utilizing an array of piezoelectric microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) devices 
to harvest this otherwise wasted energy, it is possible to improve the efficiency of any number of mechanical 
devices. Piezoelectricity is the mechanism by which certain crystalline structures generate electric potential 
when under strain or conversely, deform when subjected to an electric potential. It is this first effect that is 
important to this application. Though each MEMS device will generate a very small amount of power, a 1 m² 
area can contain an array of millions of these devices. Energy harvesting, conservation, and efficiency are all 
key Department of Defense (DOD) priorities, and the universal application of these devices makes them ideal 
for any expeditionary platform such as ships, aircraft, and automobiles. This thesis designs and tests the first 
generations of acoustic and vibrational piezoelectric MEMS devices, including time-dependent finite element 
models, microfabrication processes, and the initial attempts at characterization and optimization.
Keywords: MEMS, energy harvesting, piezoelectric, resonator
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NAICS IMPACT ON SMALL BUSINESS SET-ASIDES
Luis Miranda–Civilian, Naval Postgraduate School
Master of Science in Program Management
Advisor: Christina Kelton, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Richard Nalwasky, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This project describes the role of the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) in the federal 
government contracting process, especially with respect to small-business solicitations. Because of its impor-
tance, mistakes made by contract officers in assigning a NAICS code to a project may have serious adverse 
effects on small business competition and participation. An analysis of small business opportunities in con-
struction over the years 2012–2014 reveals mistakes in assigning NAICS codes, suggesting that additional 
oversight is needed along with enhanced efficiency in the NAICS appeal process.
Keywords: North American Industry Classification System (NAICS), small business, government set-asides
ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY EVALUATION CENTER
Elizabeth Murter–Civilian, Department of the Army
Master of Science in Program Management
Advisor: Brad Naegle, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: E. Cory Yoder, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This study of the U.S. Army Evaluation Center (AEC) used an organizational systems framework to analyze 
factors related to strategy structure, processes, and results experienced at AEC during fiscal year 2013. The 
researcher’s experience coupled with existing survey data collected from established questionnaires, inter-
views, and authoritative information sources was used to analyze AEC as a system. The organizational systems 
framework (OSF) model used for this joint applied project served as an excellent diagnostic tool to identify 
improvements to increase efficiency and effectiveness. Organization system analysis using the OSF model was 
successful in providing a baseline and key information required to design AEC for the future. It is recom-
mended that AEC continue using the OSF to identify future improvements; focus on the factors that are with-
in AEC’s control to change (i.e., throughput factors); and focus on the factors with the greatest improvement 
potential. The organizational analysis showed that AEC achieves a fairly strong level of congruence between 
the inputs, throughputs, and results. However, there are two areas where congruency among the factors is as-
sessed as weak and 19 areas where congruency among the factors is assessed as average. Recommendations to 
improve organizational performance were provided as a result of the analysis. Although this research was suc-
cessful in analyzing AEC as a system, many of the findings, recommendations, and conclusions drawn in this 
paper warrant dedicated and more in-depth quantitative analysis or consideration from different perspectives.
Keywords: organizational analysis, organizational systems framework, design factors, congruence





STUDY OF THE LIGHT UTILITY HELICOPTER ACQUISITION PROGRAM AS A 
MODEL FOR DEFENSE ACQUISITION OF NON-DEVELOPMENTAL ITEMS
Judith Rubinstein–Civilian, Department of the Army
Master of Science in Program Management
Advisor: E. Cory Yoder, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Richard Nalwasky, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The UH-72A light utility helicopter (LUH) was acquired for performance of general support tasks—training, 
medical evacuation, law enforcement, etc.—in permissive (non-combat) environments to replace Vietnam-era 
helicopters and to free up Black Hawk UH-60 helicopters for combat use. This acquisition program is the 
Army’s first major acquisition of commercially available helicopters subsequently modified for military use. 
Although initial testing and use indicated the need for unforeseen modifications to the helicopters, in most 
respects, this program was successful. The successes included expeditious acquisition and fielding, avoidance 
of excessive costs, and acquisition of helicopters that incorporated the latest available technology (developed 
at industry, not at government, expense). Additionally, the helicopters could be, and were, readily tailored for 
diverse uses. Also, they highly satisfied users’ requirements. Finally, all deliveries were on time or ahead of 
schedule. These successes occurred largely because the UH-72A was a non-developmental item with mature 
technology at the time of acquisition. The time and expense that would otherwise have been needed for de-
velopment and for ramp-up of production were avoided. Additional factors contributing to the success of the 
program were clear definition of the requirement, avoidance of scope creep, and close cooperation among all 
stakeholders.
Keywords: commercial acquisition; LUH, light utility helicopter
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NEXTGEN NAVY ELEARNING TRACKING
William Miller–Civilian, Department of Defence, Defense Manpower Data Center
Master of Science in Software Engineering
Advisor: Man-Tak Shing, Department of Computer Science
Co-Advisor: Arijit Das, Department of Computer Science
The Navy’s eLearning (NeL) computer-based learning system relies on a learning management system (LMS) 
for delivering content and tracking learning information. One major obstacle with NeL’s current LMS imple-
mentation is that tracking of learning can only be done while a user is on a desktop computer using an Internet 
browser to connect to the LMS software. However, not all learning takes place within an Internet browser on 
a desktop computer. The Experience API (xAPI), also known as Tin Can API or SCORM 2.0, is a standard 
maintained by Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) that decouples the tracking of learning information 
from the content delivery. Any piece of software implementing the xAPI standard running on any networked 
device can track learning activity and store that data inside a learning record store (LRS). A prototype system 
was developed in a virtual environment to showcase the use of the xAPI/LRS to track quiz data, and the quiz 
data could then be synced from the LRS to the LMS. The prototype showed that xAPI, along with its LRS, 
can overcome the NeL’s AtlasPro LMS limitation of tracking learning only from a user’s desktop computer 
using an Internet browser.
Keywords: Experience API, xAPI, Tin Can API, SCORM, LRS, LMS, eLearning, NeL
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FEDERATED GROUND STATION NETWORK MODEL 
AND INTERFACE SPECIFICATION 
Aaron Felt–Civilian, Department of the Navy
Master of Science in Space Systems Engineering and Master of Science in Computer Science
Advisor: James Newman, Space Systems Academic Group
Co-Advisor: Mathias Kölsch, Department of Computer Science 
This thesis solves the problem of a lack of a complete, simple ground station network interface standard. A 
federated satellite ground station network (FGN) model and computer interface are developed that extend 
the use of ground stations to external users across the Internet. This should allow for reuse of existing ground 
stations, reducing costs and complexity of space missions. An improved model describing FGNs is proposed 
that defines a hierarchy of the components of the network, allowing for scalability and unified interfaces and 
simplifying the process of using FGN resources. This model, which we call the Improved FGN model, is 
used to develop security schemes that are simple but effective. Simple but effective security schemes are then 
developed for this Improved FGN model, along with a standardized software interface. This interface con-
nects external users to the network in order to extend ground station hardware to remote users as well as to 
simplify scheduling for the resource owners in a network. Different middleware frameworks are compared, 
and Apache Thrift is selected as the best fit for an FGN. This interface is then described and demonstrated 
with a reference implementation in Python. Recommendations for future improvements of this interface stan-
dard are discussed.
Keywords: ground station, federated ground station, ground station network, earth station, earth station net-
work, interface, web service, service-oriented architecture, CubeSat, picosatellite, M-PIPE, MC3, TT&C
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MARINE CORPS EXPEDITIONARY RIFLE PLATOON ENERGY BURDEN
Thomas Atkinson–Lieutenant Colonel, United States Marine Corps
Master of Science in Engineering Systems
Advisor: Richard Millar, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Warren Vaneman, Department of Systems Engineering
In 2009, the commandant of the Marine Corps declared energy a top priority and created the U.S. Marine 
Corps (USMC) Expeditionary Energy Office to develop an energy strategy to reduce and optimize energy 
usage throughout the Marine Corps. This thesis examines the operational tasks and capabilities that drive the 
current USMC rifle platoon’s energy burdens using an Expeditionary Warrior 2012 war-game scenario. The 
primary conclusion of the research is that increasing the platoon’s ability to carry supplies and developing 
standardized, rechargeable batteries offers the USMC opportunities to reduce energy at the platoon level. This 
thesis recommends that the USMC should investigate the use of robotic transport systems and unmanned aer-
ial vehicles to reduce the number of sustainment flights required of large aircraft. It also recommends further 
research should be conducted to calculate the energy usage at the company level, analyzing robotic solutions 
and standardized batteries to reduce energy at the platoon level and conducting analysis for water reduction.
Keywords: Marine rifle platoon, Marine expeditionary energy, Marine rifle platoon mission essential tasks, 
expeditionary energy, water and waste (E2W2)
EVALUATION OF SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES FOR THE 
ARMY AVIATION GROUND POWER UNIT
Kevin Alexandre–Civilian, Department of the Army
Master of Science in Systems Engineering
Advisor: Walter Owen, Department of Systems Engineering
Second Reader: J. Marc Aparicio, Department of Systems Engineering
Ground support equipment is critical to the success of Army aviation. As the Aviation Ground Power Unit 
evolves or is replaced, it will be necessary to reduce life cycle costs and improve availability. This thesis ex-
plores the requirements and offers potential architectures and component selection to satisfy the Army Avia-
tion Ground Power Unit’s requirements while increasing value. Using the current system as a baseline, alter-
natives were compared using performance, mass, envelope, reliability, and life cycle costs. The power plant 
proved to be the most important component in the architectures examined. Power plant influence on the life 
cycle cost of the system was the dominant factor among the selection criteria; fuel and power plant mainte-
nance costs were the largest contributors to system life cycle costs. The research concluded that architectures 
The following capstone project reports were produced by cohorts of residential or distance learning 
students in the systems-engineering curriculum. The degrees awarded include Masters of Science in 
Systems Engineering, Engineering Systems, and Systems Engineering Management.
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with diesel engine power plants are preferred even though these architectures have an inherent mass risk and 
require greater interaction between aviation and ground maintenance activities.
Keywords: Aviation Ground Power Unit, ground support equipment, cost analysis
THE INTEGRATION OF HOSPITALS: THE TRANSITION 
FROM A SYSTEM TO A SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS
Sean Kugler–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Science in Systems Engineering
Advisor: Gary Langford, Department of Systems Engineering
Second Reader: Daniel Burns, Department of Systems Engineering
Hospitals are the foundation of our health care system and where the emphasis should be placed for providing 
quality health care while resolving the issues of rising cost and declining access. The architecture for operat-
ing as independent systems and competing for the patronage of the local population results in duplication in 
the acquisition of goods and services. When the probability of any individual requesting service at a hospital 
is in large part a factor of distance rather than marketing, emphasis should be placed in developing a mutually 
supporting network or system of systems to support the overall health of a community. The problems such 
as these plaguing hospitals are examined from a systems engineering perspective to determine their causal 
mechanisms. Through the application of integration theory, a system of systems model for hospitals is created 
and shown to reduce costs and risk by increasing sustainability through optimization of the different business 
models’ strengths. Physicians and hospitals have already begun integrating, albeit at a much smaller scale, via 
accountability care organizations and joint ventures with noticeable reductions in cost and increased efficien-
cies. Hospitals need to examine and implement these models and form a network of hospitals for the purpose 
of shared resources and mutual beneficial agreements to reduce costs further and implement economies of 
scale.
Keywords: health care, nonprofit, for-profit, public hospitals, systems, system of systems
OPERATIONAL ENERGY/OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS 
INVESTIGATION FOR SCALABLE MARINE EXPEDITIONARY 
BRIGADE FORCES IN CONTINGENCY RESPONSE SCENARIOS
Systems Engineering Cohort 311-132, Team Expeditionary
Master of Science in Systems Engineering
Advisor: Eugene Paulo, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Brigitte Kwinn, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Paul Beery
In today’s austere fiscal environment, the United States Marine Corps (USMC) seeks to increase overall mis-
sion effectiveness while maintaining or improving combat effectiveness through efficient energy use in the 
battle space. This capstone project examined operational energy efficiencies through the specification, model-
ing, and data analysis associated with force scale alternatives of a Special Purpose Marine Air Ground Task 
Force (SPMAGTF) unit operating in the West Africa area of responsibility (AOR). A Title 10 war games evo-
lution was elaborated to support a robust operational concept. A model based systems engineering (MBSE) 
approach was utilized to support the analysis of alternatives (AoA). Agent based modeling and simulation 
(ABMS) provided the foundation to explore autonomous battle space activity and its relationship to opera-
tional energy. Design of experiments (DOE) principles were used to specify force scale levels suitable for 
examination of the tradespace. The research objectively sought to understand the relationship between force 
scale, energy use, and mission effectiveness. Results support findings regarding key energy drivers, energy 
dependencies across the combat elements of the battle space, economies of scale, and net-centricity. The find-
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ings inform evaluation of force application doctrine in small land battle engagements and provide modeling 
artifacts for future research efforts.
Keywords: model based systems engineering, alternatives of analysis, design of experiments, agent based mod-
eling and simulation, operational energy
APPLICATION OF MODEL-BASED SYSTEMS ENGINEERING (MBSE) TO 
COMPARE LEGACY AND FUTURE FORCES IN MINE WARFARE MISSIONS
Systems Engineering Cohort 311-132, Team MIW
Master of Science in Systems Engineering and Master of Science in Engineering Systems
Advisor: Eugene Paulo, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Brigitte Kwinn, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Paul Beery
This capstone report describes the expected mine countermeasure (MCM) performance of the Avenger class 
MCM ship (MCM 1), landing helicopter deck (LHD) support ship, and MH-53E helicopter legacy systems 
as well as Increment 1 of the littoral combat ship (LCS) and MH-60S helicopter future systems. The study 
focused on two measures of effectiveness (MOEs): area coverage rate sustained (ACRS) and percent clearance 
of mines. The systems engineering (SE) approach used to address stakeholder needs identified foundational 
requirements and developed functional and physical architectures for simulation in conducting the compara-
tive technical analysis. A design of experiments (DOE) methodology was used to determine which factors 
have the greatest influence on the MOEs. The significant factors’ values were varied to develop a set of rec-
ommended improvements to the future MCM systems. The study found that maintaining a constant search 
speed of 10 knots, improving the stream and recover time to 15 minutes, and improving the sortie time to 24 
hours for the remote minehunting system (RMS) would provide a future ACRS performance greater than that 
provided by the legacy systems. When factoring in risk and operating and sustainment (O&S) costs, the future 
capability and recommended improvements provide better performance per cost than the legacy capability.
Keywords: model based systems engineering, design of experiments, requirements analysis, mine warfare, 
MIW, mine countermeasures, MCM, littoral combat ship, LCS, Avenger, MCM 1, MCM-1, ACRS, area cover-
age rate sustained, remote minehunting system, RMS, minehunting
SYSTEM ENGINEERING HEALTH AND VISUALIZATION
Systems Engineering Cohort 311-132W, SSC LANT Vikings Team
Master of Science in Systems Engineering and Master of Science in Engineering Systems
Advisor: Rama Gehris, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Bonnie Young, Department of Systems Engineering
Complex warfighter systems are increasingly required for continuing United States dominance, which drives 
a need for high quality systems engineering (SE) processes. A system engineering health and visualization 
(SEHV) capability is needed so that leadership can gain insight into potential SE risk areas, allowing them to 
be proactive instead of reactive to issues leading to program failures, thus saving time, effort, and costs. This 
capstone’s purpose was to determine whether an automated means of collecting and displaying SE data trends 
was feasible and effective. To accomplish this, the team analyzed stakeholder’s requirements and performed 
a literature study on leading SE indicators. Modeling and simulation was performed to further analyze these 
requirements and provide the best means to obtain SE health data from Space and Naval Warfare System 
Center Atlantic (SSC-A). This developed the SEHV architecture to include data integration strategy. A con-
ceptual model for the SEHV capability was produced along with acquisition strategies and cost estimates. 
The research shows a need to incorporate an automated SEHV system into SSC-A’s organization to improve 
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efficiencies in data calls and management insight into the SE health of a program. Additionally, the team iden-
tified future research requirements and provided recommendations for management consideration.
Keywords: visualization, trends, risks, system engineering leading indicators
USING THE AGILE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY AND APPLYING 
BEST PRACTICE PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCESSES
Gary King–Civilian, Department of the Navy
Master of Science in Systems Engineering Management
Advisor: John Osmundson, Department of Information Sciences
Second Reader: Daniel Burns, Department of Systems Engineering
There are many software development life-cycle models. Each one has its own advantages and disadvantages, 
forcing program management to select carefully before embarking on a full-scale development effort. A popu-
lar choice today is the Agile development model due to its more informal processes and ability to adapt eas-
ily to changes. However, one of these positive elements is also one of its negative aspects. These less formal 
processes can lead developers to use the Agile model as authorization to avoid any process efforts, leading 
to a difficult project management problem. This thesis explores the manner by which the Agile development 
model may be executed in a disciplined manner. The thesis also describes the application of various techniques 
to create a robust development environment while maintaining the value the methodology brings. In addition, 
it also highlights the importance of selecting each practice carefully and applying that practice uniquely to each 
project to ensure maximum performance.
Keywords: Agile software development life cycle, project management, requirements management, system 
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